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ABSTRACT

Sensitive methods to detect solid tumour cells in peripheral blood are

develop ed to facilitate clinical identification of micrometastas es'

Current understanding of metastatic processes and the clinical

significance of these processes is discussed. The study of circulating solid tumour

cells in peripheral blood is reviewed from an historical perspective. Newer

molecular and cell biological techniques which may facilitate more reliable

tumour evaluation are reviewed with special reference given to polymerase chain

reaction (PCR)

By combining the techniques of reverse transcription (RT) and PC\

it may be possible to utilise tissue specific gene expression as a means of

detecting solid tumour cells in blood. This is demonstrated by the development of

a sensitive RT/PCR technique to detect tyrosinase mRNA to identify melanoma

cells in blood. Whilst a pilot study of detected tyrosinase mRNA expression in the

blood of 4 of 9 advanced melanoma patients, a follow-up study was only able to

demonstrate tyrosinase detection in 3 of 24 patients. This study is compared to

other published series which have emulated this technique.

Cytokeratin expression to detect circulating carcinoma cells in blood

is evaluated by two techniques. Firstly, a technique of cytospinning and double

' antibody labelling is developed and clinically evaluated with positive results in 2

of 20 breast cancer patients, I of 19 colorectal cancer patients, and 0 of 14

patients with other epithetial cancers. Secondly, a sensitive RT/PCR technique to

detect cytokeratin 8 mRNA is developed. However cytokeratin 8 mRNA is

shown to be expressed at low levels in normal blood. This result is compared with

)íx



other published RTÆGR techniques which have used other cytokeratin filaments

as tumour markers

cD44variant expression has been raised as a possiþle discriminator

of normal haemopoietic tissue and malignant tissue' The"epitheliaf' variant and

the ,'metas talic" variant of cD44 are evaluated as RT/PCR targets' The large

number of variants of cD44 detected by this technique demonstrates the

complexþ of the CD44 molecule. CD44 variant expression as a reliable tumour

marker is discussed in light of reported intermittent variant CD44 expression by

haemopoieticcellsundernon-malignantimmunogenicstimulation.

AmodeltocriticallyexamineRT/PCRtumourcelldetection

bchniques is proposed. RTiPcR techniques eventually may become part of

routine cancer evaluation, and may redefine the terms "remission" and"cure"' but

only if such techniques are robust and reliable'
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1. INTRODUCTTON

1.1 THF THESIS

1.1.1 The limit¿tions of cancer diagnosis

The majority of cancer related death is due to the effects of metastatic disease

[Sugartaker et al. 1982, Fidler and Balch 1987]. In the majority of cases this is due to

haematogenous or bloodborne metastases [Schirrmacher 1985]. Tumour cells frequently

spread from the primary tumour via lymphatics or the bloodstream and eventually

develop metastatic colonies in secondary organ sites. The new coloniæ (otmetastases)

grow and eventually compromise the local anatomy leading to organ failure and death'

Metastasis fomration is therefore the most life-threatening aspect of cancer [Frost and

Levin 19921.

The accurate diagnosis of small volume malþant disease has become one of

the great challenges of modern oncology. Standard or classical methods of diagnosing

the presence of tumours are limited by the lack of means to detect very small numbers

of tumour cells. By the time a tumour reaches t cnl in size (the lower limit of detection

by routine evaluation) it may contain greater than ld tumour cells [DeVita 1993], and it

has been calculated that metastatic disease may develop from tumours such as breast

cancer when the primary tumour is less than 0.125 crf fKoscielny et al. 1985]. As the

vast majority of adult malignancy is incurable once gross metastases have developed,

there is clearly a need for more sensitive tools to detect very small numbers of tumour

cells, so that early treatnent of micrometastatic disease in the form of adjuvant therapy

may be properly evaluated.
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1.L.2 Implications of early cancer diagnosis

The early diagnosis of metastatic disease has critical implications for the

management of cancer generally. In all solid tumours, prognosis is greatly influenced by

the stage of the disease at the time of diagnosis, and the présence of distant metastatic

disease invariably caries a worse prognosis. Using breast cancer a¡i an exÍrmple, when

the disease is small and confined to the breast (ttug" 1), following adequate local

treaûnent with either mastectomy or lumpectomy and local radiotherapy, the 5 year

disease free survival rate is about 80 o/o, whereas for disease which has spread to axillary

lymph nodes (stage 2), the overall 5 year disease free survival rate falls to < 50 o/o with

prognosis inversely proportional to number of nodes involved. For more advanced stage

disease, the 5 year disease free survival rates are <20 % Þanforth 1992, ArfrrLan 1994,

Livingston 19941.

Treatment decisions such as the use of surgery, radiotherapy or chemotherapy

for early stage breast cancer patients, usually rely on the accurate assessment of disease

stage. Presently, decisions regarding the use of systemic treafinents such as cytotoxic

chemotherapy and hormonal manþlation is based upon assessment of risk of

micrometastatic diseasg which is closely related to disease stage fToddet al. 1987].

Hence, the greater the liketihood of micrometastases being presen! the worse the

prognosis, and the greatnr the likelihood that systemic treatment will be instigated- Like

the majority of cancers, few patients die because of the primary tumour in the breast but

die due to the effects of metastatic breast cancer [Harrise/ al. 19931. The management

of metastatic disease (either gross or micrometastatic) is therefore paramount to the

management of cancer overall.
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1.1.3 Bloodborne metastases

Thattumour cells may spread to other parts of the body via the blood stream has

been acknowledged for some 150 years flangenbeck 1841]. The more basic

understanding as to how these cells manage to lose their attachment from the primary

tumour, invade and survive in the vascular compartrnent evade the hosds

immunological defense mechanisms, exit the vascular compartment, lodge in a

secondary siæ and finally grow as a secondary deposit and possibly metastasise once

again has t¿ken a considerable time to even begin to be unravelled. It is believed that a

specialised sub-population of tumour cells from the primary tumour evolves quiæ early

in the lifespan of the tumour. This sub-population of tumour cells is believed to possess

particular characteristics required for metastatic spread [Fidler 1990].

At some stage in the history of most instances of metastatic cancer, tumour cells

enter and spend some time circulating in the vascular compartment. In the clinical

setting whilst primary tumour cells, metastatic tumour cells in local lymph node groups,

and even metastatic tumour cells in distant metastatic sites are, with the aid of the

surgeon, relatively easy to access and therefore study, viable tumour cells which are

circulating in the blood have proven diffrcult to reliably idgntify and therefore study.

There is a relative paucþ of information regarding the genetic and phenotypic changes

associated with this important part of the metastatic process. Hencg the relationship

between circulating û¡mour cells and the development of secondary disease is not yet

completely understood.

3



1.1.4 Detection of bloodborne metastases

The possibility of being able to reliably detect small numbers of metastatic

tumour cells as they circulate in the peripheral blood is particularly appealing to confimr

the presence of tgmour tissue outside the primary site, possibly predicting future

establishment of gross metastatic disease and therefore influencing prognosis' Such

information may therefore have sþificant therapeutic implications. The approach also

has the advantage of screening a readily accessible body fluid, which can be examined

in conjunction with other blood tests performed on a routine basis.

This work attempts to develop and evaluate novel molecular/cell

biological methods of detecting circulating solid tumour cells in the perpiheral blood.

These methods are based on the assumption that cells of non-haematopoietic origin may

express certain genes that are not usually expressed by norinal blood cells, and these

differences in gene expression may allow tumour cells to be readily detected in a

background of normal blood cells.

1.1.5 Aim of the thesis

The aim of the thesis is to develop and clinically evaluate molecular biological

methods, which rely upon differences in tumour cell gene expression, to reliably detect

solid tumour cells in peripheral blood.

To put this work into context, it is necessary to review the curent understanding

of the process of metastasis, especially that work which deals specifically with

metastatic tumour cells circulating in the blood, and also review the present applications

of molecular and cell biological æchniques which may be used to evaluate patients with
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cancer. It is also necessary to review previous works that have evaluated circulating

solid tumour cells in perþheral btood.

I.2 CLIMCAL ASPECTS OF METASTATIC CANCER

1.2.1 Scope of the Problem

With the exclusion of non-melanotic skin ûrmours, approximately 30 o/o of alI

patients with newly diagnosed malignancy already have clinically apparent metastatic

disease at the time of diagnosis [Sugarbaker 1979a]. Of the remaining 70 o/o of patients

with apparently localised disease, only about half of these may be cured by treatment of

the primary tumour alone, with the remainder subsequently developing metastases.

Therefore about 60 - 65 Yo of all cancer patients have either clinically detectable or

clinically undetectable metastatic disease (micrometastases) at the time of initial

diagnosis þiotta and Sætler-Stevenson 19911.

In adult oncological practice, there are very few types of malignancy that are

curable once overt metastatic disease has developed fFrost and Levin1992]. However,

there is good clinical data that supports the premise 'that 'some patients with

micrometastatic disease may be cured with chemotherapy or radiotherapy. Examples of

this include the significant survival advantage demonstrated with the use of adjuvant

cytotoxic chemotherapy in locally advanced breast cancer which has been demonstrated

by the EBCTCG overview meta-analyasis [992] which showed that there was a 25 '30

o/o reduction in relapse rate with an absolute benefit in terrrs of disease free survival and

overall survival at 10 years of 8.7 yo and 6.8 o/o respectively when adjuvant

chemotherapy was used in patients with positive ærillary nodes. Several studies

involving patients with locally advanced colorectal cancer have showed that adjuvant
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chemotherapy with fluorouracil based regimens improve disease free and overall

survival by about 30 o/o at4 years þavieet al. 1989, Moertel et al. 1995, 'Wolmark ¿l

at. 19931for patients with Dukes' stage C colonic cancer. Horwich et al. ll992l

demonstrated that compared to standard routine nodal radiotherapy, a policy of

surveillance only following orchidectomy for stage I seminoma was associated with an

increased risk of reç1urence at 5 years of 15 Yo. Also Riethmuller et al ll994l

demonstrated that monoclonal antibody therapy employed as adjuvant treatment in

Dukes C colon cancer was associated with a decreased recurrence rate.

In each case mentioned, the addition of chemotherapy, radiotherapy or specific

biological treatrnent to standard treatrnent of the primary tumour has statistically

improved the relapse rate for each group as a whole. The implication being that the

addition of adjuvanttreatrnenthas destroyed micrometastatic disease that may otherwise

have developed into gross metastatic disease. But this strategy also means that all

patients iî"aI rislC' groups are treat€d, and therefore a significant proportion of those

patients treated are tikd to be cured by the primary therapy and for these patients

individuatly, the adjuvant therapy is unnecessary.

Even for patients with cancers for which micrometastatic disease is not

chemosensitive and therefore not cured by the addition of adjuvant chemotherapY, the

diagnosis of metastatic disease may be important to ensure that only those patients

without metastases receive radical"curative" treatments. Patients with metastatic disease

may avoid such procedures and either be treated with noveVexperimental therapies or be

managed in a purely palliative fashion. In any casg the accurate diagnosis of metastaúc

disease is a quality of life issue.
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I.2.2 Presentation and diagnostic evaluation

The presentation of metastatic disease is generally dependent upon the site of the

metastasis and the primary tumour type. Frequently, metastatic disease is multi-focal

[Weiss LggZ]. For patients whose initial presention is with gross metastatic disease, the

diagnostic evaluation is dependent upon whether the tumour type is potentially curable

with systemic treaûnent. With the exclusion of haematological solid tumours, in adults

the only grossly metast¿tic solid tumour types that are presently considered to be curable

are germ cell tumours of testis and ovary, and trophoblastic tumours [Kelly and Meyer

l9g3]. Hence for patients who presentwith metastatic malignancy, the initial evaluation

must exclude haematological malignancy and the above mentioned curable solid

tumours lGatter et al. 1985]. Once these have been excluded, non-curable but

chemo/hormone highly responsive malignancy need to be excluded. B¡amples include

breast Gancer, small cell lung cancer, ovarian cancer and prostate cancer. Papillary

carcinoma of the thyroid also requires exclusion, as metastases frequently regress

sþificantly following radioactive iodine therapy. For the. remaining tumour types,

investþations should be directed purely at symptomatic disease so that appropriate

palliative treatrnents can be undertaken [Kennedy and Luedke 1979].

Certainly, extensive work up of patients who present with tumours of unknown

primary site with upper/lower GI evaluation, urinary tract evaluation, and pulmonary

tree evaluation is unwarrented as diagnosis of a primary tumour arising from thqse sites

will not influence patient suwival and therefore will have little influence upon therapy

decisions peonard and Nystrom 1993]. Also, retrospective studies of such patients have

shown that when such extensive investigations are undeftaken in patients without any

symptoms suggestive of a primary site, the likelihood of discovering the primary site of
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malignancy is < 50 o/o. Evenif autopsy is included as a diagnostic tes! prospective series

of patients presenting with tumours of unknown primary site have demonstrated that the

combined antemortem and postmortem diagnosis of the primary site is 50 - 60 yo

peonard and Nystrom 1993]. Hence not only is such extensive work up not clinically

warrented, it is frequently unsuccessful.

1.2.3 Management of micrometastatic disease

As has been previously discussed, patients with a number of tumour types

receive adjuvant chemotherapy following therapy of the primary tumour if the tumour is

already locally advanced and therefore at greater risk of 'systemic relapse [1.2.1].

Although sþificant survival benefits have been demonstrated for adjuvant

chemotherapy in the setting of large groups of patients treated with locally advanced

breast and colorect¿l cancer, clearly the majority of individual patients who undergo

adjuvant chemotherapy do not benefit from the treatment which in many instances may

be quite toxic. Based upon numerous randomised trials, it is estimated the addition of

adjuvant cytotoxic chemotherapy for early stage breast cancer patients reduces the rate

of recurrence at 5 years by 25 - 30 yo ftIenderson 1994]. In absolute terms, the

percentage of stage I breast cancer patients (for whom the recurrence rate at 5 years is

estimated as 14 - 30 yo fFentiman 1990] who will benefit from conventional adjuvant

cytotoxic chemotherapy is only about 3.5 - 9 Yo.Theremainder either are never going to

relapse or the treaffirent is ineffective and disease recurs anyway. However each stage I

breast cancer patientwho choses to undergo such adjuvanttreaünen! whether or not she

finally benefits from treatrren! is exposed to the sarne potential toxicities of cytotoxic

chemotherapy [McGuire and Clark 1992].
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Certain prognostic features regarding the primary tumour other than size, extent

of local invasion etc. may also predict for likelihood of relapse. Examples of this include

oestrogen receptor stat¡s [Osborne 1991], degree of differentiation of the tr¡mour cells

[Hensen et al. l99ll, ploidy [Maguire and Clark 1992], expression ofc-erb-B2 (HFnZ

or neu) oncogene fPerren 1991, Hynes 1993], andp53 mutation [Thor et al. 1992f. Each

new test described is aimed to categorise tumours further into degrees of risk of relapsg

and therefore aid in treaünent decisions. Despite the advances made in such diagnostic

methods, within each risk category, considerable prognostic variability still exists.

Clearly, more accurate detection of micrometastatic disease may allow more

effective use of adjuvant therapies, so that only those patients who have the greatest

chance of benefrting from adjuvant therapy actually receive it whilst those patients not

at risk of relapse can avoid such treafinent. Such detection strategies may also identify

patients who are certain to relapse and for whom standard adjuvant therapies will be

ineffective. This may be a group for whom standard adjuvant therapy should be avoided

and novel adjuvant treatment strategies evaluated.

1.3 BIOLOGY OF THE METASTATIC PROCESS

1.3.1 Clinic¿tcorrelations

For the common solid epithelial tumours, the probabitty of metastasis is linked

to the size of the prima¡y tumour. For example, for patients with primary breast cancer,

tumours less than l0 mm in diameter are associated with a 20 - 25 yo incidence of

ærillary lymph node metastases, whereas û¡mours greater than 30 mm in diameter are

associatedwith a5OYo incidence of ærillary lymph node metastases [McGuire and Clark
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lgg¿]. A similar association with tumour involvement of draining lymph nodes with

primary tumour size is observed in the setting of colorectal cancer and with primary

tumour thickness in the setting of malignant melanoma [Sugarbakeret al. 1982f..

A number of theories exist as to why such a corrdation occurs. Firstly, larger

tumours tend to have a greater degree of tumour vascularisation, and rate of tumour cell

release into draining veins may be directly related to the degree of tumour vascularity

[Liotta et al. 7974]. Alternatively it may be that more aggressive sub-populations of

tumour cells are able to evolve in older larger tumours. Another possibilþ is that larger

tumours a¡e able to bestow a greater antigenic burdon, which may favour the survival of

disseminated tumour cells fFidler and Hart 1982)-

Whitst the clinical patûerns of haematogenous metastatic spread of tumour cells

often follows an anatomical pattern, such as liver metastases being common with

colorectal carcinoma [Brown and Warren 1938, Dionne 1965], or æ<illary nodes

frequentþ involved in breast carcinoma [Danforth 1992], several clinical aspects of the

metastatic process cannot be adequately explained with simple anatomical correlations.

For example, some orgaos that receive a relatively high proportion of blood flow such as

the heart, kidney and spleen seem to be under-represented as sites of metastatic spread

fWeiss lgg2f.Itwould therefore appear that individual tumour cell biology, and flrmour

cell - stroma interactions have a significant bearing on the manifesøtion of metastatic

disease fMareel 1992].

This may have significant clinical implications in that the overall management

of a particular tumour type may depend largely upon the firmour being controlled at a

particular site. A simple example of this is with primary brain malignancies which
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virh¡atly never spread outside the cenfral nervous system. þevinet al. I9931Clearly,

control of local spread of the brain tumour is the key to successful treatment- An

alternative example may be ovarian cancer which often spreads via surface implantation

or lymphatics to remain confined within the abdominal c4vity [Janovski and

paramandandha 1973, Fuks 19801, so that novel treaüîents directed at inhibiting the

local growttr of disease within the abdominal cavity with metalloprotease inhibitors

[Davies et al. 19931, rather than conventional sytemic cytotoxic chemotherapy may

eventually become avital component of management.

1.3.2 Metastatic inefÏiciencY

Fidler [1970] demonstrated in an animal model, using tumour cells labelled with

t" I-s-iododeoxyuriding and injected directly into the circulation, that the vast majority

of ü¡mour cells released into the circulation die before gaining the opportunþ to form

secondary colonies. It is estimated that less than I Yo of cells released into the circulation

survive greatnr than 24 hours and less than 0.1 o/o of tumour cells released into the

circulation become viable metastases. Proposed causes of the high rate of cell death of

circulating solid tr¡mour cells include mechanical shearing forces, loss of attachment

substate, oxygen toxicity, and destuction by host-derived natural killer cells pidler

19737. Subsequent in vivo studies have confirmed these observations and also suggest

that whilst the number of final metastases tends to be in proportion to the number of

circulating cells, the best correlation of higher rates of successfirl metastasis occurs with

clumps of trmour cells in circulationpiottaet al. lgT4,Manznttiet al. 19931.
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1.3.3 Development of cancer metastasis theory

Models of metastasis have developed over a one hundred year period. Pagef in

1889, first postulated the "seed and soil" hypothesis [Paget 1889]. This postulated that

for metastasis to occur, the correct "seed" (tumour cell type) would only flourish in the

appropriate "soil" (common metastatic site). So that whilst 50 - 60 Yo of metast¿sis

distibution can be attributed purely to circulatory/lymphatic anatomy, preferential sites

of metastasis are common for certain tumour types. The original example used by Paget

[lBS9] was that breast cancer metastases frequently ocqr in bone, without evidence of

metastases to lung (the first capillary bed likely to be encountered). However,

subsequent investigators postulate that early bone metastases fiom breast cancer is due

to refrograde paravertebral venous spread [Schirrmacher 1985]. A more contemporary

clinical model is that women with recurrent ascites secondary to ovarian cancer who

underwent placement of peritoneal-venous shunts did not develop widespread

metastatic disease despite the large number of viable tumour cells in circulation lTain et

al.19841.

In 1928, Ewing proposed the concept that metastases were the product of

mechanical entrapment of tumour cells in circulation. Arrested cells would then form

their own tumour microenvironment producing a metastatic deposit Bwing 19281.

Theories encompassing both ttre "soil and seed" theory and the "mechanical entrapment"

theory were proposed by Proctor [1976] and Sugerbaker [1979b]. The concepts of

',specific adhesive interactions" between tumour cells and substrate were introduced by

Nicolson and Winkelhake [1975], Schirrmacher et al. [1980], and Kieran and

Longnecker U9831. Tarin and Price U9811 and Fidler and Hart U9821 proposed the

concept that a particular organ site modulated tumour growth within iq and that only
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tumour cells with the abilþ to adapt to the new site would successfully develop into

viable secondary trmour colonies'

Hence the concept of specific tumour cell - metastatic site interaction, ¿ls

orignialty suggested by Paget [889] over one hundred ye¿ìrs ago has very basically

stood the test of time, although the mechanisms involved in metastasis are now

somewhat better understood. The modern hypothesis of invasion and metastasis is

therefore based on 3 major premises:-

(ù primary tumours are heterogenous with regard to biologic and

metastatic prop erties ;

(iÐ the process of metastasis is non-random consisting of a series of limited,

sequential steps, each requiring completion before each subsequent step may take place;

metastasis then favours the survival and growth of a few sub-populations of cells within

aprimary tumour;

(iii) the outcome of the metastatic process is dependent upon the interaction

of metast¿sising cells with different organ environments [Fidler 1990].

1.3.4 Cascade theory of metastasis

The pathogenesis of metastasis as described by Fidler and Hart [1982] consists

of a series of non-random sequential interrelated steps. Each step must be completed

before any subsequent steps occur. Thus each step is potentially rate limiting. The major

steps therefore are (i) progressive tumour growth at the primary site following

malignant transformation; (ü) extensive neo-vascularisation (this is essential if tumour

mass is to exceed 2 mm) following synthesis and secretion of several angiogenesis

factors fFolkman 1986, Bicknell and Harris 1991, Mahadevan and Hart 1991]; (iii) local
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invasion of host sfioma and subsequent invasion of thin walled venules or lymphatics

þiotta 1986, Duffy 19921; (iv) detachment and embolisation of small aggregates of

tumour cells into the circulation, transport within the circulation and evasion of

potentially tethal events in circulation; (v) arrest in the capillary beds of metastatic organ

site; (uÐ exffavasation from the capillaries into the distant organ tissue, ("iÐ

proliferation within the distant organ tissue with fuither neo-vascularisation, and

immunological events to allow evasion of host immune mechanisms [Fidler et al|978].

Once the "cascade" has reached this stage, further detachmèn! invasion, embolisation

etc. may occur producing "metastases from metastases¿' fPoste and Fidler 1979,

Sugarbaker lgTgb,Killion and Fidler 1989, Kohn and Liotta 19931.

1.3.5 Identification of tumour cells with high metastatic potential

There is considerable evidence that tumour dissemination occurs very soon after

primary tumour vascula¡isation. Koscielny et al. [985] showed that in a breast cancer

model, metastases may be initiated when the primary tumour is less than 0.125 cttl io

size. Fidler and Hart [982] have proposed that a sub-population of highly metastatic

cells exist within a primary û¡mour at a very early stage of development. The size of the

proposed sub-population of highly metastatic cells is not known, but it appears that the

metastatic sub-population dominates the primary tumour which is destined to eventually

metastasise, quite early in growth. [Fidler and Kripke 1977, Kerbel 1990]. Kerbel

[1990] has suggested that selective groufh of the metastatic sub-population may be due

to altered resporu¡e of these cells to local cytokines. Presumably the altered response to

local stimuli is a function of oncogene up-regulation with subsequent greater oncogene

product production [Cairns 1981, Fidler and Radinsky 1990]. This cert¿inly concurs
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with the general observation that the average level of oncogene (or specific protein

marker) amplification measured within a primary tumour tends to correlate with the

clinical parameters of metastasis and recurrence fFietd and Spandidos 1990].

Additionally, reduced expression of the nm23 (tumour suppressor) gene [Hirayarna et

al. lggl,Radinsþ e t al. l992lor mutations of p5 j (tumour suppressor gene) in primary

malignancy may also correlate with increased propensþ to early metastases and worse

prognosis [tlart and Easty 1991, Hennessyel al. 1991, Harris and Hollstein1992].

1.3.6 Metastatic organ distribution / preference

There are numerous theories that attempt to clarify why certain tumour types

have a tendancy to metastasise to particular organs (once direct anatomical lympho-

vascula¡ connections are taken into acount). Presently, the most attractive of these

theories are :-

(Ð Tumour cells disseminate equally throughout the body, but

preferentially grow in specific organ sites due to response to local growth factors or

hormones.

(it) Circulating tumour cells adhere preferentially to endothelial luminal

surfaces only within target organ sites, due to organ specific endothelial determinants.

(iiÐ Tumour cells respond to soluble factors diffirsing from a target organ.

Such factors may be chemotactic, thus attacting ttmour cells from the circulation.

As several mechanisms may occur for different tumour EPes, these theories are

not mutually exclusive. [Schirrmacher 1985, Nicolson et al. 1985, Naito et al. 1987,

Juacaba et al. l999,Nicolson 19881.
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L.3.7 Cell/matrix interactions in the metastatic process

Discussion of the process of metastasis must include reference to the important

cell adhesion molecules (CAMs) which appear to play a major role in the metastatic

process. kadherin is one of the cadherin group of cell surface glycoproteins that

mediate intercellular adhesion [Takeichi 1991]. Experimental studies suggest that the

activþ of kadherinhas a major role in tumour behaviour. Tumours with low levels of

bcadherin activþ also displayed greater invasive/migratory behaviour. Whereas

insertion of DNA encoding Dcadherininto highly invasive tumour cell lines resulted in

reduction in invasive capacity suggesting that not only is Lcadherin important in

normal celVcelt interactions, but that it may function as a tumour invasion suppressor

[Vleminckx et al. 1991, Shimoyana and Hirohashi 1991]'

Numerous celVextracellular matrix protein interactions are mediated through

integrirs, which are a group of transmembraneglycoproteins which are complexes ofcr

and B subunit proteins. Integrins may align adhesion proteins on the cell surface thus

altering cell shape. It is this mechanism which is believed to affect platelet/tumour cell

interaction, lymphoid celVendothelium binding and circulating tumour celVendothelium

interaction. Integrinfunction may be inhibiæd by peptides containing the Arg-Gly-Asp

(RGD) sequence ltlynes 1987]. Experiental models suggest that high levels of RGD

peptides may inhibit metastasis forrnation potential in tumour cells ftIumpltriæet al'

19861. Integrinsmay not only mediate adhesion to the extracellular matrix and associate

with cytoskeletal proteins, providing a continuous path for mechanical force between

cells and their immediate environmen! but may also function as receptors that may

activate intacellular sþalling pathways [Schwartz and Ingber 1994].
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Inmininis a basement membrane glycoprotein that is likely to play an important

part in tumour cell adhesion to the basement membrane. M¿ny tumour types contain

high levels of løninin receptors, and the number of laminin receptors may be amplifred

and the distribution may be significantþ altered in tumour cells displaying increased

invasiveness [Ba¡sky et al.l984,Wewerel al- 1986].

Evasion of norrral host immune surveillance is vital to successful metastasis. As

cytotoxic T cells recognise anúgens only when they are presented in association with

major histocompatibility (MI{C) class I molecules, reduced expression of MHC class I

molecules on malþant cells may be one effective mechanism of evading host immune

mechanisms fBemards et al. 1983, Kindt and Robinson 1984, Cordon-Cardo et al.

l99l]. Also excessive production of the intercellular adhesion molecule | (CAM-I), a

surface protein which normally facilitates cytotoxic T cell / tumour cell interaction, by

tumour cells may actually block the corresponding receptor on the cytotoxic T cell,

thereby inhibiting tumour cell destn¡ction by lymphocytes fMarlin and Springer 1987,

Hart 1989, Johnsons/ al.19891-

Much of the cell interaction in the metastatic process resembles immune

celVmatrix interaction that occurs during inflammatory processes þiotta and Stetler-

Stevenson l99ll. Numerous endothelial adhesion molecules are up-regulated during

inflammation facilitating migration of inflammatory cells from the circulation fSpringer

19901. TheCD44 molecule which has been demonstated to play a role in lymphocyte

homing [Grnthert et al. tggllhas also been shor¡m to be an'imPortant molecule in the

capaity of tumours to metastasise. The overexpression of the many variants of this

molecule in tumour cells has become an important area of the molecular study of

metastatic behaviour as will be discussed laær.
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I.4 THEMOLECT]LARAPPROACHTOCA¡ICERDIAGNOSIS

1.4.1 Limitations of cancer diagnosis

As has been previously discussed, the management of cancer is pararnount to the

management of metastatic disease. Therefore the management of cancer is also very

dependent upon the accurate diagnosis of advanced or metast¿tic disease. Presently

conventional cancer diagnosis is dependant upon histopathological evaluation, and is

inherentþ observer dependent. Depending on particular tumour types, interpretation of

histopathological parameters is influenced by observer variabilþ. Presently,

histopathological and simple cytological methods are not able to detect tumour cells at a

sensitivþ of better than I in 100 - 1000 cells. Molecular methods of diagnosis allow

considerably greater sensitivity (1 in ld - 106 cells).

The purposes of such sensitive tests are :-

(I) for accurate primary tumour diagnosis,

(ii) determination of dissemination as part of initial staging,

(iü) prognostication at time of initial diagnosis,

(Ð detection of minimal residual disease after primary treatment

(") screeningpurposes.

1.4.2 TYpes of tumour markers

Many molecular ma¡kers are closely related to the basic biology of the

malignancy. Malþant progenitors a¡ise from mutations (within oncogenes, or h¡mour

suppressor genes) to produce a malignant olone. Additional mutations may produce a

subclonal cell population within the tumour. Molecular û;mour markers may reflect the
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clonatþ of the malignant phenotype progenitor or the clonality of the proliferative

subclonal population [Bishop l99l]. Molecular markers include :- cytogenetic ma¡kers

(microscopic chromosomal changes), DNA reaffangements, DNA deletions, DNA

amplification, DNA conten! viral nucleic acids or proteins, RNA or protein products

(such as tissue specific gene products or markers of clonalþ acquired prior to neoplastic

transformation).

proteins are used quite extensively in clinical oncology practice. Serum markers

in common usage include c¿-feto protein (cxFP) and p-human chorionic gonadotropin

(B-HCG) which are used to monitor non-seminomatous germ cell tumours of the testis,

protate specific antigen (PSA) as a marker for prostate cancer, Ca-I25 which may be

used to follow patients with ovarian cancer, and serum monoblonal paraprotein which is

frequently used in the follow up of patients with multiple myeloma. [n each case the

measured product is a protein associated with the tumour. The measured protein product

is not exclusively associated with the tumour however, and must therefore be evaluated

against a "normal, backgfound' amount of the protein. There also may be non-

malignant reasons for these ma¡kers being markedly elevated (the simplest example

being pregnancy producing elevations of B-HCG or aFP)'

1.4.3 Molecular detection techniques

(Ð In-situ hybridisation of DNA probes panger¡Safer et al. 1982, Lichter

et al. lg11,Kallioniemiet al. l9g3l, in which DNA localisation is performed directly on

cells or tissue stimulated into metaphase allows regionalisation of hrmour phenotype to

be demonstrated. A variation of this technique may be used to detect RNA within cells

[Angerer and Angerer 1991]. Due to the potential wide variation in regionalisation of
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markers within an heterogenous population, wide variations in results may be obtained

purely due to the particular regions examined.

(i ) Flow cytometry, in which single columns of cells are passed by a laser

beam to produce refraction differences relating to DNA content may be used to

characterise ploidy and quantify S-phase fraction DNA. Such parameters have been

shown to correlate with prognosis in several tumour types such as breast cancer

[O'Reilly et al.l990land colonic cancer [Hoode/ ql.l99l,ì|lleIinget al' l99l].

(iiÐ Southern blot hybridisation [Southern 1975] in which DNA fragments

are separated by gel electropheresis and more permanently hybridised to a nitrocellulose

membrane (and subsequentþ probed for specific DNA sequences) allows quite specific

confirmation of target DNA presence, but tends to be limited by a sensitivity of only I in

100 sænpled cells.

(iv) Pulse-field gel electrophoresis in Southern blot hybridisation [Schwartz

and Cantor 1984] permits scanning of large DNA sequences with a single hybridisation

probg but is only applicable to fresh tissue, and reproducible digestion is often difficult.

(v) Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) allows considerably greater sensitivity

(picogram amounts of DNA can be detected) lsaiki et al.l988]. However, it tends to be

limited to sequences up to only a few kilobases in length. By being so exquisitely

sensitive, the potential for outside contamination is great. It is also not directþ

quantifiable.

("t) Immunohistochemistry/immunocytology is not often considered to be a

molecular biological method of e>ramination, but essentially it is simply assessing the

protein products of genes lGatter et al. 1985]. Examination of antigenic proteins and
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polysaccharides are often performed with the aid of direct microscopy and may be

quantifiable by flow cytometric techniques.

These molecular biological techniques allow direct evaluation of cell nucleic

acid activity providing a more exact diagnosis compared with observation of simple

morphological phenomena. Most tumours are believed to arise from several genetic

alterations accumulating in a final malignant phenotype. If some of these genetic events

occur sequentially, it is possible that the molecular detection of these phenotypic

phenomena will be specific to a particular time in the development of the tumour. This

may subsequently provide more information about the biological origins of the

malignancy being examined fKefford and Trent 1989]

1.4.4 Clinical examples of techniques that evaluate DNA changes in

malignancy

1.4.4.1 Haematologicalmalignancies

dÁyeloid leulcoemias

CML :- The t(9:22)(q3a;q11) is shown to be present in 95 Yo of cases of CML

[Ganesan 1986]. This has been determined by conventional cytogenetic techniques,

Southern blot hybridisation, in-situ hybridisation, and polymerase chain reaction. The

Philadelphia (Ph') gene is produced by the joining of the 5' portion of ¡heBcl gene on

chromosome22 andthe 3'portion of fheABL gene on chromosome 9. This gene is

transcribed into an 8.5 kb mRNA sequence which is subsequently translated into a 210

kd protein (believed to increase tyrosine kinase activity) [Konopkaet al. 79841. Precise

breakpoints within DNA vary considerably, but if the RNA sequence produced is the

same despite the variabilþ in the DNA changes, then by performing PCR on oDNA
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generated from RNA using the enzyme reverse transcriptase or RT, (a technique

abbreviated to RT/PCR), one should be able to detect the product (where ever the DNA

break) þee et al. 19891. The detection level is as sensitive as 1. ld ce[s. However, as

RNA is considerably less stable than DN,\ there is considerable risk of false negatives

due to RNA degradation. Despiæ these shortcomings, such atechnique may allow very

sensitive testing for minimal residual disease in patients following definitive treafrnent.

Indeed, the detection of the tanslocation in blood of patients who have undergone bone

ma¡¡ow transplantation over one year before is associated with an adverse prognosis

[Delage et al.lggl,Hughes et al. 1991, Cross¿l al.1993].

þnnphocYtic lumanrs

Lymphocytes express particular surface antigens or secrete particular proteins at

cefiain stages of development so that gene products produced by lymphocytic tumours

may be used to define the stage of developmental arrest of the particular tumour. Most

lymphocytic tumours are now characterised by antigen. receptor rearrangements.

[Arnold et al. 1983, SkJat et al. 1987, Sklar and 'Weiss 1988] Chromosomal

translocations are common, but individual pathognomonic chromosomal translocations

are quite rare. One of the more specific rearangements is the t(1a:18)(q32'.q21)

translocation found in about 90 % of follicular lymphomas [Cleary and Sklar 1985].

This translocation joins DNA of the Ig heavy chain gene on chromosome 14 to DNA of

the proto-oncogene Bct2. The product of this translocation has been experimentally

implicaæd in the delay of apoptosis of B cells in follicular centes of activated lymph

nodes. Southem btot hybridisation and subsequent probing may detect this product

wherever the breakpoint is ftlockenberry et al. 1990]. However the t(1a:18)

translocation is certainly non-specific and may be found in 5O Yo of reactive nodes by
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pCR pimp ens et al. l99l].Its detection is still important in cert¿in situations however,

such as following bone marrow transplantation for follicular lymphomas when non-

detection of t(14:18) in bone m¿urow appears to carry a better prognosis lGrlbbenet al.

leerl.

DNA changes in haematological malignancies are relatively common and can

therefore often be used as a monitor for micrometastatic disease, often by serial

examinations of the blood or bone m¿uïow by PCR The technique is increasingly

utilised to detect matignant contamination in autologous bone ma¡row or peripheral

blood progenitor cells in the bone marrow "transplant'' setting fGribben et al. 1991,

Potter et al.l993l.

1.4.4.2 Non-haematologicat malignancies (solid tumours)

Neuroblastoma

Various methods of detecting up-regulation of n-myc oncogene has been

associated with poor prognosis for patients with neuroblastomE independent of stage

fBrodeur et al. 1984]. DNA content has also been shown to have prognostic significance

[Brodeur 1990], with increased DNA content being associated with a poorer outcome

Breast c(mcer

Although stage 1 breast cancer carries the best prognosis for all stages, the

absence of lymph node spread in breast cancer is still associated with a 30 % risk of

relapse at 5 years. There appears to be prognostic zubgroups (based upon molecular

markers) within each stage of disease. Study of various gene products for prognostic

sþificance has revealed that increased expression of epidermal growth factor and

cathepsin-D is associated with an increased relapse rate independent of stage [Sainsbury
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et al. 1987, Tandon¿l al. 1990f, while decreased expression of nnt23 (which codes for

an NDP kinase) is a.ssociated with increased relapse rate þennesseyel al. l99ll.

c-erb-|2 (Her 2, neu) gene encodes for a sutface protein that has homology with

EGFR. About 25 - 30 o/o of breast cancers have amplification of c-erb-B2. This

amplification closely correlates with increaseÅc<rb-&2 RNA and subsequent protein

levels. Several studies have shown up-regulationof c-erb-B2 (as measured by Norttrern

Blot hybridisation, Westem blotting, and immuohistochemistry) to be associated with

poor prognosis [Wright et ol. !989, CnLLícket a]. 1991, Winstanley et al. 19911. Another

study interestingly showed that paúents with axillary node positive breast cancer whose

breast tumours display high expres s\on of c-erb-Ù2 had a better relapse free survival if

treated with an adjuvant chemotherapy combination cont¿ining higher doses of

doxorubicin, cyclophosphamide and fluorouracil fMuss et al. 1994]. However, there

was no advantage to increased doses of cytotoxics for patients whose breast tumours

expressed lowerlevels of c-erb-B2 .

BRCA I gene has recently been identified and mapped to chromosome 17. This

"breast cancer susceptibility'' gene, (one of three such suscepitibilþ genes) appears to

be most significant in women with breast cancer who are below the age of 45 years. The

finding of a gerrrline mutation of theBRCA,l gene in an individual woman appears to

have very sþificant risk implications, with as many as 85 % of such women likely to

develop breast cancer during their lives. This important gene also appears to be

associated with increased risk of ovarian cancer, colonic cancer and prostate cancer

fifivfiki et al. 7994,Fordet al. 19941.
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Bladder cancer

Tumour suppressor gene p53 has many cell and nuclear regulatory functions. It

is known to encode for a protein that binds viral oncoproteins, such as E7 protein of

human papilloma virus, and thus may inhibit malignant progression by negatively

regulating key events in the cell cycle by binding cellula¡ proteins or by directly

interacting with DNA fl,evine et al.l99l, Harris and Holstein 1992]. Mutations inp53

appear to be associated with poor prognosis for bladder cancer. These mutations have

been detected in urine specimens of patients with known bladder cancer. The DNA of

cells recovered from the urine may be amplified by PC\ and analysis of the a:nplified

products by Southern blot hybridisation is able to detect as few as I cell in 10,000

[Sidransky etal.7991]

Retinobløstoma

RB,l gene is a tumour suppressor gene tha! like p53, encodes a gene product that

binds several viral oncoproteins. In retinoblastoma cells, there is inactivation ofÀB/ by

mutations or deletions. Thus detection of down regulation of theiRB,l gene may be

utilised to screen at riskfamilies for increased risk of developing retinoblastomaþeeet

al. 19871. Germline mut¿tions of the RBI gene have also been demonstrated in patients

with other malignancies such as breast cancer, lung cancer and osteosarcoma suggesting

that this gene plays a wider role in cellutar proliferation and may therefore be implicated

in the development in a broader range of malþancy fFriendel al. 1986,Harbotr et al-

1988, Leeet al. 19881.

Ewing's sãrcon ct

The (l l:22)(q2a:12) genereaffangementwhich juxtaposes theF'21-,1 and EWS

genes has quite recently been characterised and shown to be present in85 Yo of Ewing's
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sarcomas lZucmanet al. 19921. Studies to evaluate this gene reaffangement in relation

to prognosis for Ewing's Sarcoma patients in remission are underway.

Therefore there are presently very few DNA abnormalities which aÍe

consistantly observed in adult patients with solid tumours. Henðe, the abilþ to use

differences in DNA (of solid tumour cells as opposed to normal host cells) as a marker

of residual disease appears markedly limiæd.

1.5 CIRCTJI,ATING SOLID TT]MOUR CELLS

f .5.1 Critical evaluation of early techniques of detection

Engell U959] reported results of a study of tumour cells in venous blood of

patients with colorectal cancers. At the time of surgery, local blood vessels were

sampled, and in over 50 o/o of patients, tumour cells were deemed to have been present

in blood. The detection of flrmour cells in the blood appeared to correlate well with

primary tumour stage. However, follow up studies of surviving patients 5 - 9 years afler

surgery showed that 5l %o of these had detectable tumour cells in the blood at the time of

surgery. One of the main conclusions of this study was that in these patients, tumour

cells must have perished in the blood stream.

In all likelihood, a significant proportion of tumour cells identified in the Engell

[1959] paper, were not tumour cells but cytological artefacts. Subsequent examination

of the techniques available at that time have suggested that the false positive rate was

very high [Gotdblatt and Nadel 1962, Frost 7965, Nadel 1965]. Even so, the final

conclusion regarding the fate of tumour cells in the blood remains pertinent in the

present conts<t.
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At the time of Engell's paper [1959], when technical advances had begun to

allow greater concenfations of cells in blood preparations, numerous investigators

published work relating to methods of detecting solid tumour cells in peripheral blood,

mainly using basic cell morphology as criteria for positive identification of tumour cells

tNagy 1965, pruitt et al. 19651. Goldblatt and Nagel 11962l reviewed over 40 different

investigations of tumour cells in the blood in which 20 different techniques were used.

Review of 8l samples of "positive" tumour cells in blood, suggested that less than 5 o/o

of positively identified cells fulfilled cytological criteria of 'cells being suspicious for

malignancy. Reports of rates of detection of circulating tumour cells at that time varied

from 1 - gS Yo [Nedelkoff et al. 1962, Candar et al. 1962]. Using most strict cytological

diagnostic criteriq the average positive detection rate fell to about 5 % [Griffrths and

Salisbury 1963, Sellwoodet al- 19641.

Of greater concern was the fact that the detection rate in patients with fulminant

metastatic disease did not increase proportionately, and detection of tumour cells in the

blood of patients with apparent good prognosis disease was disproportionately high.

Even worse were reports of positively identifred malignant cells in the blood of healthy

volunteers [Moore et al. 1962]. Such reports probably prompted the conclusions reached

by some commentators that the study of circulating tumour cells was essentially a waste

of time [Annotation 1964].

L.5.2 The determinants of rates of detection

What were the reasorut for such wide discrepancy in the rate of recording

tumour cells in the blood?

(ù Number and size of blood samples.
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Data suggest that increased number of blood samples taken per patient increases

the likelihood of detecting tumour cells [Roberts et al. 19621 The volume of blood

examined also appeared to be a sþificant factor in tumour'cell detection fWestel a/.

Ig64l.It therefore seems to follow that increasing the volume of blood examined would

increase the tumour cell yield, as limits of detection at that time seemed to be at 10 cells

per ml. of blood. By performing sequential analyses of blood samples, not only was an

increased total volume of blood examined, but different times were also examined.

Some evidence exists zupporting the theory of tumour cells are shed into the blood in

"showers" at different times. By examining several different times, the chance of

performing the test during a period of "showering" is increased [Griffrths and Salisbury

1e651.

(it) Local venous blood vs. perþheral venous blood'

Many of the early studies involved the examination of draining venous blood in

the peri-operative period. These studies tended to report a much higher incidence of

tumour cell presence in blood. Also the total number of tumour cells observed in the

blood tended to be significantly higher [Griffrthsel al.19731.

(ür) Method of concentration of blood for examination.

To facilitate the exa¡nination of blood, much of the normal constituents needed

to be eliminated. This would leave only the cellular fraction of blood for examination.

This concenüation step varied wideþ with various mechanisms used in either

centifugation and/or red cell lysis fPruitt et al. 1965]. Each of these processes

potentially losing tumour cells and distorting normal blood cells, which may be

subsequently be misinterpreted by a cytologist as being malignant.

(Ð Types of primary tumour studied.
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A wide range of positive identification rates existed with different tumour types. Moore

and Sandberg [1965] reported rates of tumour cells in peripheral blood of around 25 Yo

for gastric cancel melanoma and soft tissue sarcoma but less than 10 o/o for colorectal

cancer, lung cancer, and gynaecological cancer.

(") Standards of criteriafor positive identification of tumour cells.

Strict standards of identification implies not only the positive identification of

hrmour cells, but the establishment of criæria to exclude c.ytologically biz-ane blood

cells þroduced by varying concenfiation techniques) or blood cell precursors. The

strictest criteria tends to decrease the positive identification lata, but also eliminates the

unacceptable level of false positive results [Christopherson 1965, Stevenson and von

Haam 1965, Romsdahlel ø1.19654 Salisbury 19751.

1.5.3 Prognostic value of detection of tumour cells in blood

From the very early studies, what can be said about prognosis detection of

tumour cells in perþheral blood? Some evidence supported the assumption that the

presence of tumour cells in the peripheral blood carries a worse prognosis, ¿[¡þ6trgh the

prognostic value was not particularly strong fWatne et al. 1960, Zeidman 1965,

Romsdahl et al. 1965b, Kuper and Bignall 19661 Confounding the issue was the

observation that over 5O %o of patients who were identified as being posiúve soon after

initial "curative" surgery were longterm survivors [Engell 1959, Griffrths et al 1973].In

essence, the detection of tumour cells in the blood carried little useful prognostic

information, especially when tumour cells in btood were evaluated in the peri-operative

period.. With such a high rate of apparent tumour cell detection, several authors
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speculated that the process of metastatic cells in blood colonising and creating secondary

deposits was a very ineffrcient process fClifton and Agostino 1962, Romsdahlel ¿/.

1961, Fisher and Fisher 1965]. Such hypotheses appear to have been well founded,

based upon later reports fFidler 1970, Weissl986].

1.5.4 Evaluation of bone marro\r

Bone and bone ma.rrow being one of the most common sites of metastatic

disease fWeiss lgg2] has become a common site to evaluate for micrometastatic

disease. According to metastatic theory [Fidler and Hart 1982], bone marrow stroma

may have a major influence upon the "homing" of circulating hrmour cells to bone

mafrow. Bone m¿uïo\il also is a relatively easy otgT sample. Using an

immunocytochemical method that measured an epithelial surface membrane antþen

(EMA), Redding el al. ll983l detected bone marrow micrometastatic disease in 28 Yo of

patients examined. Long term follow-up of patients tested with this method revealed that

the detection of bone m¿uïow micrometastases was an independent predictor of overt

metastasis development [Dearneley et al. l99l]. Cote et al. fl988l and Mansi et al.

U99l] using simila¡ methods found simila¡ results in breast cancer patients. However,

an earlier study suggested that EMA may be expressed in haemopoietic cells

[Heydermann and McCanney 1985], making interpretation of these results diffrcult.

Stahel et at.11985] using an antibody against a membrane antigen on small cell

lung cancer (SCLC) cells, showed that the level of bone m¿urow infiltration at diagnosis

of SCLC could be increased from 20 % (using standard morphological methods) to 6l

%. These results were confirmed by Berensdenel ø/. [988], using a different antibody

and detecting micrometastases in 63 Yo of bone marrow aspirates examined. Pantølet
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at.llgg3lused a cytokeratin 18 antibody to detect bone marrow micrometastases in 22

o/o of "operabld' non-small cell lung cancer patients. Positive identification proved to be

of prognostic significance. Other tumour types, including neuroblastom4 prostate

cancer and colorectal cancer have also been examined in the same way with significant

results pecket ø1.1986, Mansiet aL.1988, Schlimoket al.l99Dl'

Increased sensitivity of detection of bone maÍow micrometastases could be

achieved with the used a combination of the molecular techniques of reverse

transcription (RT) and polymerase chain chain reaction @CR). This was demonstrated

by Naito et at. ll99ll for neuroblastom4 and Lindemannet al. ll992l for colorectal

cancer

As a significant proportion of bone marrow aspirate is whole blood, it may be

postulated that if the bone marrow is just part of the normal circulation of whole blood,

then examination of whole blood alone may yield equally positive results if the very

sensitive method of RT/ PCR is utilised.

1.6 PCR BASIC PRINCIPLES AND AUTOMATION

1.6.1 PCR princiPles and historY

The principles behind the polymerase chain reaction (repeated denaturation,

annealing and extension to exponentially increase nucleic acid sequences) were first

described by Kleppe et at.ll97l]. The term polymerase chain reaction, or PCR as it is

abbreviated, and it's present basic protocol was devised in the late 1980s by Mullis and

colleagues at the Cetus corporation [Multis and Faloona 1987, Saikiel a/. 1988]. The

process now allows for rapid in vino enzymatic amptification of a specific segment of

DNA (or target DNA). The number of PCR applications appears to be growing and
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presently include direct cloning from genomic DNA or cDNA in vitro mutagenesis and

DNA engineering, genetic fingerprinting, assays for presence of infectious agents,

prenatal diagnosis of genetic disease, analysis of allelic sequence variation, genomic

footprinting direct nucleotide sequencing of genomic DNA and cDNA and analysis of

RNA transcripts [Coen 1991, Litet al. 19931.

Variations on the basic PCR technique that rapidly amphfy DNA have been

reported, but as ye! they remain unproven with regard to being as robust or reliable as

PCR [Fahy ef al.lggl,Weiss 199U'

1.6.2 ThermostabteDNApolymerases

The initial use of the PCR was limited until the availablþ of thermostable

DNA polymerases. Initially, before the availability of thermostable DNA polymerases,

Klenow polymerase (of Escherichia coli ongin) was used. As this polymerase is not

thermostable and denatured during the 90 - 9f part of the PC\ fresh DNA polymerase

needed to be added to the reaction after each cycle fMullis and Faloona 1987] This time

consuming step also increased the risk of contamination with each cycle. This drawback

was able to be overcome by the use of a thermost¿ble DNA polymerase purified from

the thermophilic bacterium Thermus Aquaticas (Taq) instead of Klenow polymerase.

Taq polymerase was able to survive extended incubation at 9f and did not need to be

replenished after each cycle. As no direct handling of product was necessary with each

cycle, the process became amenable to automation ÍSuktet al. 1988].
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1.6.3 The PCR Process

DNA polymerases are able to promote the synthesis of a complementary strand

of DNA in the 5' -> 3' direction using a single sftanded DNA templatg but starting from

a double stranded region. PCR employs the same principle, but uses two sets of

oligonucleotide primers, each complementary to opposite süands of a region of DNA

(the target sequence of DNA) which have been denatured by heating. Each primer

therefore promotes an exact copy of the target sequence of DNA (but in opposite

directions), so that two copies of target sequence DNA are synthesised, both of which

a¡e flanked by the trvo olþnucleotide primers. By denaturing the double stranded DNA

produced in this synthesis reaction, furttrer single stranded DNA is made available for

subsequent primer annealing and extension, again producing further copies of the target

sequence of double stranded DNA [Taylor 1991, Finney 1991]. This process is depicted

in Figure l.

1.6.4 PCR automation

Each of the reactions of denaturation, annealing, and extension occur

preferentially at certain temperatures, so that if the deoxynucleotides (building blocks).

and the thermostabte DNA polymerase are present in the reaction in great excess,

repeated rapid cycling of temperature allows the synthesis of target DNA to progress

virtually continuously. A PCR machine will repeatedly, accurately, and rapidly cycle the

temperature of the reaction vessels for a set number of counts [Taylor 1991, Finney

19911. The most preferable of these machines is a programmable incubation block. Most
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pCR machines now a¡e able to store several PCR cycling programmes, and many now

have several heating blocks which are progra¡nmed independently allowing different

PCR cycling conditions to run concurrently.

1.6.5 Visualisation of PCR products

If each cycle of PCR (double stranded DNA denaturation, olþnucleotide

primer annealing, and DNA exûension) doubles the amount of target sequence DN,\

then 30 cycles of PCR will increase the target sequence DNA by 2o (or loe ) copies.

Even if the amount of target DNA present at the st¿rt of the reaction is single figure

molecule amounts, PCR may be able to synthesise nanogram -) microgram of target

DNA; enough to be able to be visualised using either radiolabelled probes and

autoradiography or on an ethidium bromide stained gel fSklar 1993].
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1.6.6 Basic comPonents

1.6.6.1 DNAPolYmerase

The most commonly used thermostable DNA polymerase is Taq polymerase

isolated from 11 aquaticus [Gelfand 1989]. The advantages of thermostable DNA

polymerase a¡e that no time consuming DNA polymerase replenishment steps are

required, it remains active at high temperature which allows more specific annealing of

primers and more rapid DNA synthesis, and as manþlations are kept to a minimum,

there is decreased risk of contamination [Saikiel al. 1988]. Occasionally subtances that

act as natgral inhibitors of DNA polymerases within DNA sa:nples are not removed by

the usual DNA preparation methods. In these circumstances, DNA needs to be fuither

purified to allow optimal DNA polymerase function.

1.6.6.2 Deoxynucleoside triphosphates (dNTPs)

These are the "building blocks" of the DNA and therefore are also thd'building

blocks" of PCR products. The concentration of dNTPs in PCR is usually kept at about

200 mM. Higher levels of dNTP concentration may be associated with chelation of

magnesium, thereby altering the effective optimal magnesium concentration fFinney

1991]. Higher dNTP concentrations may also be associated with an increase in the error

rate of the polymerase and very high concentrations of dNTP may actually inhibit taq

polymerase lcelfand 1 989].

1.6.6.3 Reactionbuffer

Currently, reaction buffer is often tailored for synthesis of particular PCR

products, although most are based upon a formula described by Saikiel ø/. [988]. This
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formulation contains Tris at a final concenffation of 10 mM þH 7.4), 50 mM KCl, 1.5

mM MgCl2 ,0.01 
o/o gelatin, O.Ol o/oNP40, and 0.01 o/o Tween 20. Often the gelatin and

Tween 20 may be replaced by Triton X-100. Also, some sets of oligonucleotide primers

work best at significantly different magnesium concenûaúons. It is usual to therefore

optimise magnesium concentation for each set of PCR primers fFinney l99l]'

1.6.6.4 Oligonucleotide Primers

These are generally synthesised in the range of 20-30 bases. They afe

conveniently stored in ammonia elluent which stays liquid at -2tC. This enables

primers to be dispensed without repeated freeze-thawing. Primer sequences should have

a similar guanine and cytosine (G + C) conten! minimal secondary structure (ie. low

degree of self-complementarity which may produce folding of the primer upon itself),

and low complementarity to the other primer þreventing significant direct annealing

between primers) especially at the 3' end. Concentrations of primers varies with

individual pCRs, but usually 50 - 100 pmol of each primer is required for each reaction

[Taytor 1991, FinneY 1991].

1.6.6.5 Reactiontimes

Incubation times are best kept as short as possible to minimise degradation of

enzyme and product and also to minimise non-specific amplification. Denaturing and

annealing times of about 30 seconds are usually adequate, and extension time may be

calculated I minute per kilobase of target DNA with a final extension of 2 minutes per

kilobase of target DNA. The fewer the number of cycles, the more specific the PCR

produc! and the less non-specific product formation [Taylor 1991]. For very low levels
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of target DN,\ more cycles may increase sensitivity, but with a possible loss of

specificity. The use of "nested primers" may improve both sensitivþ and specificrty of

the pCR This means that the product produced after PCRundergoes a second PCR with

different oligonucleotide primers which lie within the target DNA sequence. However,

this process requires a further manþlation of the product before further arnplification,

which may increase the risk of contamination, and amplification of contaminating DNA

[Jackson et al.l99li.

1.6.6.6 Detection of the PCR product

The simplest way of detection of PCR fragment is to load the product onto an

agarose gel with an appropriate molecular weight marker, and following

electrophoresis, staining the gel with ethidium bromide. The product should be readily

visible under ultraviolet transillumination [Taylor 199U. Further confirmation may be

made by restriction digestion of the PCR produc! and running this product on an

ethidium bromide st¿ined agarose gel, the bands visualised under UV transillumination

corresponding to expected sizes of the restriction digested product. If a PCR gel is

blotted onto nitrocellulose papel specific radiolabelled probes 
. 
to detect sequences.

within the pCR product may be utilised and the desired product visualised by

autoradiographic techniques [Southern et al. 1975, Thomas 1930]. Altematively, the

radiolabelled product may be cut out of the gel, purified and run on a DNA sequencing

gel fSklar 1993].
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2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.I CELL CULTT]RE

2.1.1 Cell lines

Human melanoma cell lines used were:- SK-19 (melanotic), SK-23 (melanotic),

SK-2S (amelanotic) and M5 (amelanotic)

Human epithelial tumour cell lines used were:- RTll2 (bladder transitional cell

carcinoma), EJ (bladder transitional cell carcinoma), A431 (vulval squamous cell

carcinoma) and FIT29 (colon carcinoma)

Human neuroblastoma cell lines used were SKNSH and IMR-32.

Human T-lymphocyte cell lineusedwas Jurkat.

Human macrophage cell line used was TI{PI.

2.1.2 Cultureconditions

Aliquots of cells which had been frozen in liquid nitrogen were rapidly thawed

in a 3f c bath. As soon ar¡ thawing took place the cells were transferred into culture

medium containing Dulbecco's Modified Eagle's Medium (Dl\ßM) : RPMI 1640

(Gibco)(l : l), 5 % Fetzl Calf Serum (FCS)(Sera-lab), I Yo L-Glutartine and I %

Phosphate Buffered Saline (PBS) After brief mixing, the cells were quickly spun down

to remove the Dimethyl-sulphoxide @MSO) and the pellet was resuspended in 20-25

m[ of cultr¡re medium. The cells were incubaæd at3'fcfor 3 - 5 days by which time the

cell layer (for those lines producing confluent tissue layers) was confluent.
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2.1.3 Cell transfer and cell lifting

Cultures were lifted and transferred by means of trypsin (0.25%) and 5 mmoVl

EDTA.

2.L.4 Individuat cell extraction / pipetting

l:10 dilutions of "lifted" cell suspensions in culture medium were layered onto

5cm pefüe dish and, using a fine, heat-drawn capillary pipettq individual cells were

micromanipulated under an inverted microscope.

2.2 RNA EXTRACTION AND ANALYSIS

2.2.L Whole blood sample preparations.

RNA was extracted from 2 ml. of whole blood by an adaptation of the

RNAzolrM @iotecx)/ UltraSpeJM (Biotecx) technique [Chomczynski and Sacchi 1987,

Chomczynski 1989]. These kit preparations contain high molar solutions of

guanidinium isothiocyanate, phenol, and either caesium chloride (RNAzofM) or urea

(IraSpecru¡.

Eight ml. of Ultraspe# was added to the 2 ml. frozen blood sample, and

homogenised by vortexing vigorously until the blood had thawed completely. The cell

lysate was then forcefully passed through a pipette several times. The homogenate was

then incubated at 40c for 5 minutes to allow complete dissociation of nucleoprotein

complexes. The homogenatewas then added to 1.2 ml of chloroform, the samples were

sealed and shaken or vortexed vigorously for 20 seconds. The mixture was then teated

as per 2.2.3.
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2.2.2 Cell culture samples preparations'

Two ml. of ultrasp#M was added to pelletted PBS washed cultured cells and

homogenised by vortexing vigorously. The cell lysate was then forcefully passed

through a pipette several times and then allowed to incubate at 4c for 5 minutes to

allow complete dissociation of nucleoprotein complexes. 0.2 ml. of chloroform was

added, the sarrples were sealed and either shaken vigorously or vortexed for 20 secs.

The mixturewas then treated ¿N per 2.2.3-

2.2.3 RNA dissociation, precipitation and extraction'

The mixtr¡re was incubate d at 4c for 5 minutes, and then centrifuged at 12,000 g

(at a'c) for 15 minutes. After this step, the homogenate fonned two phases; the lower

organic phase containing DNA and protein; theupper aqueous phase containing RNA.

The aqueous phase was transferred to a fesh tube. Care was taken not to disturb

the interphase and organic phase. An equal volume of isopropanol was added to the

transferred aqueous phasq and the mixture was incubated aI4c for 15 minutes. The

sample then underwent centrifugation at 12,000 g at 4 c for I 5 minutes.

A white coloured pellet of RNA was visible at the bottom of the tube following

centifugation. The supernatantwas removed and the pellet was washed twice by adding

75 o/o ethanoL, vortexing and cent¡ifugation for 5 minutes aI7,5O0 g at 4c for 5 minutes.

The pellet was then dried and dissolved in DEPC treated TE (with SDS), and an equal

volume of ethanol was added. The sample was stored at '2tc in a 500 ul Eppendorf

tube. The final preparation of RNA has an Azuol/",ro ratio of 1.8 - 2'0 [Jacksonel

al.l99l, perry-O'Keefe and Kissenger 1991, Yamguchtet al. 1993, Macfarlane and

Dalrle 19931.
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2.2.4 RNA analYsis

A small known quantity of the RNA preparation was ethanol acetate

precipitated and washed twice in 75 o/o ethanol. After air drying it was dissolved in 15 ul

of RNA loading buffer and loaded onto a 0.75 yo agarose/lVlOPS/formaldeþde gel and

electropheresed in a 60 volt constant-voltage field [Greenberg and Bender l99l]. The

sample was then viewed and photographed under W light.

2.2.4.1 Northern blot analYsis

The ethidium bromide st¿ined gel was destained by washing for 15 minutes in

DEpC treated Distilled tI2O. The RNA was tansferred onto nitrocellulose paper by

placing the gel on top of several chromatography papers which were blotting 20 x SSC.

The nitrocellulose paper was placed directþ on top of the gel and on top of this was laid

20 layers of chromatography paper, 5 cm of paper towels, a flat glass sheet and a weight.

This was left to fransfer overnight. The nitrocellulose paper was then allowed to air dry

and then exposed to ultraviolet light for 5 minutes ßNA side down) to cross link the

RNA to the nitrocellulose membrane [Thomas 1980].

2.2.4.2 The 18s32 P Probe

The 18s probe ßaynal et al. 1984] was incubated for 30 minutes wittr 
32P

labelled ATP and T7 kinase (Pharmacia) before washing and freeze precþitation. The

nitrocellulose membrane was then pre-hybridised for 2 hours at 4tc in 30 ml of

prehybridisation buffer consisting of 15 ml. fonnamide, 0.3 ml. ssDNA (10 mglml.), 3

ml. Denhardts solution (50 x), 1.5 ml. l0 % SDS, and 1.2 ml. DEPC treated distilled
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H2O. Itwas then hybridised ovemight at 4tcin l5 ml. hybridisation solution consisting

of 6 ml. fomramide, 100 ul. ss DNS (10 mg/ml.), 1.2 ml. Denhardts solution (50 x), 0.6

ml. l0 % SDS, 0.3 ml. l8s32P probe, 0.2 ml. DEPC treated distilled É[O, and 3 ml.

Dextran sulphate. The membrane w¿N then washed in? x SSC; 0.1 o/o SDS, twice at

room temperature for 15 minutas, and ¡vice at 68c for 30 minutes. The membrane w¿N

thenwrapped in plastic film and exposed to radiographic film at- Ttcfor 24 hours (see

Figure 2).

2.3 RNA RECOVERY AND DNA ELIMINATION

2.3.L RNA recovet¡¡

An equal volume of ethanol and 5ul 3M Na Ac was added to the sample. The

sample was incubate ó at -Ztc and then centrifuged in a MicrocentaufM centrifuge for

15 minutes. The RNA pellet was visible at the bottom of the tube. The supernatant was

removed and the RNA was washed twice in 75 Yo erhanol before vacuum drying

2.3.2 DNA elimination

The pellet was dissolved in 20 ul of DEPC fieated distilled water contarnng 2 Yo .

RNAse inhibitor (RNAcuardru - Pharmacia). Each sample was incubated at"3îcfor 15

minutes with 4ul lOx PCR buffer (l00mM Tris pH 8.4, 500mM KC| lmg/ml gelatin

(or TritonX)), 3.2u1 l00mMMgCb, 4 ul 10 mM dATP, dCTP, dGTP, dTTP, I ul (20 u)

RNAse Inhibitor (RNAcuardru - Pharmacia), 1 ul (5 I) FPLC pure DNAse fM

@harmacia) and 13.2ul DEPC treated distilted water. (Total volume 36.4 ul). The DNA

digestion step was stopped by heating to 9fc for 5 minutes.
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32P probe demonstrating RNA integrity of v^arying

quantities of whole blood RNA extracteúby the Ultrarp"" @
technique.
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2.4 RTÆCR

2.4.1 Reverse transcriPtion

Each sample was divided into 2 aliquots of 18.2 ut. 0.5 ul 100um oligodT and

0.5 ul RNAse Inhibitor (RNAGuar# Pharmacia) was added to each aliquot and 0.8 ul

Moloney murine virus Reverse Transcriptase (RT) (Pharmacia), wð added to one

aliquot only. (A corresponding volume of DEPC treated distilled water was added to the

other aliquot.) The total volume for each aliquot was 20 ul. The DNAse treated RNA

samples were incubated at 3fc for 60 minutes before the reaction was stopped by

heating to 95oc for 5 minutes. A diagramatic representation of th" RT step is depicted in

Figure 3. This final heating step, to completely inactivate RT, is important because

active RT has been shown to partialty inhibit the activþ of Taq polymerase [Sellneref

al.19921.

2.4.2 PolYmerase chain reaction

l0 ul of RT product was mixed with 4 ul PCR buffer, I ul of 3' end 20 base

oligonucleotide primer, 1 ul of 5' 20 base oligonucleotide primer, 0.5 ul Taq DNA

polymerase and 33.5 ut DEPC treated distilled water. The 50 ul mixture was overlaid

with 50 u[ mineral oil. The mixh¡re underwent 30 cycles of PCR. The cycling

parameters were 95oc for 5 minutes (non-cycle), 9fc for I minute - 5fc for I minute -

72"cfor one minute (30 cycles),7tcfor 10 minutes.

2.4.3 Gelelectrophoresis

5 ul of amixture of Brilliant Orangfu (Gibco) dye and 15 % Ficoll (Gibco)

in TBE buffer was added to the sample. After mixing and centifugation about half the
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Figure 3. Diagramatic representation of the formation of cDNA via the

process of reverse transcription catalysed by the enzyme reverse transcriptase-
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sample was loaded onto a 2Yo agarose in I x TBE gel and electrophoresed in an 80 volt

constant voltage field.

2.5 PCRPRODUCTEVALUATION

2.5.1 Ethidium bromide staining and IIV illumination

Following electrophoresis, gels were washed in 500 ml I x TBE containing 20

ul 100 mmoVl ethidium bromide for l0 minutes and then viewed and photographed

under UV light.

2.5.2 Southern blot analYsis

The gel was destained by washing for 30 minutes at room temperature in

denaturing solution. It was then washed ¡vice for 15 minutes at room temperature in

neutralising solution. The gel to nitrocellulose transfer was perfiormed as previously

described Í2.2.4.1, Southem lgTsj. Following blotting overnight, the membrane was air

dried and then the DNA was crosslinked to the nitrocellulose paper by exposure to

ultraviolet light for 2 minutes. It was then possible for radiolabelled or digoxigenin

labelled probes to locate specific gene sequences within the blotted sample'

2.5.3 Digoxigenin labelled probes and chemiluminescant detection

The membrane was pre-hybridised for 60 minutes at 6Úc with 20 mt./100 cm2

hybridisation solution consisting of 50 Yo v/v formamide, 5 x SSC, 2 Yo wlv blocking

agent (added from a l0 % stock solution), 0.1 % (w/v) N-laurylsarcosine, and 0.02 o/o

(¡¡¡7v) SDS. The membrane was then hybridised for 60 minutes at 5dc with 2.5 mV100

"-' hybridisation solution containing 10 ul digoxigenin labeled DNA probe. The
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membrane was then washed at 5dc for 5 minutes in 100 ml 2 x SSC; 0.1 %o SDS, then

twice at 50oc for 5 minutes in 100 ml I x SSC; 0.1 % SDS, and then once at 39c for 5

minutes in 100 ml0.1 x SSC; 0.1 % SDS.

The membrane was washed at room temperature for 5 minutes in 100 ml'

washing buffer consisting of 0.3 o/owlv Tween 20 in Buffer 1 (maleic acid 0.1 mmoVl,

NaCl 0.15 mmoVl, pH 7 0) Itwas then incubated at room temperaure for 30 minutes in

100 ml. of Buffer 2 consisting of Blocking stock solution ( blocking reagent l0 o/o wlv,

in Buffer l) diluted l:10 in Buffer l. It was then incubaæd for a further 30 minutes at

room temperature in anti-digoxigenin-AP Fab fragments diluted l:10,000 in buffer 2.

Unbound conjugate was removed by twice washing with 100 ml. washing buffer for 15

minutes at room temperature. The membrane was equilibrated in Buffer 3 (Tris HCI 0.1

mmoVl, NaCl 0.1 mmoVl, MgCL 50 mmoVl, pH 9.5) for 5 minutes and then incubated

for 5 minutes at room temperature in AMPPDß) diluted 1:100 in Buffer 3. Excess liquid

was removed from the membrane which is then sealed in plastic. The membrane w¿N

then exposed to radiographic film at 3'fc for l0 - 60 minutes fBeck et al. 1989,

Boehringer Mannheim Biochemic a 19921.

2.5.4 PCR product chemical sequencing

2.5.4.1 Oligonucleotide labelling

100 picomols of 20 base oligonucleotide primer was mixed with 1 ul of 10 x T7

DNA kinase buffer, I ul 30 mmol DTT, 1 ul of 20 mmol spermidine, 3 ul of ? ATP, I

ul TT ATP kinase (Pharmacia), atd2ul distilled t[O. This was incubated at3lcfor 30

minutes. The kinase reaction was stopped by heating to 99c for 5 minutes, and then

cooled on ice. 50 ul 4M ammonium acetate was added and then 250 ul of chilled
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absolute ethanol was added. The mixtr¡re was incubated at - 2tc for 20 minutes and

then centrifuged on a microcent¿ur centrifuge at 13000 rpm for 15 minutes. The

supernatant was withdrawn. Confirmation of 
32P ATP labetled oligonucleotide primer

remaining in the tube was made by checking radioactivity with a Coulter Counter. The

DNA pellet was washed twice \ilith 75 o/o ethanol and then vaccuum dried.

2.s.4.2 PCR

The DNA pellet was then dissolved in 5 ul PCR buffer, 2.5 ul l0 mmol MgCI

1.25 ul2 mmol dNTPs, 1 ul oligonucleotide primer corresponding to the DNA strand

opposite the DNA strand to which the"P ATP labelled corresponds, 0.25 ul Taq DNA

polymerase, and 40 ut distilled FI2O. The mixture \ryas ævered by 50 ul light mineral oil,

and then the mixture underwent 30 cycles of PCR. Brilliant Orange@) (Gibco) dye

was added to the PCR product which was then electropheresed at a constant voltage of

g0 v on a2o/o agarose in 1 x TAE buffer gel until the dye had run 10 cm. The gel was

ethidium bromide stained and viewed und ultraviolet light. The presence of radioactivity

in any pCR band was confirmed either by checking with a Coulter counteq or by briefly

exposing the gel to radiographic film and checking UV ethidium bromide visualised

band size against radioactive band size.

2.5.4.3 DNAPurification

If the visualised band corresponded to a radioactive band, the band wass cut out

of the gel and placed in a 15 ml. conical tube. 1 ml low salt buffer was added and the

mbrtr¡re was heated to 6fc for I hour. The product was run through an Elutþ-dM

(Schleicher and Schewell) minicolumn. Briefly, the column was flushed with low salt
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buffer, then high salt buffer. The product now dissolved in I ml low salt buffer was

loaded onto the minicolumn. I ml of low salt buffer was passed through. 600 ul high salt

buffer was then pushed through and the product collected was found to contain by far

the majority of radioactivity. The product \¡ras ammonium acetate/ethanol freeze

precþitated and after drying, was dissolved in TEbuffer'

2,5.4.4 Maxam-Gilbertsequencing

Four reactions were set uP.

(i). Guanine modification

5 ul32p labelled pCR product added to 200 ul Guanine reaction buffer (from

Sequenase@ kit). This was chilled to 4c and 1 ul DMS was added. The mixture was

incubated for 15 minutes at2tc and finatly the reaction was stopped by the addition of

50 ul 5M ammonium acetate.

(ü). Adenine * Guanine modification

10 ul 32p labelled PCR product was added to l0 ml distilled FlO. This was

chilled to 4'c and 50 ul 88 % formic acid was added. The mixture was incubated for 15

minutes at1}"cand finalty the reaction was stopped by the addition of 200 ul cold 0.5M

ammonium acetate.

(ii). Thymidine + Cytosine modification

l0 ul 32p labelled PCR product was added to 10 ml distilled FlO. This was

chilled to 4"c and 30 ul hydrazine was added. The mixture was incubated for 15 minutes

at Z1"c and the reaction was finally sûopped by the addition of 200 ul cold 0.5M

ammonium ar,etatn.

(iv). Cytosine reaction
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5 ul32p labelled PCR product was added to 15 ul 5M NaCl. This was chilled to

4oc and 30 ul hydrazine was added. The mixture was incubated for 15 minutes at2Ôc

and the reaction was finally stopped by the addition of 200 ul cold 0.5 M ammonium

acetzte.

Each reaction w¿N then deatt with in the sme way. I ul tRNA was added to each

mixture and then 900 ul ice cold 90 % ethanol was added. The mixture w¿ts incubated

for l0 minutes at -2tc and then centrifuged for 15 minutes. The supernatant was

removed and the pellet dissolved in 50 ut 0.5M ammonium acetate. 250 ul ice cold 90 %

ethanol was added and the mixture was again incubated for 10 minutes at -Ztc.

Following centrifugation and removal of supernatant, the pellet was washed ¡vice in 75

Yo ethanol. After the pellet had vacuum dried, it was dissolved in 100 ul lM piperidine.

It was then incubated at 9fc for 30 minutes and then immediately frozen to -2dc. The

pellet was then vacuum freeze dried overnight. The pellet was then dissolved in 30 ul

distilled þO, re-frozen and v¿rcuum freeze dried again. This was repeated once more.

The final pelletwas then dissolved in 8 ul sequence loading buffer and frozen until time

for loading onto an acrylamide sequencing gel fMæram and Gilbert 1980, Cherry 1991].

2.5.5.5 Sequencing gel

A 150 ml gel consisted of 8.55 g acrylamide (Gibco),0.45 g bis-acrylamide

(Gibco), 67.5 gurea (Gibco) and 15 mI l0 x TBE buffer made up to 150 ml by distilled

ÉI2O. Just prior to pouring the gel 150 ul ammonium persulphate and 150 rrl TemeflQ

was added. After the gel had set each sequence reaction product was mn in a separate

column of the acrylami{s sequencing gel. The product was electropheresed at constant

voltage for 150 minutes. Following this, the gel was tansferred onto paper and vacuum
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dried. The presence of radioactivity on the gel was confirmed with the Coulter counter.

The gel was then exposed to radiographic film at - 7tc for 24 - 72 hours. After

developing the film the banding sequenc,e of the four columns enabled determination of

the DNA base sequences of the PCR product [Cherry 1991].

2.6 BLOOD SPIKING

Tumour cell line cells were separated using trypsin [2.1.3]. The cells were then

suspended in serum free medium. Under direct microscopy individual tumour cells were

pipetted from the suspension into a defined aliquot of whole blood (collected into

sodium heparin). The tumour cell spiked blood samples could then be immediately used

for monoclonal antibody staining, or frozen and used later in RNA extraction.

2.7 \ilHOLE BLOOD CYTOSPINS

2.7.1 Direct red cell lysis technique

Ten ml. of I x lysing bufferwas added to I ml. of whole blood in a 15 ml. tube.

The tube was vortexed briefly and then allowed to stand at room temperature for 15

minutes. Red cell lysis was deemed to have occurred if after this time, the tube was

translucent. The tube was then centrifuged at 1500 rpm for 7 minutes. A pellet of cells

was then easily visible at the bottom of the tube. The red coloured supernatant was

removed and discarded. The pellet w¿ìs resuspended and washed in PBS and again

cenfifuged at 1500 rpm for 7 minutes. If there wÍN any red discolouration of the pellet

after the supernatant was removed, the pellet was again washed in PBS and centifuged

as before. The pelletwas finally resuspended in 500 ul of PBS-
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2.7.2 Ficoll cell seParation

One ml of whole blood was carefully layered onto 3 ml of Ficoll Hypaque

rc77$w in a 15 ml tube. The tube was then centifuged at 400 g for 30 minutes.

Following this a large red cell pellet had fonned at the bottom of the tube, the

"mononuclear" cell layer formed an opaque band midway up the upper transpafent

region. The supematant above the mononuclear band w¿N removed and discarded- The

mononuclear band was then gently pipetted offand transferred to a new tube- The rest of

the transparent fluid and the red cell pellet was discarded. The mononuclear cells were

washed twice in PBS and finally oentrifuged and resuspended in 500 ul of PBS'

2.7.3 CytosPintechnique

Each 500 ul sample from either the direct red cell lysis or Ficoll separation

techniques (suspended in PBS) was divided into 5 x 100 ul aliquots. Each 100 ul aliquot

was loaded onto a cytospin charnber. Cytospin was performed at 500 rpm for 5 minutes.

Each I ml of blood was nov/ represented by 5 cytospin prepárations on individual glass

slides. Each slide was acetone fixed and air dried.

2.8 FLUORESCENTAIITIBODYI,ABELLING

2.8.1 Labellingtechnique

About 25 ul of primary antibody was dropped onto each cytospin preparation

ensuring that each cytospin was completeþ covered. This was allowed to incubated at

room temperature in an humidifred cont¿iner for 60 minutes. The cytospin was then

washed 3 times with PBS and then washed twice with methanol:acetone and allowed to

air d.y. About 25 ul of secondary antibody completely covergd the cytospin preparation
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and the slide was allowed to incubate in an humidified container for 30 minutes. The

cytospin was then washed 3 times with PBS and then washed trvice with distilled water

before air drying. HoechsfÐ nuclear stain was added to the penultimate wash.

2.8.2 Cltologicalexamination

A coverslip then covered the prepa¡aúon which was then viewed using oil

immersion under ultraviolet light. Genuine fluorescence secondary to antibody labelling

was distinguished from auto-fluorescencÆ by checking under FITC (red) light. Positive

nuclear søining under blue light provided conf,trmation that the fluorescence was

cellular and not aftifact.

2.9 BLOOD COLLECTION

2.9.1 Samples for RNA analysis (RT/PCR)

Four ml. of whole blood was collected from each volunteer or patient. Each

sample was divided into 2 ml. aliquots and aliquoted into EDTA and immediately

frozen.It was then stored at -8dc until the time when it would undergo RNA extraction.

Whole blood was stored rather than pelletted cells to minimise the risk of cell loss

during handling.

2.9.2 Samples for immunofluorescent antibody staining

Four rnl. of whole btood was collected in heparin (to prevent coagulation) from

each volunteer or patient and immediately separated into 2 x 2 ml aliquots. Samples

were prepared for analysis within t hour of venepuncture.
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3. MALIGNAIIT MELANOMA

3.1 INTRODUCTION

3.l.L Clinical scope of malignant melanoma

Malignant melanoma presently accounts for approximately 8 Yo of all new

malignancy diagnosed in Australi4 excluding early stage sQuamous or basal cell skin

cancer [Sth. Aust. Cancer Registry 1994], with a crude incidence of 36 per 100,000

people. The overall death rate due to melanoma is 4.3 per 100,000 for males and 2.4 per

100,000 for females, with an overall 5 year survival of greater than 90 Yo. The crude

incidence of melanoma in Australia has increased steadily over the past 20 years'

Howeveç the 5 year survival rate has improved during this time. This is believed to be

due to the greater emphasis given to early detection to improve case survival [Sth. Aust.

Cancer Registry 1989, 19941.

The incidence of melanoma in fair skinned populations increases with close

proximity to the equator plwood and Lee 1975, Beardmore 1972f, implicating sunlight

exposure as an important risk factor. The disease is relatively uncommon amongst

darker skinned populations whether or not they live in close proximity to the equator'

The preponderance of disease in city dwellers in the at risk populaúons and the

observation that melanoma patients have experienced a greater number of episodes of

sunburn compared with case controls has implicated intermittent brief intense sun

exposure as a significant risk factor fUrbach 1983, D'Arcy,et al. 1983].

The prognosis of eady stage melanoma is tightly linked to the thickness of the

primary melanoma. In multiva¡iate analysis, primary melanoma thickness has been

shown to be the best determinant of survival [Day et al.l982f. For stage 1 (no evidence

of nodal or distant metastases) diseasg primary melanomas less than 0.75 mm thick
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were associated with a 5 year survival approaching l0O %. With increased thickness of

the primary melanom4 the 5 year survival declines, so that for tumours greater than 3

mm in thickness, the 5 year survival falls to less than 50 yo. For patients with regional

nodes involved at diagnosis, the prognosis is much poorer, with 5 year survival of 25 -

30 % [Tillm an et al.199l]. For patients with distant metastatic disease, median survival

falls to about 6 months only [Amer et al. 1979, Koh 1991].

The key to treaûnent of melanoma therefore is early diagnosis and adequate

surgical excision. The diagnosis is usually able to be confirrned histologically by either

presence of melanin in cells or 5100 positive staining with immunohistochemical

techniques [Gater et al. 1985]. Melanoma remains one of the generally chemo-

insensitive malignancies, with most commonly used chemotherapy regimens producing

responses in only 15 - 30% [Commis 1976, Cohen et al. 1986, York and Foltz 1988].

Individual studies of treating metastatic melanoma with either hormonal manipulation,

biological response modifiers (interferons and interleukin 2), or high dose chemotherapy

with bone m¿uïow support have shown encouraging response rates [McCIay et a1.1989,

Lalùami et al.l99},Dutcher et al. l99lf. However, no survival improvement has been

demonsüated. The lack of effectiveness of such sfiategies is also demonstrated by the

lack of improvement in survival in patients with high risk early stage disease treated

with these modalities in the adjuvant setting. Bone/bone maffo\ry, lung, liver, and brain

are common distant metastaúc sites for metastatic melanoma. Each of these metastatic

sites is reached haematogenously. For this chemo-insensitive tumour, haematogenous

spread of disease is its most life-threatening problem'
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Maliguant melanoma was chosen for the initial str¡dies of RTÆCR gene

expression because of the potential public health importance as well as the availabilþ

of a suitabl e tnget (tyrosinase) for RT/PCR.

3.1.2 Melanoma cell PhenotYPes

Melanoma usually evolves in a step-wise mannel ie:- melanocyte - naews --

dysplastio naevus -- Superfïcial melanoma (radial growth phase) -- invasive melanoma

(vertical growth phase) - metastatic melanoma; with each step usually being clinically

detectable fClark et al. 1984, Clark l99l]. This evolution enables stage specific events

to be investigated both in vivo and in vitro. In vitro characteristics of normal

melanocytes and naevus cells tend to be markedly different from both primary and

metastatic melanoma cells. Whereas nomtal melanocytes and benign naevrrs cells tend

to have bipolar or tripolar morphology, slow growth rate with limited doublings, no

chromosomal abnormalities, low colony forming efTiciency iri soft agar, and no

tumourigenicþ in athymic nude mice, primary melanoma and metastatic melanoma

cells tend to have cuboidal or spindle morphology, rapid growth rate with infinite

doublings, frequent chromosomal abnormalities, relatively high colony forming

effrciency in soft agar and high tumourigenicþ in athymic and immunosuppressed

nude mice [Setby 1980, Herþ M-et al- 1990, Herþn 1990].

3.1.3 Melanocyte growth factor requirements

Melanocytes and benþ naevus cells require at least four mitogens for

continuous growth. These are insulin/insulin like growth f4ctor (IGF), cr-melanocyte

stimulating hormone (a-MSFI), basic fibroblast growth factor (bFGF), and 12-0-
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tetradecanoyl-phorbol- L3-acetate (TPA) This is in contrast to primary melanoma cells

which require only insulin/IcF, and metastatic melanoma cells which do not require

exogenous growth factors [Herlyn M 1990]. Metastatic melanoma cells produce a

variety of growttr factors, which are not produced by normal melanocytes and naevus

cells. This phenomenon probably underlies the absence of growth factor requirements of

the malignant cells. These growth factors not only have effects on the melanoma cells

but also may have paracrine effects on normal cells in the surrounding stroma [Shih and

Herlyn 1993l.. These paracrine effects may include the enhancement of growth

stimulation, angiogenesis, motility, and the production of certain growth factors by

stromal cetls fHerlyn D.et aL.1990, Kath et al.I99l].

Improved understanding of the function of the various growth factors in the

control of cell phenotypes and growth will hopefully produce better insights into the

pathogenesis of the evolution of melanoma and will also hopefully provide a framework

for furttrer basic scientific approaches to the diagnosis and treaünent of malignant

melanoma.

3.1.4 Proto-oncogene activation in melanoma

Several mechanisms have been shown to be involv"¿ in tft¿ activation of proto-

oncogenes, thus enhancing oncogenic potential. Such mechanisms include mutation,

amplification, promoter insertion, and deletion [Klein and Klein 1985]. The discovery of

transforming genes within the DNA of melanoma cells was demonstrated by Sekiyael

al. [1983], Albino et al. ll984l and Paduaet al. [985]. In each of these studies, the

transforming genes were shown to be members of the human ras fanily.
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3.1.5 r¿IJ oncogenes in melanoma

The majoriff of oncogenes discovered in melanoma cell lines were of theras

family pebowitz 1983, Bishop 1983, Cooper 1984, Albino et al. 1989, Dicker el al-

1990]. The frequency of oncogene activation wa^s about 13 yo, which is not dissimilar

from the frequency observed in other adult solid tumours. The actual role of theras

oncogene in melanoma development is unclear, however there is some evidence based

on experimentation of different cell lines from the same patient that transformingras

gene activation occurs relatively late in the course of tumour progression and is not

involved in tumour initiation, maintenance, or eady metastasis development fDracopoli

et al. 19851. Certainly there is evidence to show thatras oncogenes have a pronounced

effect on melanocytes, producing effects on morphology, anúgen expression and growth

and chromosomal changes which may be necessary for progression to malignant

phenotype [Albino 1988]. However, in light of the apparent low frequency ofras

mutations in melanoma and evidence that suggests that their development is a late

phenomenon, there seems little potential for the routine use ofras mutation detection in

the analysis of patients with melanoma.

3.1.6 Non-røs oncogenes in melanoma

Other oncogenes have been extensively examined in relation to the pre-

malþant - primary - metastatic melanoma pathway. Minor alterations have been

shown with regard tn thec-myb, proto-oncogene [Yakota et al. lgSí,Linnenbachet ql-

1988]. This may be significant as this oncogene lies on ch¡omosome 6 fDalla-Favetaet

al.l9ï2],which has been reported to be altered in a non-random marìner in melanoma
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[Trent et ol. 1983, Meese et al. 1989]. The true significance of these abnormalities rn

relation to the development of melanoma is not yet defined.

3.1.7 Chromosomal abnormalities in melanoma

Karyotypic abnormalities for human melanoma are very variable. Kackeret al.

[1990] analysed a number of human melanoma cell lines which were passaged through

nude mice and discovered multþle chromosomal abnormalities. The most frequently

involved chromosomes were l, 6, 7, and 9. Abnormalities, especially deletions

involving the long arm of chromosome 6 have been repofted most frequently.

The long arm of chromosome 6 is functionally important as it contains several

important gene sequences including the proto-onrcgenes ros, myb, and mqsl fTrent et

al. 1989). To datg there has been no confirmation that abnormalities within these gene

sequences predisposes to the malignant phenotypg although a role in tumour

progression rather than initiation has been proposed fKacker et al. 1990].

About lO o/o of malignant melanoma cases are inherited in a farnilial setting.

Individuals affected in this clinical setting, have an abundance of naevi widespread over

the body. This clinical syndrome knor¡m as"dysplastic naevus syndromd' appears to be

inherited as an autosomal dominant mode fBaleet al. 19861. Gene linkage studies have

implicated the 9p2l loccus as a potential candidate gene for familial malignant

melanoma fCannon Albrightet al. 1992, Fountain et al.l994]. More recently, a multþle

tumour suppressor gene (MIS l) has been localised within the gpZl locus, so that

abnormalities within this locus may be sþificant in the progression from dysplastic

nae\^N to maliguantmelanoma lKambet al.l994i
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The frequency of the non-random chromosomal abnormalities in clinical

samples of human melanoma is probably less than 20 yo, which corresponds to the

relatively low frequency of oncogene activation observed in human melanoma cell lines

by Albino et al. fl984l, and Kefford U9921. As such, whilst important progress is being

made in the understanding of the basic biology of melanoma by continued study of these

genetic changes, it appears that chromosomal abnormaliúes as detected by karyotyping

presentþ cannot be utilised as reliable, clinically useful ma¡kers of disease.

3.1.8 Differentiation of melanoma and phenotype

Albino [1983] also showed no significant amplifïcation or rearangement of 17

known oncogenes in both cultured melanoma and non cultured primary and metastatic

melanoma. Additionally there were no apparent increases in the level of transcribed

6RNA of these oncogenes by northern blot analysis. However these experiments were

able to detect degrees of differentiation based upon surface antigen phenotypes [Dippold

et al. 1980, Old l98l]. Earty or foetal type melanomas expressed "early" markers and

showed epithelial morphology, lacked pigmentation and did not express tyrosinase. In

contras! melanomas expressing late or adult markers, had spindle shaped or dendritic

morphology, were pigmented and expressed hlgh levels of tyrosinase [Albino 1988].

3.1.9 Tlrosinasemetabolism

Tyrosinase is an important rate limiting enzyme in the synthesis of melanin from

tyrosine. The enzyme tyrosinase catalyses the oxidation of L-tyrosine to L-DOPA and

the dehydrogenation of DOPA to DOPAquinone. DOPAquinone is very reactive and

quickly enters the melanin pathway fMason 1948]. Melanin pigments may be
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cutaneous or neuronal. The exact function of neuronal melanin is not fully understood.

Cutaneous melanin, which is found in the skin, the hair follicles, and the retina is

synthesised and secreted by melanocytes (specialist pigment cells) fRawles 1948].

Cutaneous melanin is nôt known to be produced by any other cell type.

3.1.10 Tlrosinase expression in malignant melanoma

The majority of melanoma cell lines produce the melanin pigment which can be

detected by routine histology and immunocytochemical techniques [Thomson ef al.

19851. Although some melanoma cell lines do not synthesise and secrete melanin

pigmen! they may stitl be high expressers of tyrosinase mRNA [Albino 1988]. The

human tyrosinase cDNA sequence þmel 34) was first reported to be located on the

TYR locus of human chromosome ll fKwonet al. 1987, Bartonet al. 1988]. The

genomic organisation of the tyrosinase gene has been identified fTomita et al. 1989,

Kwon lg93l, as has its transcrþtional control by melanogenic inhibitors f/indoet al

19931. This makes tyrosinase mRNA an ideal targetfor identification of melanotic cells.

3.1.11 Tlrosinase as a tumour associated antigen

Numerous studies have recently examined the autologous CD8+ T-cell

mediated response to melanoma, with a picture emerging of melanoma expresssing

multþle T-cetl defined epitopes. Several of these peptide epitopes have now been

identified using oDNA exprerssion cloning and protein biochemical approaches [Van

den Eynde et ql. lg8| Bakker et al. 1994, Çoulie et a1.1994, Kawakami et al. 1994,

Wolfel et ol. 19941. Whilst the majority of anti-melanoma cytolytic T cell clones

derived from HLA-42+ tumour infiltrating lymphocytes seem to react against Melan-A
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derived epitopes [Kawakami et al. 1994f, and a signifïcant minorþ react against gp 100

derived sequences [Coutie et al. 1994], a smaller proportion of clones appear to react

against tyrosinase derived sequenæs fWolfet et al. 1990f. The tyrosinase antigens, like

Melan-A and gp 100 antigens, show restricted expression in melanosomes present in

pigmented cells such as normal melanocytes, retinal tissue and melanoma cells.

Melanoma expression of these gene products seems to be notably increased in

comparison to homologous tissue controls fBakker et al. 1994]. This suggests that

cytolytic T cells may preferentially react with melanoma cells in comparison with

normal melanoc¡ic cells, minimising the degree of pathological autoimmunþ.

Hypopigmentation (either generalised or localised) is not an uncommon

occurrence in patients with melanom4 and the development of such hypopigmentation

in untreated patients has been reported to be associated with improved survival when

compared to patients without hypopigmentation of similar stage of disease lKellyet al.

1982, Nordlund et al. 19831. This may be the clinical manifestation of a spontaneously

developing T cell response against tyrosinase peptides of both melanoma tissue and

nonnal melanocytes.

The potential for using tyrosinase peptides to induce a cytolytic T cell response

against melanoma is the subject of ongoing investigation and results of such studies are

awaited with great interest.

3.1.12 Tlrosinase as a potential marker of blood borne

melanoma metastases

Malignant melanoma is a typical exarnple of a tumour which produces most of

it's life threatening effects due to blood bome metastases. Melanoma has a large range of
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metastatic sites, the majonty of which are reached haematogenously. As previously

discussed, there are no DNA changes which are regularly observed in clinical melanoma

cases. Therefore, direct PCR upon DNA from melanoma cells (to detect differences

between melanoma DNA and normal cell DNA) is not going to be a reliablg sensitive

method of detecting minimal disease. As tyrosinase mRNA is believed to be expressed

only by cells of melanocytic origin, and given that normal melanocytes are not believed

to circulate in the blood, the detection of cells in perþheral blood expressing tyrosinase

pRNA may indicate the presence of haematogenous melanoma metastases. As

metastatic melanoma remains incurable, the detection of melanoma micrometastases in

perþheral blood may provide sþificant prognostic information. It may also have

critical implications with regard to extent of surgery in apparently early stage patients as

well as the selection of patients for novel adjuvant therapies.

3.2 METHODS Al[D RESI]LTS : TYROSINASE RTÆCR

3.2.1 Tlrosinaseprimers

The primer sequences for the tyrosinase cDNA were derived from a previously

published sequence for human tyrosinase cDNA [Kwon et al. 1987]. Four sets of

primers chosen were :- HTyr I (outer sense): TTGGCAGATTGTCTGTAGCC; HTyr

2 (outer antisense) : AGGCATTGTGCATGCTGCTT; HTyr 3 ("nested" sense) :

GTCTTTATGCAATGGAACGC; HTyr 4 ("nested" antisense) :

GCTATCCCAGTAAGTGGACT. The primers spanned at least one intron sequence

(outer primers spanning 2 intron sequences) so that genomic DNA would not be

amplified fRappolee et al. 1989, Grillo and Margolis 1990]. The outer primers were

calculated to produce a PCR product of 284 bases. The inner or nested primers were
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calculated to produce a PCR product of 201 bases (see Figure 4). RNA preparation, the

basic RT/PCR process, and evaluation of PCR products were carried out as per Chapter

3.2.2 Tyrosinase detection in melanoma cell lines

The human cDNA clone Pmel34 (tyrosinase) was used to confirrn that PCR

with each set of primers gave product bands of expected sizes. Thirty cycles of PCR

following RT was performed using outer primers initially, and a l% dilution of this

PCR product underwent a second 30 cycle round of PCR'using inner primers. Both

melanotic and amelanotic cell line RNA was evaluated for tyrosinase positivity. In the

melanotic cell lines SK-me1-19 and SK-mel-Z3 andthe amelanotic cell line SK-mel-28,

tyrosinase mRNA was readily detectable, confirming that melanin production per se

was not neæssary for tyrosinase mRNA detection. One amelanotic cell line (M5) did

not appear to express tyrosinase mRNA. (see Figure 5)

Maxam - Gilbert chemical sequencing of the 207 base product was performed

and the following sequence was readily identifiable :-

GAC AAA TCC AGA ACC CCA AGG CAC CCC TCT TCA GCT GAT GTA GAA

TTT TGC CTG AGT TTG ACC CAA TAT GAA TCT GGT TCC ATG GAT fuq.l{

GCT GCC AAT TCC AGC TTT AGA AAT ACA CTG G (see Figure 6) This 121

base sequence coresponds directly with part of the expected sequence of tyrosinase

cDN,\ 54 bases from the nested sense primer.

The sensitivity of detection of the RNA as determined by serial dilution

experiments. SKlg RNAwas dissolved in a total of 1 ug tRNA with SK19 RNA levels

ranging from 1 ug to 1 pg. The sensitivþ was l0 nanograms of cellular mRNA for a
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TYRgenom¡c DNA

CDNA
OT RNA

207 bases

284 bases

Figure 4. Depicting relative postions of human tyrosinase PCR primers 1,

2,3 and 4 on both tyrosinase genomic DNA and the RNA or cDNA transcript. As

each pairing of PCR primers spans an intron sequence any amplified genomic

DNA will not produce a PCR product of expected sequence length.

wRl

exon 3exon I exon 2

TYR

TYR4 TYR 2
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207 -

pMcI34 SK19 SK23 tr'Is sI{28 À431 tRNA rvnfcr

Figure 5. Tyrosinase expressioll in melanoma cell lines SI(i9,
SK23, and SK28 (but not M5) demonstrated by 207 bp product using
RTÆCR with nested primers. Vulval cancer cell line N431, tRNA and
water used as negative controls .
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Figure 6. Part of the sequence of the Tyrosinase PCR product as

determined by the Maxam-Gilbert method of chemical sequencing
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single round of RTÆCR of 30 cycles with outer primers only. Using the dual round

RT/PCR technique in which 5 ul of a I Yo dilution of the first round PCR product

underwent 30 cycles of PCRusing nested primers, the sensitivity was between I and l0

picogra:ns of cellula¡ Rl.{A (see Figure 7) (I" this particular experiment the PCR

reaction was run concurrently with a PCR reaction for the globin protein using globin

primers as an intemal control of RNA patency). This level of sensitivity was confirmed

with the detection tyrosinase mRNA of one spiked tumour cell in one ml. of peripheral

blood (data not shown).

Initially, the dual round (with nested primers) method of RT/PCR was used for

both preclinical and clinical evaluation, because of its sensitivrty and lack of bacþround

noise seen on gels analysed. However, an unacceptable rate of false positivity became

apparent in "negative control" samples (see Fþres 8 and 9). It was not clear whether

this problem was related to accumulation of carry-over of product from the first round

of PCR or whether it was due to general laboratory contamination by cloned pMel34

çDNA which had taken place in an adjacent laboratory. Despite the most strict isolation

techniques and anti-cont¿mination procedure, intermittent false positivity occurred. By

using the same strict isolation techniques and anti-contamination procedures, by DNAse

treating att RNA samples as decribed in2.3.2 (see Figure l0), and by changing to the

single round (50 cycle) RT/PCR technique using the inner primers only, sensitivrf of

between I and l0 pg (or I cell) in 2 ml. whole blood was able to be maintained with no

evidence of false positivþ (see Figures lla and llb). Using the same tumour cell

spiking techniques, a level of sensitivþ between 2 and 5 cells per 2 mI. of whole blood

was achieved (see Figures 72 and 13).
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100n9 10ng r[g 100p9 10pg lpg tRNÀ

Figure 7. Serial dilutions of SKlg RNA dissolved in lug whole
blood RNA following RT/PCR, dual rounds of 30 cycles, with nested

tyrosinase primers and using globin primers (which produce a270bp
product) as an internal positive control,

27Il
207
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SK19 pLl pt 2 pL3 pL4 c.l c'2 SI{I9 IRNA
RT -ve

207

Figure 8. Several false positive results observed following RT/PCR usixg

two rounds of 30 cycles with nested tyrosinase primers in whole blood RNA
samples from 4 patients with metastatic melanoma (pts. I - 4),2 healthy volunteers

(c. 1,2), normal blood spiked with lng SK t9 RNA (one sample in which reverse

transcriptase was omitted as a negative control), and normal blood spiked with
tRNA. All RNA samples except the sample of normal whole blood to which tRNA
was added gave positive results

,d B C Ii E F A-B-T].D.8-F.

201

Figure 9. RT/PCR with dual round (30 cycles) of PCR with tyrosinase primers

performed on RNA extracted from melanoma cell lines SK 28 (A and A-) and SK

19 (B and B-), neuroblastoma cell line NSH (C and C-), T lymphocyte cell line
Jurkat (D and D-), vulval carcinoma cell line A43l (E and E-) and IRNA (F and F-).

Each sample divided into two aliquots and only onq underwent the reverse

transcription step ("-" indicating RT negative). Positive results seen in all samples

except SK 19 RT-ve and IRNA RT -ve, demonstrating widespread contamination

with tyrosinase PCR product.

7L
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c.l c,l c.2 c.2 tR tR

D+ D- D+ D- D+ D-

2n'7

Figure 10 Single round RTiPCR (50 cycles) with
tyrosinase primers on RNA exlracted from whole
blood samples from healthy volunteers (c. 7, 2), and

tRNA (tÐ Each sample was divided into two
aliquots, only one of which underwent DNAse
treatment. Positive results seen in both blood samples

which did not undergo DNAse treatment demonstrate

the presence of contaminating tyrosinase PCR
product, and therefore the need for DNAse treatment

of all szunples,
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lug 100tr9 10ng 1tr9 100pg r0pE lpg lug 100n9 lRN.Arvntcr

RT-vc RT-rc

2n7

B.
lug l00ng 10ng 100p9 10Fg rÞg luÉ 100n9

RT-ve
tRN,¡r riar tr r

RT-ve

207 -

Figures llaand 1lb, Serial dilutions of SK19 RNA in I ug whole blood RNA
following RTiPCR with inner tyrosinase primers for a single round of 50 Çycles.

100 ng tRNA dissolved in I ug whole blood RNA and water (alone) were used as

negative controls. All samples were DNAse treated. Each sample was divided into 2
aliquots, only one of which underwent the RT step. The 207 bp PCR product was

detected at a level between I and 10 pg of RNA. There were no false positive results
in any of the RT negativs samples.
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sK5020 10520fRNÀ

RT -ve

RT +ve

2117 -

Figure 12, Single round RT/PCR (50 cycles) using inner tyrosinase primers on
2 ug RNA from? ml. normal whole blood samples spiked with varying numbers of
SK 19 cells. 1 ug of SK 19 RNA (SK 19) used as the positive control and 1 ug
tRNA used as the negative control, Detection level of the 207 bp PCR product at 5

cells per 2 ml. whole blood. No false positive results were seen in any of the RT
negative samples.
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sK5020 10s20tRNA

RT -ve

RT +ve

201

Figure13. Single round RTIPCR (50 cycles) using inner tyrosinase

primers on 2 ug RNA ftom? ml. normal whole blood samples spiked with
varying numbers of SK 19 cells. I ug of SK 19 RNA (SK 19) used as the

positive control and I ug tRNA use as the negative control, Detection level

of the 207 bp PCR product at at 2 cells per 2 ml. whole blood, No false

positive results v/ere seen in any of the RT negative samples.
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3.2.3 Tlrosinase expression in patients with metastatc melanoma

3.2.3,1 Tlvo rormds of 30 cycles of PCR with nested primers

In a pilot study using two 30 cycle PCR reactions, with nested primers in an

initiat cohort of clinical 5amples, 4 out of 7 positive results were obtained from patients

with known metastatic melanoma [Smither al. l99l). There were no positive results in

patients with other malignancies and there were no positive results in blood samples

from healthy volunteers (see Table I and Figure l4). Subsequent analyses of further

cohorts of patients were associated with the problem of contamination resulting in high

rates of false positivity as previously describedin3.2.l [see Figure 9]. Therefore, this

method whilst being extremely sensitive, subsequently proved to be fallible in the

context of working in a moderate sized laboratory or research establishment. The

appearance of this high contamination rate coincided with a time when an associated

worker cloned pmel 34 cDNA in an adjacent laboratory. It is not clear whether the

contamination was directly due to this event or whether it was due to a gradual build-up

of "carry-over" PCR product within the laboratory. This meant that despite using all

known precautions for the reduction of risk of contaninatio4 there remained an

unacceptable level of false posiúve detection of tyrosinase cDNA.

3.2.3.2 One round of 50 cycles of PCR

Within the limitations of working in the same laboratory, the sensitivþ of the

test needed to be adjusted so that false positive results would not occur. This was

evenhrally achieved by removing the second round of PCR (nested PCR) from the

process. By using the primers originally chosen as "nested" primers as the only primers

to be used, and by increasing the number of cycles of PCR from 30 to 50, a zero rate of
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TABLE 1.

TYROSINASE MRNA DETECTION IN MELANOMA

NESTED PRIMERS) OF RT/PCR

NEGATIVEL GROIN NODES
R SUPRACLAV. NODE
STERNUM

34I

POSITTVEM ABDO. NODES,
STOMACH,
PERITONEUM

472

POSITTVEF L GROIN AND NODES
SUBCUT. TISSUES

52J

NEGATIVEM R A)trLLA, R CHEST
WALL
BRAIN

344

NEGATIVER FOOT, R GROIN
R LEG IN TRANSIT
METS.

65 M5

POSITTVEL THIGH, L GROIN,
LUNG

6T F6

35

NEGATIVE

POSITWEM LIVERl

LIVER64 M8

NEGATIVE59 M LIVER9

NEGATIVEPELVIS48 F10

F LIVER53ll

NEGATIVEMl2

NEGATIVEF3013

NEGATIVEM34t4

NEGATIVEF3915
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Figure 14. Detection of tyrosinase mRNA in blood by RT - dual PCR with
nested primers. Melanoma patients blood samples in lanes C, D, E, F, G, M, N, O
and P. Healthy volunteers (negative controls) in lanes A and K, Patients with other

cancers (negative controls) in lanes B, L, O and Q. Blood samples spiked with SK28

cells (positive controls) in lanes H,I and R. All positive control samples gave

positive results. There were no false positive results in any of the negative control

samples. Of the 9 samples from patients with melanoma, there were 4 positive

results (in samples D, E, M and P), See also Table 1.
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false positivity was achieved without any siguificant decrease in sensitivþ (less than 10

fold). Pre-clinical assessment of this method and sensitivrty has been discussedin3-2.2.

Single round (50 cycles) RT/PCR was used to test paúents with known

metastatic melanoma. 24 patientsarnples were examined in 6 runs of 4 patients per run.

I ug RNA from each sample was initially run on a formaldeþde RNA gel and only

those samples in which the l8s and 12s bands were visible on an ethidium bromide gel

ransilluminated by U{ tight were used in the RT/PCR experiments. Each run of 4

patient RT/PCR run included RNA from a 2 ml sample of normal blood spiked with 8

SKlg cells as a comparitive positive control, and 2 RNA samples of normal volunteer

whole blood as a negative control and 1 ug of tRNA as a negative control. Each sample

had it's own RT negative control. In only 3 out of 24 paient samples was the 207 base

product detected. (see Table 2). RT negative samples did not give any positive results.

positive results were determined as 207 base pair bands after PC\ and these were

confirmed with chemical sequencing of the G-A content within the bands. There were

no false positive results in blood samples from heatthy volunteers (see Figures 15 - 20).

3.2.3.3 The longevity of free RNAin whole blood

'When SK19 melanoma cell line RNA was incubated in freshly extracted whole

blood (collected in EDTA) aßlcfor varying lengths of time (0 min, 15 min, 30 min 60

min and 90 min) and the blood samples zubsequently underwent RNA extraction and

then a single 50 cycle round of RT/PCR, only the sample in which the RNA was added

immediateþ after the blood sample was homogenised with l-[traspe#U gave a

positive result (see Figure 21). This experiment was consistent with the hypothesis that
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TABLE 2

N
E E o

INTERLEUKIN-2
CISPLATIN

IFN
DTIC

ü,-INTERFERON
DACARBAZINE

tL-2
PLAT -

IFN NEGATIVEABDOM NODES, BRAIN26 MI
NEGATTVEIFNM SUBCUT NODULES2 59

NONE NEGATTVELTVE& LIJNG44 FJ

NEGATTVENONEF INTRA ABDOM NODES614
DTIC,
TAMOXIFEN

POSITIVESUBCUT NODULES, LUNG42 F5

NONE NEGATTVEM SUBCUT NODULES,
PELVIC NODES

6 62

NEGATIVEDTIC,
TAMOXIFEN

F SKIN, LUNG, BRAIN667

NEGATTVENONEWIDESPREAD NODES,
LUNG, BRAIN

43 F8

NEGATTVEIFNM CERVICAL NODES, LUNGI 36
NEGATTVEDTIC,

TAMOXIFEN
SKIN, LIVER73 Ft0

DTIC,
TAMOXIFEN

NEGATTVESKIN, SUBCUT NODULES,
PELVIC NODES

64 F11

NEGATTVENONEF LTJNGt2 58
NEGATTVEIL-2IIFNÆLATSK[N, PELVIC NODES,

LTVER
38 Ml3

IL-2lIFN/PLAT NEGATTVE24 M LTVERt4
NEGATTVEFOTEMUSTINE/

DTIC
M LUNG, STOMACH, BRAINl5 66

IL-2lIFN/PLAT POSITIVELTVER. LTJNG47 Ml6
NEGATIVEIL-2lIFN/PLATM SKIN, WIDESPREAD NODESt7 58

IL-2lIFN/PLAT NEGATTVEWIDESPREAD NODES47 Fl8
NEGATTVEIL-2lIFNiPLATF SKIN, STJB-CUT NODULES,

WIDESPREAD NODES
t9 68

NEGATTVEIL-2lIFN/PLATSUBCUT NODULES,
FEMORAL NODES, LTVER

58 M20

POSITIVEFOTEMUSTINE/
DTIC

ABDOM NODES, LTING,
KIDNBY, BRAIN

53 M2l

IL-2IIFN/PLAT NEGATTVEM LTJNG22 65
NEGATIVEIL-2IIFN/PLATF LIVE& LUNG, SPLEEN,

BONBS
23 54

FOTEMUSTINE/
DTIC

M BRAIN24 24
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SK #1 #2 #3 #4 'it tZ tRN.A,

RT -ve

RT +ve
207 -

Figure 15. Single round RT/PCR (50 cycles) using inner tyrosinase

primers oxzugRNA from? ml. whole blood samples from patients with
known advanced/metastatic melanoma (#I - #4). One 2 ml. sample of whole
blood spiked with 10 SK 19 cells acted as the positive control (SK), whilst
2 ml, samples of whole blood from healthy volunteers (c1, c2) and I ug.

tRNA acted as negative controls. Detection of the 207 bp PCR product was

seen only in the positive control sample. No false positive results were seen

in any of the RT negative samples.
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SIi #5 #6 #1 #8 c3 c¿l tRNA

RT -ve

RT +ve

207 -

Figure 16, Single round RTIPCR (50 cycles) using inner tyrosinase
primers on2ugRNA from 2 ml. whole blood samples from patients with
known advanced/metastatic melanoma (#5 - #8). One 2 ml. sample of whole
blood spiked with l0 SK l9 cells acted as the positive control, whilst 2 ml.
samples of whole blood from healthy volunteers (c3, c4) and 1 ug, tRNA
acted as negative controls. Detection of the 207 bp PCRproductwas seen in
both the positive control sample and the sample from patient #8. No false
positive results were seen in any of the RT negative samples.
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ST< #9 #t0 #11 #12 c5 c6 tRNA

RT -ve

RT +ve

207 -

Figure 17, Single round RT/PCR (50 cycles) using inner tyrosinase
primers on2ugRNA from2 ml. whole blood samples from patients with
known advanced/metastatic melanoma (#9 - #12). One 2 ml. sample of
whole blood spiked with 10 SK l9 cells acted as the positive control (SK),
whilst 2 ml. samples of whole blood from healthy volunteers (c5, c6) and I
ug. tRNA acted as negative controls. Detection of the 207 bp PCR product
was seen only in the positive control sample. No false positive results were
seen in any of the RT negative samples.
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SI{ #13 #r4 #15 #16 ci cE tRNA

RT -ve

RT +ve

207 -

Figure 18. Single round RT/PCR (50 cycles) usitrg inner tyrosinase
primers onZtgRNA from? ml. whole blood samples from patients \¡/ith
known advanced/metastatic melanoma (#13 - #16). One 2 ml. sample of
whole blood spiked with 10 SK 19 cells acted as the positive control, whilst
2 ml. samples of whole blood from healthy volunteers (c7, c8) and I ug.

tRNA acted as negative controls. Detection of the 207 bp PCR product was

seen only in the positive control sample. No false positive results were seen

in any of the RT negative samples.
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SIK #17 #18 #19 #2tl c9 c10 tRNÀ

RT +ve

207 -

Figure 19. Single round RT/PCR (50 cycles) using inner tyrosinase
primers on2ugRNA from 2 ml. whole blood samples from patients with
known advanced/metastatic melanoma (#17 - #20)., One 2 ml. sample of
whole blood spiked with 10 SK 19 cells acted as the positive control, whilst
2 ml. samples of whole blood from healthy volunteers (c9, c10) and I ug.
tRNA acted as negative controls. Detection of the 207 bp PCR product was
seen in the positive control sample, the sample from patient l7 and the
sample from patient 19. No false positive results were seen in any of the RT
negative samples (results not shown).
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SK #21 #22 #23 #24 c11 c12 tRNA

RT -ve

RT +ve

207 -

Figure 20. Single round RT/PCR (50 cycles) using inner tyrosinase
primers on Zug RNA from 2 ml. whole blood samples from patients with
known advanced/metastatic melanoma (#21 - #24). One 2 ml. sample of
whole blood spiked with 10 SK 19 cells acted as the positive control, whilst
2 ml. samples of whole blood from healthy volunteers (c11, c12) and I ug.
tRNA acted as negative controls. Detection of the 207 bp PCR product was
seen only in the positive control sample. No false positive results were seen

in any of the RT negativs 5amples.
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RT +ve

SK19 0 r¡r 15 ¡u 30 tn 60 ur 90 rrr cl t2 tB.NÀ

207 -

Figure 21. Single round RTÆCR (50 cycles) with inner tyrosinase
rimers performed on lOng SK 19 RNA dissolved in 2 ml. whole blood and
incubated at varying intervals (15 minutes - 90 minutes) before whole blood
RNA extraction by the Ultraspec 

(rM) method. 100 ng free SK l9 RNA and

10 ng SK 19 RNA dissolved in whole blood only after the Ultrasp"" ("tt) had
been added to the blood sample (0 min) acted as positive controls. 2 ml.
whole blood samples from 2 healthy volunteers (cl, c2), and I ug tRNA
acted as negative controls. Each sample was divided tnto 2 equal aliquots,
and only one aliquot underwent a true everse transcription reaction. The 207
bp PCR product was detected only in the free SK l9 positive control sample
and the 0 min. positive control sample. No false positive results were seen in
any of the RT negative samples (results not shown).
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RNAses in blood rapidly digest free RNA, so that positive results wittr this method of

RT/PCR are due to the presence of intracellular RNA.

3.3 DISCUSSION

3.3.1 PCR sensitivity and problems of contamination

As PCR is such an exquisitely sensitive mefrod of detecting extremely small

amounts of target DN,\ false positivity (detection of target DNA which has arisen from

exogenous sources rather than the sample itselÐ becomes an increasingly frequent

problem. To adequately control for contamination, the physical transfer of DNA

between amplified samples as well as between positive and negative samples must be

totally avoided.

Despite the total isolation of PCR preparations and products, the use of

autoclaved solutions,the careful aliquotting of reagents into minimal re-use or no re-use

containers, the frequent changing of protective gloves, the use of positive displacement

pipette.s etc. fKwok and Higuchi 1989], false positive results continued to occur. As the

2 round PCR technique (with nested primers) required obligatory handling at the stage

of the preparation of second round of PCR, it seemed that no amount of "contarnination

free" preparation could completely avoid contamination with PCR product. As this

problem did not become manifest until after the pmel 34 gene had been cloned, one

assumption is that this gene had contaminated all parts of the laboratory, including the

autoclave at the time that itwas cloned.

An altemative possibility is that the intennittent false positivþ arose from a

gradual local environment¿l increase in target PCR product from the first round of PCR

which was subsequently intermittently carried over during manþlation of PCR
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products between the two rounds of PCR. Such contamination problems are well

recognised fsarker and Sommer 1990], and various techniques to avoid false positives

have been proposed. These are essentially "barrier" techniques most of which are viable

in a standard laboratory setting. However if a significant contamination a¡ises within a

laboratory, such barier or isolation techniques can never provide complete safety, due

to the robust nature and longevity of the DNA produced. The possibility of intermittent

false positivity occurring reinforces the need for stringent negative controls.

3.3.2 The necessity of stringent controls for RTÆCR techniques

The "two edged sword" property of PCR means that as PCR is such a sensitive

method of detecting rare segments of DN,\ it runs a high risk of producing false

positive results due to even extremely low levels of contamination" It also reinforces the

value of including adequate concurrent controls for every PCR reaction performed.

Each PcR experiment needs meaningful "contfol" PCRs to proceed

concurrently. The "positive" controls should not only include a sample of target RNA in

amounts easily detectable by PCR but also tnget RNA in much smaller amounts

approximating the level of sensitivity of the technique. Hence the use of 8 melanoma

cell line cells in 2 ml whole blood as a positive control for each clinical batch run of

RT/PCR. Only theq can one be certain that the sensitivity of the technique is

maint¿ined. Negative controls should include a simple carier such as water or tRNA. A

new "carrier" negative control should be introduced for each procedure which may

allow more easy pinpointing of the timing of any contamination. Ideally each clinical

sarnple should be run concurrently with a corresponding RT negative ("sham") control,

to ensure that each individual sample has not been contaminated by tatget cDNA.
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Adhering to these strict positive and negative confols has enabled meaningful

interpretation of each resulq even those which suggested a contamination problem. In

this study, during the time in which 2 rounds of PCR (with nested primers) was used, the

random nature of the false positive results tended to indicate that contamination was

secondary to low level "backgound" contamination, rather than a specific source of

contamination.

Unless stringent positive and negative contols ¿ue nrn concurrently with any

RTÆCR reaction, a "positive" result may be interpreted as contamination in the absence

of stringent concurrent negative controls, and a "negative" result may be interpreted as

procedure failure in the absence of meaningful concurrent positive controls.

3.3.3 Critical appraisal of this technique of RT/PCR to detect

melanoma cells in peripheral blood

The initial technique of dual rounds (with nested primers) of PCR following RT

produced very encouraging results in the initial clinical study, with 4 advanced

melanoma patient samples out of 7 giving a positive result for detection of tyrosinase

[Smith et al. l99l]. The problems of contamination and subsequent abandonment of

that particular technique has been previously discussed.

The 50 cycle single round RTÆCR technique that was subsequently developed

proved to be extemeþ sensitive (10 - 100 pg RNA or - I - 2 cells / ml. whole blood),

and was not plagued by the problem of false positivity due to contamination. Howeveq

the rate of positivity in the clinical setting (3 out of 24 patients with grossly advanced

disease) was considerably reduced, suggesting that this technique has no clinical use in

the context of it being a sensitive method of detecting metastatic disease lPiltmanet al.
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submitted]. Another group studying patients with uveal melanoma using essentially the

same RT/PCR tyrosinase technique also reported an initial high rate of positive

detection (3 positive results from 6 patients) [Tobale/ al. I993f, but a subsequent larger

study, perfonned by the same group failed to detect any positive results in 36 patients

with uveal melanoma fFoss øl al. 19951. Combining the results of the two studies (in

which simitar RT/PCR techniques were used to detect metastatic melanoma cells in

blood) gives a detection rate of 3 in 60 or 5 Yo.It seems unlikely that the sensitivþ of

this test can be sþificantly improved unless considerably larger quantities of blood are

to be examined and the feasibilþ of examining very large quantities of blood is

questionable.

In contrast to this study and the study by Foss et al.ll995l, Prossart et al. ll993l

have used a technique of RT/PCR based upon the technique described in 3.2.3.1 in a

cohort of 56 patients with melanoma and detected tyrosinase transcripts in 36 of these

patients. In addition, there wa.s a sþificant correlation between between the rate of

tyrosinase detection and the clinical stage of the disease. This conclusion has been

supported by Vormwald-Dogan et al. [1994] who have also used the same technique to

show that tyrosinase detection in peripheral blood correlates with clinical stage. In these

studies, internal RT negative controls were not routineþ performed on all samples

examined. There is clearly non-concordance in the predicted rates of circulating tumour

cells in melanoma patients as assessed by these studies. Further studies with rigorous

controls and possibly independent observation are required to determine the tue rate of

detection.

The lack of detection of tyrosinase transcripts in samples of blood in which free

SK 1S RNA was dissolved at varying times suggests that free RNA does not appear to
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circulate in perþheral blood and is probably digested by the numerous RNAses rn

blood. Therefore the RNA detected by this technique of RT/PCR orþinates from cells in

circulation rather than small quantities of free RNA. The results from this study as well

as the results from the melanoma studies by Prossartet al. 11993] and Vormwald-Dogan

et al.11994] also re-invite the questions as to how frequently tumour cells do actually

circulate in the peripheral blood, and what is the clinical sþificance of the tumour cell

detected in circulation.

In the 1950s and 1960s when cytological techniques to screen blood for

circulating tumour cells were fashionable, the positive rate of detection was variably

reported as 0 - 95 % ÍCfuistopherson 1965]. In a critical analysis of these techniques,

Goldblatt and Nadel [1965] discovered a high rate of false positivity, and concluded that

the true positive detection rate was probably only about 5 %. Using the newer

technology of RT/PCR pilot studies have suggested a circulating melanoma cell

detection rate of greater than 50 oZ of patients with melanoma [Smith et ol. 1991, Tobal

et al. 1993, Prossa¡t¿l al. 1993). Whilst a later study by Vornrwald-Daganet ø1.ll99al

supports a high rate of tumour cell detection, other follow up studies [Fossef ql. 1995,

Pittrnan et al. submifiedl suggest that the rate may be closer to 5 Yo which is similar to

the figure suggested by several commentators 30 years ago [Goldblatt and Nadel 1965,

Christopherson 19651.

It may be postulated that the use of two rounds of PCR with "outef' and

"nested" primers provides grc,ator sensitivity and specificity than a single round method

of RT/PC\ although the sensitivity achieved in this study using one round of PCR with

50 cycles was certainly of the sarne order of magnitude as that achieved with two
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rounds. Also, the study by Foss el al. |9951in which two rounds of PCR were used

failed to detect any expressed tyrosinase RNA in any of the clinical samples examined.

Two other major differences between the RTÆCR technique used in this study

compared with others were the DNAse step prior to RT, and the use of RT negative

controls for every sample exarnined. These time and resource consuming steps ensured

that contaninating oDNA within an RNA sample was kept to an absolute minimum, as

well as ensuring that contaminating oDNA could not produce a false positive result that

could not be simply traced for any given sample. In the other RT/PCR melanoma

studies discussed, there was no DNAse step, based upon the premise that minute

quantities of contaminating gDNA would not produce PCR bands of the expected size

due to the introns contained within. However, contaminating oDNA would produce

PCR bands of expected sizes, and the best way to minimise this potential problem is

with DNAse treatment of all RNA samples immediately prior to the RT step. The

potential for oDNA contamination is even gteater when two rounds of PCR are used in

light of the increased number of sample manþlations. The studies by Smithet ø1.

[199U, Prossarte/ al.11993], Vormwald-Daganet al.ll994l and Foss et al. fl995l used

two RT negative contol sarnples per"run" of samples. Although these "RT negative"

controls did not produce positive results suggestive of any cDNA contamination, it does

not automatically foltow that the clinical samples studies were free of cDNA

contamination as they were not individually tested. Random contamination with cDNA

certainly ocÆurs as discussed in3.3.2, and in the paper by Foss et al.ll995f in which the

RT/PCR also required considerable alteration to overcome the problem of random

contaminatíon.
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Current metastasis theory fFidler and Hart 1982] implies that tumour cells are

shed into the circulation intermittently in a non-continuous, non-random manner, so it

may be possible that the positivþ rate for this type of examination may be increased if

sequential samples are exarnined lsalisbury 1975]. Even so, the results of this study

suggest that it is unlikely that the rate of positivity could be increased sufficiently to

propose that the technique will be a routinely reliable sensitive test for micrometastatic

disease.

As the rate of positive detection of melanoma cells in perþheral blood in

patients with advanced melanoma is so low in this study, no conclusions may be drawn

regarding the clinical significance of positive detection in patients with known advanced

disease. In all of the patients examined so far there was no suggestion that those patients

with positive results had a worse prognosis. This contasts with the papers by Prossartel

at. 11993), and Vormwald-Dogen et al. ll994l in which there appeared to be a good

correlation between likelihood of tyrosinase RT/PCR positivity and clinical stage.

Patients with surgicalty treated early stage melanoma were not examined in this study.

Even so, as Engell [959] and Griffithset al. ll973l discovered many years ago, the

simple detection of solid tumour cells in blood of patients at the time of resection of

early stage colorectal cancer, did not appear to indicate that metastasis had already

occurred, and provided little prognostic inforrration. There is now good evidence that

the vast majority of circulating tumour cells in peripheral blood are desfroyed fairly

rapidly, and that the process of metastasis is therefore a relatively ineffrcient one [Fidler

1973, Weiss 19921. A hrmour cell in circulation has only reached part of the way to

establishing metastasis [Fidler 1990], so detection alone of such a cell gives little insight

into the tue metastatic potential of that cell.
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This clinical evaluation of the technique of RT/PCR for tyrosinase in patients

with melanoma suggests that the rate of circulating melanoma cells in patients with

melanoma is low, and therefore this technique appears to have little clinical application

in the accurate determination of micrometastatic disease. This conclusion is supported

by the strdy of Foss et al. [995] but is in contrast with the more optimistic conclusions

reached in the studies by Prossart et al.ll993l and Vormald-Dogen et al.ll994l. These

divergent conclusions suggest that the RT/PCR methods presentþ in use for detecting

tyrosinase expression are not yet suffrcientþ robust for routine clinical use in the setting

of patients with malignant melanoma.

3.3.4 Therapeutic implications of detecting circulating melanoma

cells

The detection of circulating melanoma cells in the peripheral blood of metastatic

melanoma patients provides an excellent model for using RT/PCR to detect tissue

specific gene expression as a marker of tumour presence. However from a clinical

viewpoin! at present there is relatively little therapeutic gain in such tumour cell

detection. This is due to the lack of effective systemic treaünents for metastatic disease,.

either gross or micrometastatic, as demonstated by studies in both the advanced setting

and in the adjuvant setting fVeronesi et al 1982, Lakhani et al 1990]. Certainly

prognostic information may be gained which may be useful to both clinician and patient.

However, before a sensitive test of the presence of blood borne metastatic disease can

become of major clinical importance, more effective treatments for advanced melanoma

are needed. With cytotoxic chemotherapy presently having such a limited effect in
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melanoma, there is an urgent need to explore novel biological therapies, as well as novel

methods of circumventing the longstanding problem of cytotoxic drug resistance.

Perhaps the most promising line of feaünent driven research in malignant

melanoma is the increasing understanding of the immunobiology of melanoma which

has sþificantly rekindled enthusiasm for immunotherapies for melanoma [Mukerjhi

and Chalaaborty 19951. If these immunotherapies are able to eventually significantly

improve the outcome for patients with advanced melanoma" then molecula¡ detection of

metastatic circulating melanoma cells in blood may carry greatet clinical significance.

However, a full discussion of the potential immunomodulatory therapies in melanoma is

beyond the scope of this paper.
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4. CYTOKERATINS / CARCINOMAS

4.I THE SCOPE OF EPITHELIAL TTIMOTIRS

4.1.1 Epithelial malignancy in adult oncologr practice

Epithelial cancers or carcinomas are the most common malignant tumours in

adulrc and a¡e responsi'o-le for by fa¡ the most cancer related death [South Aust. Cancer

Registry 1994].The most common epithelial tumours such as lung cancer, breast cancer

and colorectal cancer are all tumours that tend to eüentually spread via the

haematogenous route. In each of these cases early excision of the primary localised

tumour offers the best chance of long term survival. However, a significant proportion

of patients who undergo "curative" resections for apparently localised cancers

eventually relapse with either loco-regional recurrence or distant metastases [Mountain

1977 , Copeland et al. 1968, Valagussa e I al. l978l.It is assumed that this is due to very

small volume metastatic disease (micro-metastases) not identified at the time of surgery,

despite appropriate staging investigations.

4.1.2 The rationale for adjuvant therapies for carcinomas

It is now common for adjuvant therapies (treatrnent administered following

definitive primary therapy to complement the primary therapy) to be employed

following definitive treatrnent of a primary tumour. Adjuvant therapies are now

frequently employed in patients who are at greatest risk of developing recurrent disease,

despite complete resection of the primary tumour. There is now data available to

confirm that adjuvant therapies confübute to improved survival for certain tumour types

such as breast cancer and colorectal cancer IEBCTSG 1992, Moertelet ol. 1992].In

spite of this improvement in survival with adjuvant treaÍnen! there are considerable
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numbers of patients who are probably already cured of their malignancy following

primary resection of a tr¡mour, who undergo potentially toxic adjuvant chemotherapy

because they happen to be in a high risk category. With effective treatments now

available, the detection of very small volume disease (micrometastases) may allow

adjuvant treatrrents to be used with best effect in patients who genuinely need them

while ensuring that those patients who may already be cured following primary

fieatment are not subjected to unwa¡ranted therapy. Presently there are no sensitive and

specific tests of micrometastatic disease for common epithelial malþancies in adults.

4.2 CYTOKERATINS

4.2.1 The catalogue of intermediate filaments

The 3 major filament systems within vertebrate cells are (i) actin and associated

proteins that provide the contractile forces within cells; (ii) microtubules which aid in

the orientation and polarisation of the cell; and (iii) the intermediate filaments (or

cytoskeleton).

The majority of vertebrate cells contain a large proportion of structural filaments

which are made up of the various members of the family of intermediate filaments

[Steinert et al. 1985]. Inærrnediate filaments are morphologically and structurally quite

similar to each other, based upon a long cr-helical core or rod domain. They also

dimerise with similar molecules by interaction along a backbone of hydrophobic

residues producing a coiled coil which becomes the building block of polymerised

intermediate fïlament [Creurtüer et al. 1978, Landschulz et al. 1988]. However the

members of the intermediate filament family a¡e able to be differentiated on

immunological, biochemical and possibly functional grounds.
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At least 5 main groups have been identified :

(i) vimentin - occurring in cells of mesenchymal origin, astrocytes, Sertoli

cells, vascular smooth muscle cells, and many cultured cell lines. The exact cytoskeletal

function of vimentin is not clear.

(it) desmin - typically found in most types of myogenic cells, it is located at

the Z-disc of stiated muscle or in the dense bodies in Smooth muscle apparently

anchoring the contractile apparatus.

(iiÐ neurofilaments - typical of neuronal cells; found in association with glial

microtubules, probably providing stability.

(iv) glial filaments - fbund in astrocyÛes.

(") cytokeratins - the characteristic structural filaments of epithelial tissue Moll

et al.19821.

As these intermediate filaments tend to be largely conserved within celVtissue

types [Azumi and Battifora lg87], the presence or absence of specific types of

intennediate filaments has been utilised in diagnosing cells of origin in particular

fumours.

4.2.2 Keratin family of intermediate filaments

Unlike vimentin, desmin and gliat types of interrnediate filaments which consist

usually of one type of sub-unit protein [Steinertel al. 1981, Quinlan and Franke 1982],

the keratin filaments consist of a family of different proteins [Steinert and Roop 1988].

These keratin subtypes can be present in numerous combinations in different epithelia. It

may be possible to characterise different epithelia by the pattern of the various keratin
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subtypes. At least 20 different keratins have been identified and each is probably

encoded by are separate gene fNagle 1988, Mollet al.1992].

4.2.3 Keratin filament pairing

Keratin filaments are formed by the interaction of a pair of keratin subtypes, one

smaller in size (40 - 56 kd) with a relatively acidic pFL and the other larger (53 - 67 kd)

and with a relatively ba.sic pH [Steinert and Roop 1988]. For this reason, keratin

subtypes tend to be co-expressed in pairs within tissues. For example, keratin 8 (basic) is

co-expressed with keratin 18 (acidic). cDNA transfection experiments have shown that

the keratin filaments produced by this pairing are not syntttesised if either one of the

keratin genes (either 8 or l8) is not co-expressed fDomenjoudet al. 1988, Kuleshet al.

1989]. The exception to this rule is keratin 19, the smallest acidic keratin [Wu and

Rheinwald 1981, Stasiak and Lane 1987, Eckert 19881. A theory about the lack of

pairing of keratin 19 is that it exists to address the unbalanced production of basic

keræins [Savtchenko et al. 1988f. It may non-specifically pair with a number of basic

keratin proteins.

4.2.4 Keratins as markers of epithelial differentiation

Keratin expression patterns vary with different tissue types. The specific keratin

polypeptide pairings may permit further developmental classification of particular

epithelial cells [Chan et al. L986, van Muijan et al. 1987]. An example of this is the

inva¡iable expression of cytokeratins 8 and 18 in embryonic epithelia and simple non-

stratified epithelia, but lack of expression in more complex statified epithelia fMollel

aL 19821. This implies that further characterisation of particular epithelial tissue is
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possible. Keratins are generally considered the most reliable of markers of epithelial

differentiation and are therefore very useful in the diagnosis and characterisation of

epithetiat tumours I Suner al.1985, Battifora 1988, Trasket aL.1990].

4.2.5 Keratin expression in non-epithelial tissue as a marker of

contamination by epithelial malignancy

As keratins are expressed widely in all epithelial tumour types, it may be

possible to seek expression of keratin in non-epithelial tissue such as lymph node tissue

lKair:zet al. 1993f, bone marrow fSchlimok et al. L99}]perþheral blood as a means of

demonstrating malignant contamination by keratin expressing tumour cells. The

presence of keratin containing cells in the penpheral blood may be an indicator of

metastatic epithelial tumour cells in circulation. Such infonnation may have major

prognostic implications and may therefore have a significant bearing upon the

management of malignancy.

4.2.6 Monoclonal antibody techniques of keratin detection in bone

marrow

The notion of detecting keratin expressing tumour cells in non-epithelial siæs as

a marker of metastatic disease has been tested clinically using monoclonal antibody

techniques on bone maffow in patients with malignancy. A monoclonal antibody

technique was able to detect tumour cells in bone ma.rrow of 28 o/o of patients with

advanced epithelial malignancy when triple bone maÍo\il aspirates were perfonned

[Redding et al. 1983]. A similar technique in patients with small cell cancer of the lung

was able to detect ûrmour cells in bone marrow of 50 Yo of patients with limited stage
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disease (radiological staging) and 77 % of patients with extensive disease [Berensdenel

al. 19881. A further study using an immunocytochemical assay for cytokeratin 18

detected tumour cells in bone marrow of 32 Yo of patients who had undergone curative

resection for colorectal cancer [Schlimoket ql. 1990, Schimlok and Riethmuller 1990].

The detection of tumour cells in bone maflow has also been discussed in I .5.4.

4.2.7 Prognostic implications of bone marrow micrometastases

In each case discussed above (4.2.6) the presence or absence of bone m¿urow

micrometastases had an independent impact on prognosis. If tumour load is importånt in

predicting survival, and low tumour load has a better chance of being completely

eradicated, then the finding of micrometastatic disease may suggest the need for

intensive eradication techniques if the particular tumour type is sensitive to a particular

therapy. Alternatively, the detection of micrometastatic disease may imply that less

intensive eradication methods be used if the tumour type is non-responsive to therapies

following apparent curative resection. Thus better patient selection for adjuvant

therapies may ensue.

Bone marrow takes a considerable proportion of cardiac output (about 600

mVmin) as it is an highty vascularised organ [Weiss 1992]. A significant proportion of

aspirated bone marrow is therefore likely to be whole blood. Although bone marrow

stroma may significantly influence the attraction of tumour cells into the bone marrow

as well as establishment of bone ma¡row metastases, one may speculate that similar

prognostic dat¿ could be obt¿ined by screening whole blood rather than bone m¿urow.
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4.3 METHODS / RESIILTS : IMMIINOFLUORESCENT ANTIBODY

DETECTTON OF CYTOKERATIN EXPRESSION

4.3.I Preclinical evaluation

4.3.1.1 Antibody selection

The 3 cytokeratin antibodies compared were LPIK (keratin 7),LEAL (keratin 8)

and LE6l (keratin 18) fl,ane and Alexander 1990]. Primary antibody labelling and

secondary antibody labelling was performed as described in 2.8.1, using the human

bladder carcinoma cell lines EJ and RT112 as positive controls. Two samples were

prepared with the primary antibody labelling omitted from the protocol.

The degree of fluorescence was assessed for each antibody. Genuine

fluorescence due to antibody labelling was distinguished from autofluorescence by

viewing under FITC (red) light. For the sarnples in which no primary antibody was

used, it was agreed by 3 observers that there was no fluorescence due to antibody

labelling. LPIK and LE6l labelling produced the greatest degree of fluorescence (see

Figures 22 and 23). LE4l produced considerably less fluorescence (see Figure 24). The

LPIK and LE6l antibodies were chosen for furttrer fluorescent antibody labelling

experiments.

4.3.1.2 Blood spikingwith RT112 cells

8 mls. of whole btood were extracted from a healtþ volunteer. This was divided

into I ml. aliquots (see 2.1.4). 100 cultured RT112 cells were spiked into 4 of the 1 ml.

aliquots. Each sample was then prepared for cytospin by the direct red cell lysing

technique Q.7.1). Each 1 ml. sample was eventually divided into 5 cytospin preparations

and following the cytospin procedure Q.7.3), underwent acetone fixation.
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Figure 22. EJ (bladder carcinoma) cells fluoresecent pattern with LPIK as the
primary antibody (Axioplan binocular microscope, oil immersion, magnification x
40)

Figure 23. Fluoresecnt pattern of RTl 12 (bladder carcinoma) cells with LE61
as the primary antibody (Axioplan binocular microscope, oil immersion,

magnification x 40),
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Figure 24. Fluorescent pattern of EJ (bladder carcinoma) cells using LE41 as

the primary antibody (Axioplan binocular microscope, oil immersion,
magnifrcation x 25).

Figure 25. Autofluorescence pattern of polyrnorphs in whole blood cytospins
(Axioplan binocular microscope, oil immersion, magnification x 40)
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4.3.1.3 Assessing tumour cell recovery from spiked blood sam¡lles

The LPlKand LE6l primary antibodies were tested on 2 spiked blood samples

and 2 normal blood samples each. The number of antibody labelled fluorescent cells per

microscope field was tatlied. For the normal blood samples which had not been spiked,

no antibody labetled fluorescent cells were seen. Polymorph granulocytes were seen to

autofluoresce in varying amounts (see Fþre 25). Occasional[y this was quite prominent

but they invariably continued to fluoresce under FITC light unlike genuinely antibody

labelled cells (see Figures 26 and 27). For the LE6l labelled preparations, a total of 31

and 27 positively labelled cells were counted in the 2 spiked blood samples analysed.

For the LP1K labelled preparations, 34 and 36 positively labelled cells were counted in

the 2 preparations. Antibody labelled fluorescing cells were at least a log greater in

fluorescent intensity than surrounding autofluorescing polymorphs, and were therefore

easily identified (see Figures 26 and 2S). The LP1K antibody was used for all

subsequent cytospin fluorescent labelling experiments.

4.3.1.4 Çsmnar¡son of Ficoll extraction rs direct rcd cell lysis technique

The technique of ficoll octraction from whole blood was compared with the

direct lysis technique. I ml of heparinised whole blood was layered onto 3 ml. Ficoll

rc27 ÇW and centrifuged at 400 g for 30 minutes. A mononuclear layer of cells was

easily visible in the upper transparent layer. These cells were removed and prepared for

cytospin analysis as previousty described.For 2 samples of whole blood spiked with 100

RT112 (bladder cancer) cells, ttre total number of positively labelled fluorescent cells

identified were 2 and 4, compared with 3l and 34 cells for the direct red cell lysis

technique (see Table 3). It was deemed that the 30 - 35 Yo recnvery rate of the direct red
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Figure 26 A single RT1 l2 (bladder carcinoma) cell seen (fluorescent
green/yellow) amongst autofluorescent polymorphs from a whole blood sample
spiked with RTl T2 cells er cytospin and labelling with the LPIK antibody and
secondary fluorescent antibody (Axioplan binocular microscope, oil imrnersion,
nagnificatron x 40). This photograph was double exposed under botli fluorescent
light and FITC liglrt to demonstrate the differece in the fluorescence pattern
between the antibody labelled epithelial tumour cell and the autoflourescent
polymorphs,
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Figure 27 , The same field as Figure 26 pliotographed under FITC light only,
demonstrating the autofluorescence of polymorphs and lack of flourescence of the
RT112 tumour cell. This technique of viewing samples under both fluorescent light
and FITC light allowed discrimination between genuinely positively labelled
fluorescent cells and autofluorescent polymorphs or ifacts.
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Figure 28 The fluorescent pattern of an EJ (bladder carcinonra) cell easily
identitied in a whole blood cytospin slide following primary labelling with the
LPIK antibody (Axioplan binocular tnicroscope, oil immersion, rnagnification x
40).
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TABLE 3.

CC)MP ARTSON OF' RI,OOD CF,T,I, TION TECHNIOUES WITH
RT1 1

D THE
FL

DIRECT RED CELL LYSIS

FICOLI-HYPAOUE

The tables depict the significant tumour cell (RTl l2) loss and therefore decreased

sensitivity of the Ficoll-Hypaque technique of cell separation. Each I ml. sample of
whole blood spiked with 100 RTl 12 cells was divided into 5 equal aliquots (#1-#5)
prior to cytospinning/antibody-fluorescent labelling and microscopy under LIV
light.

6 5 7 6 7

9 6 6 7 6

0 I 0 I 0

1 0 2 0 I
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cell lysis technique provided greater chance of detecting circulating tumour cells in

peripheral blood than the ficoll technique.

4.3.1.5 Sensitivity assessment by serial spiking

Sensitivity of the technique was established by serial spiking of peripheral blood

sarnples. I ml. samples were spiked with 0, 2, 5, 10,20, 50 and 100 RTl 12 cells. The

sarnples were then prepared for cytospin in the usual way. The primary antibody used

was LPIK. The number of positively labelled fluorescing cells identified from each

preparation were 0 cells from the two unspiked aliquots, 0 cells from the 2 cell sample,2

cells from the 5 cell sample (40 %),3 cells from the 10 cell sample (30 %),4 cells from

the 20 cell sample Q0 %), 14 cells from the 50 cell sample (28 o/o),, and 30 cells from

the 100 cell sample Q0%) (see Table 4).

4.3.1.6 Use of magnetic beads to increase recovery

To ascertain whether the use of magnetic beads would increase the recovery of

iells, and decrease the number of cytospin preparations per ml. of blood required to

examine, modifications were made to the cytospin and labelling protocol. Whole blood

was serially spiked with increasing numbers of RTl12 cells. Following lysis of the red

cells and washing and resuspending the pellet the cells were fixed by incubating for I

hour with methanoVacetone. The cells were centrifuged, washed in PBS with FBS and

finally resuspended in 20 ul PBS with FBS. 20 ul LE6l antibody was added and the

cells were incubated at room temperature for 60 minutes. The mix was then washed and

centifuged twice in PBSand finally resuspended in 80 ul of PBS with FBS. 20 ul

microbeads were added and the mix was gently mixed and incubated at 4c for 30

minutes. 2.5 uI G&M IgG-FITC antibody was added to the mixture and allowed to
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TABLE 4.

CELL RECOVERY / NO. SPIKED EJ CELLS
pER l\fl. OF BT,OOD (USING LP1KANTIBODY

The t¿ble depicts the level of detection of spiked EJ (bladder cancer) cells in 1 ml.

of whole blood using the cytospin/antibody/immunofluorescence technique of 5

cytospin preparations per ml. of blood. This shows that the level of detection is 5

cells per ml. of blood.

0 0 00 0O CELLS 0

0 0 00 02 CELLS 0

4I 0 II I5 CELLS

J 50 1 01rO CELLS

0 I 50 220 CELLS I

J 5 20) 450 CELLS 5

JJ8 7 57 6lOO CELLS
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incubate for a further 30 minutes. 5 ml PBS with FBS was added to the tube which was

then fixed to a maguet for 30 minutes. While being ca¡eful not to disturb the cells which

had been magnetised to the side of the tube, the supematant was removed. The

"magnetised" cells were resuspended in 100 ul PBS. The cells in the supernatant were

centifuged, washed and resuspended in 400 ul PBS. A single cytospin preparation was

performed on the "magnetised" cells, and 4 cytospin preparations were perforrned on the

cells in the supernatant.

In the "magnetised" preparations, no positively labelled fluorescent cells were

identified from any of the samples. In the supernatant cytospins, a total of 3 cells were

recovered from the 50 RTI 12 c,elI spiked blood sample. The experiment was repeated,

and on the second occasion, I cell was identified in the "magnetised" cytospin

preparation of the 50 RTl 12 celT spiked blood sample. It was concluded that the use of

magnetic beads did not enhance recovery of positively labelled fluorescent cells from

blood samples.

4.3.1.7 Tt¡mour cell recovery with less cltospins

An experiment was performed to determine whether decreasing the number of

cytospins per sample significantly altered the cell recovery. I ml. blood samples were

spiked with 0, 2, 5, 10, 20, and 50 RTI 12 cells, and repeated using EJ (another human

bladder carcinoma cell line) cells. Sarnples were prepared using direct red cell lysis and

the LPIK antibody. Samples were prepared using both 2 cytospins per ml. of blood and

I cytospin per ml. of blood. Using the 2 cytospin technique, the recovery of RTl12 cells

was 4 from 50 cells (8 yo),2 from 20 cells (10 Yo), I from l0 cells (lO %),2 f¡om 5 cells

(40 %),0 from both 2 cells and 0 cells. The recovery of EJ cells using the 2 cytospin
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techniquewas 3 from 50 cells (6 Yo),2from2O cells (10%),1 from 10 cells (10 %), and

0 from 5 cells, 2 cells, and 0 cells. For samples prepared using I cytospin only, no cells

were identified in any preparation with either cell line (see Table 5).

It was concluded that the I and 2 cytospins per sample methods of preparation

did not improve rates of identification of tumour cells in whole blood samples.

Experiments to determine whether a number of cytospins greater than 5 per sample

improved the identification rate were not performed. Using the 5 cytospin per I ml.

whole blood sample, one may expect to identify "positive" blood samples when as few

as 5 tumour cells are present in I ml. of blood.

4.3.2 Clinicalevaluation

Samples of blood were obtained from patients with advanced carinoma. These

were obtained both from inpatients of the Medical Oncology unit at St. James's

University Hospital Leeds, U.K., and patients attending medical oncology outpatient

clinics of the same hospital. All patients gave consent for their blood to be examined.

Three broad groups of patients were exarnined. The 3 groups were breast cancer,

colorectal cancer, and "other" carcinomas (including gastric cancer, bladder cancet

ovarian cancer, renal cancer and small cell lung cancer). A "positive" result was

detemrined as the identification of one or more positively labelled fluorescent cells in

any one of the 5 cytospin slides per patient sample. The blood preparations were

prepared "unblinded", but their analysis under the microscope was "blinded". The results

are depicæd in Tables 6 - 8.
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TABLE 5.

Number of cytospins per sample vs. cell recovery #l (RT112).

Number of cytosnins per sample vs. cell recovery #2 (EJ).

The tables depict the significant tumour cell loss (and therefore lower detection
level) with lower numbers of cytospin preparations per 1 ml. sample of blood
spiked with either RTl 12 (bladder cancer) or EJ (bladder cancer) cells, using the
cytospin/antib ody/immunofluorescence technique.

35 8 0100 cells

l6 J 050 cells

I 020 cells 4

4 2 010 cells

J 2 05 cells

2 cells 0 0 0

0 00 cells 0

t4 J 050 cells

5 2 020 cells

010 cells J 1

2 0 05 cells

0 0 02 cells

0 00 cells 0
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4.3.2.1 Breast cancer patients

Of 20 breast cancer patients, there were 2 positive results (see Table 6). One case

was that of a 39 year old woman with widespread metastases from breast cancer

Positively staining fluorescent cells were seen in 3 of 5 cytospin slide preparations (see

Figure 29). Soon after this specimen was examined she developed bone ma¡row failure.

A bone m¿urow trephine biopsy showed infiltration with carcinoma. She died shortly

a.fterwards. The second case was that of a 60 year old woman with bone and lung

metastases. Several clumps of positively staining tumour cells were identified in 4 of the

5 cytospin slides (see Figure 30).

4.3.2.2 Colorectal ca¡rcer patients

Of 19 colorectal cancer patients, there was I positive result (see Table 7). This

was of a 72 year old man with diffuse pelvic spread of colonic cancer, but with no

radiological evidence of either liver or lung involvement. One positively staining

fluorescent cell was seen in I of 5 cytospin slides (see Figure 3l).

4.3.2.3 Othercarcinomas

Blood from 14 patients with other epithelial cancers (non breast or colo-rectal),

were also examined. These fumours were ovarian cancer,. gastric cancer, renal cell

cancer, bladder cancel small cell lung cancer. There were no positive results (see Table

8).
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TABLE 6.

CYTOSPIN/ANTIBODY IMMUNOFLUORESCENCE
DETECTION OF CIRCULATING CANCER CELLS IN

PERIPHERAL BLOOD FOR PATIENTS WITH ADVANCED
BREAST CANCER

no yes NEGATTVE35 BONE
CFIEST WALL yes yes NEGATTVE52

BONE;
BONE MARROW;
LTVER; LLTNG

yes no POSITIVE
4 CELLS

38

yes no NEGATIVE43 BRAIN
LIVER; BONE yes yes NEGATTVE45

yes no NEGATTVE51 CHEST WALL
NECK NODES

yes no NEGATTVE3l CHEST WALL
AXILLARY NODES
BONE yes yes NEGATIVE52

yes llo NEGATIVE59 LIVER; LI.JNG

PERITONEUM yes yes NEGATTVE60
yes yes NEGATIVE60 BONE; LIVER

NECK NODES no yes NEGATIVE49

INFLAM. CA;
CHEST WALL;
NECK NODES

yes no NEGATIVE58

no yes NEGÄTIVE81 BONE
60 BRAIN; LUNG;

C}IEST WALL
yes yes NEGATIVE

yes yes NEGATIVE46 CFIEST WALL;
LTJNG

yes yes POSITIVE
28 CELLS

79 BONE

6l LTVBR yes no NEGATTVE
yes yes NEGATTVE68 LrvE& BONE

yes78 BONE no NEGATTVE
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29a.

29b.

Figure 29. Tivo positively identified cells observed in a patient with
metastatic breast cancer including bone marrow involvement (Axioplan
binocular microscope, oil immersion, magnification x 40). The fluorescing
cells observed in the centre of Figure 29a. arc distinguished from the
surrounding autofluorescent polymorphs by virtue of the degreee of
fluoresence, the size and morphology, and the absence of autofluoresence
properties demonstrated by observing the slides under FITC (red) light as

seen in Figure 29b, Positively fluorescing cells were identifred in 3 of 5

cytospin preparations from this patient.
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30a.

30b.

Figure 30. A clump of tumour cells observed in a whole blood cytospin
sample from a patient with metastatic breast cancer (bone and lung
metastases) (Axioplan binocular microscope, oii immersion, magnification x
40). The fluorescing cells observed in the centre of Figure 30a. are

distinguished from the surrounding autofluorescent polymorphs by virtue of
the degreee of fluoresence, the size and morphology, and the absence of
autofluoresence properties demonstrated by observing the slides under FITC
(red) light as seen in Figure 30b. Positively fluorescing cells were identified
in 4 of 5 cytospin preparations from this patient
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TABLB 7.

CYTO SPIN/ANTIBODY/IMMUNOFLUORE S C ENC B
DETECTION OF CIRCULATING CANCER CELLS IN

PERIPHERAL BLOOD FROM PATIENTS WITH ADVANCED
COLO-RECTAL CANCE,R

LTVER yes NEGATIVE53 F

yes NEGATIVE46 M PELVIS

yes NEGATIVE59 M LIVER

NEGATIVE56 M LTVER; PERITONEUM yes

PELVIS yes POSITIVE
1 CELL

75 M

yes NEGATIVE52 M LIVER

yes NEGATTVE70 M LTVER; BONE

yes NEGATIVE55 M LTVER; LUNGS

M LTVER yes NEGATIVE26

yes NEGATTVE58 F BONE

no NEGATTVE46 M LIVER

M LIVER no NEGATIVE52

M PBLVIS no NEGATIVE76

LIVER yes NEGATIVE58 M

yes NEGATIVE63 F LTVER

no NEGATTVE67 F PELVIS

NEGATTVE47 F LTVER; LTJNGS yes

yes NEGATTVE49 F BONES

yes NEGATTVE50 M LTVER
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Figure 31. A single positively identified fluorescent cell observed in a

whole blood cytospin preparation from a patient with extensive intrapelvic
spread of colonic carcinoma (Axioplan binocular microscope, oil
immersion, magnification x 40).
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TABLE 8.

FLUORESCENCE DETECTION OF
IN PERIPHERAL BLOOD FROM

PATIENTS WITH ADVANCED CANCER OF BLADDER. KIDNEY. LTING.
OVARY AND STOMACH.

Pelvis; Bones negatrve59 M Bladder cancer

Renal cancer Lung; Abdo. nodes negatrve55 F

Renal cancer L. Kidney;Lungs negatrve54 F

M Gastric cancer Stomach; Liver negatrve48

negative46 M Renal cancer Lungs

Kidneys; Bones negatrve72 M Renal cancer

Abdo. nodes; Lungs negative66 M Renal cancer

F Ovarian cancer Peritoneum; Pleura negative64

67 F Ovarian cancer Peritoneum; Abdo. rtodes negative

Bladder, Abdo nodes, Liver negativeJJ F Bladder cancer

F Ovarian cancer Peritoneum;Abdo. wall negaíve58

M
Ca.
Small cell lung Lungs; Liver;Bone negatrve64

70 M
Ca.
Small cell lung Lungs; Brain negative

negatrve58 F Gastric cancer Stomach; Liver; Abdo. nodes
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4.4 METHODS / RESULTS : CYTOKERATIN I RTÆCR

4.4.1 Primer selection

Oligonucleotide primers were chosen that spanned 2 introns of the human

cytokeratin 8 genomic DNA to produce a 244 base pair product fKraus and Franke

1990]. 2 sense and2 antisense primers were initially evaluated, with one sense primer

traversing the intron between exons I andZ, and the other sense primer located on exon

2. The antisense primers were located on exons 4 and 5 (see Fþre 32). The primers

were tested using routine PCR conditions on cDNA made from RNA from the cultured

cell line 4431 (human vulval carcinoma) made as per 2.1.2. Different combinations of

the sense and antisense primers were evaluated for PCR product band brightness on

ethidium bromide stained gels. The primers finally selected for use in further

experimentation were:- Cytokeratin 8 sense : AACAACCTTAGGCGGCAGCT,

located on exon 2, and Cytokeratin 8 antisense : GCCTGAGGAAGTTGATCTCG,

located on exon 4 (see Figure 33).

4.4.2 Pseudogenedetection

Pseudogenes are DNA segments which are thought to be the result of RNA

reverse transcrþts into the genome. The cytokeratin family is known to contain several

processed pseudogenes (see also 4.5.2.1). The presence of a pseudogene may enable

contaminating genomic DNA to produce a false positive result.The first experiment

utilised "standard" PCR conditions (see 1.6.6). I ug A43l RNA was used per reaction.

For one reaction the RT step was omitted. Water and tRNA were used as negative

controls. Following the standa¡d protocol a 244 base band w¿N seen for both samples

containing the 4431 RNA whether or not the RT step was omitted (see Figure 34). No
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genom¡c DNA

exon 4 exon 5exon I exon 2 3

CDNA
OT RNA

, 244 bases 
,

450 bases

Figxe32. Four human cytokeratin I PCR primers were chosen for
testing as primers for RT/PCR studies. Each primer was located on separate

exons except primer CK8 I which straddled exons I andZ. The pairing of
outer primers (CK8 I and CK8 2) produced a PCR product of 450 bases.

The pairing of inner primers (CK8 3 and CK8 4) produced a PCR product of
244bases.
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Cvt z/Cvt 3 Clt l1C\t.l C\t S/C\'t 4 Cvt 1/Cvt 2

450 -

244 -

Figure 33. Testing different combinations of cytokeratin primers for
RT/PCR using 1 ug RNA extracted from ,A.431 (vulval carcinoma) cells. The

combination of cytokeratin 3 and cytokerattn 4 primers produced the

brightest and most discrete band.
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244 -

Figure 34. The presence of the cytôkeratin I pseudogene demonstrated
by production of the 24abp Cyt I primer 3 i primer 4 PCR product in
samples of 443 I (vulval carcinoma) RNA which have not undergone the
reverse transcription process. The 244 base pair product must have arisen
from contaminating gDNA. The PCR product is the same size as the
predicted cDNA sequence, supporting the premise that the cDNA sequence
is also contained within gDNA (pseudogene). This demonstrates the need
for DNAse treaement of all RNA samples prior to RT/PCR to ensure
eradication of all potentially contaminating DNA.
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244 base bands were seen in any of the reactions containing only water or tRNA. The

conclusion following this experiment was that contaminating gDNA was present in the

sample which cont¿ined a cytokeratin 8 pseudogeng and therefore all RNA samples

need treafinentwith DNAse prior to the RT step.

4.4.3 Optimising DNAse conditions

Optimal DNAse conditions were determined by rarying the concentration of

DNAse in the mix as well as the time of DNAse treatment. Using a constant treatment

time of 45 minutes the amount of DNAse added to the reaction was varied between 0 -

l0 units. As littte as 0.5 units oÐNAse was seen to completely digest plasmid DNA.

RNA recovery techniques post DNAse treatment were evaluated. The standard

technique of phenol/chloroform extraction following DNAse treatment was initially

evalauted. RNA recovery was incomplete as measured by both optical densitometry and

direct visualisation of RNA electropheresed on a formaldehyde gel (see Figure 35). This

step also added between 45 and 60 minutes to the procedure.

Heating the reaction to 9fc for 5 minutes after the DNAse treaÍnent was

complete, as a means of inactivating the DNAse fDilworth and McCaney 1992],

appeared to afford near complete recovery of RNA (see Figure 36). RNA samples were

then treated with 5 units of DNAse for varying lengths of time and RNA integrity was

then assessed by optical densitmetry, md by direct visualisation following

electropheresis on an agarose gel. No discernible RNA degradation appeared to occur

until greater than 45 minutes treatment time (see Figure 37).It was concluded that 5

units of DNAse I incubated with the RNA sample for 30 minutes, followed by heating
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Pre DNAse Post DNAse

Figure 35. Following DNAse treatment and

phenol/chloroform extraction of a I ug sample of

^43I 
(vulval carcinoma) RNA, significant loss of

RNA signal is observed.
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pre DNAse post DNAse
95" 15 min

post DNAse
^-o -y5 5 mtn

Figure 36. Stopping the DNAse (4431 RNA) reaction by heating at95o
for 15 minutes produces marked degradation of the RNA sample, However
stopping the DNAse reaction by heating the sample at 95o for 5 minutes
resulted on no discernible degradation of RNA. Checking the optical density
of RNA samples pre and post DNAse treatment (in wliich the reaction was
stopped by heating to 95o for 5 minutes) revealed a less than 15 % RNA
degradation,
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0 rrrirr 30 nrin 45 milr 60 nrfur 90 lrùr 120 rnll

Figure 37. 1 ug samples of A.431 (vulval carcinoma) RNA incubated at
varying times with 5 units of DNAse (PharmaciaGþr)) demonstratating that
significant degradation of RNA does not occur until the DNAse reaction
continues for at least 45 minutes.
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the sample for at 9fc for 5 minutes would become the "standard" DNAse treatunent

protocol.

4.4.4 Assessing reliability of DNAse treatment

4 aliquots of A43l RNA were prepared for RT/PCR using the Cytokeratin 8

primers. 2 aliquots underwent DNAse treatnent and 2 underwent "sham" DNAse

treatment with DNAse omitted. Following the DNAse reaction, one aliquot which had

been genuinely DNAse treated and one aliquot which had undergone "sham" DNAse

treafinent underwent the reverse transcriptase reaction. The remaining aliquots

underwent a "sham" RT reaction with no RT. All then underwent 30 cycles of PCR. In

the "sham" DNAse treatemnt aliquots, PCR product was easily visible on an ethidium

bromide treated agÍìrose gel following electropheresis. Only the genuinely DNAse

treated aliquot that had not undergone RT failed to produce appropriate 244 base bands

on the ethidium bromide stained agarose gel (see Fþre 38). It could be concluded that

the technique of DNAse treatment followed by RT/PCR ensured that bands produced by

this method were amplified cDNA and not contaminating gDNA.

The experiment was repeated using aliqots of 4431 RNA contaminated with I

ug pMel 34 plasmid DNA. Following DNAse/"sham" DNAse and RT/"sham"RT

reactions, samples underwent PCR simuløneously Cytokeratin 8 oligonuceotide

primers, and tyrosinase oligonucleotide primers. DNAse adequately removed

contarrinating A43l gÐN,\ but did not completely digest I ug pMe134 plasmid DNA

as demonstated by presence of a 207 bp PCR product in the RT negative sample.

Despite apparent complete digestion of plasmid DNA as determined by visualisation on

agarose gel, enough plasmid DNA remained intact to be amplified in the PCR reaction
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4431
D+
RT.

A'431
D+
RT+

A43t
D-
RT-

Á.431
D-
RT+

244 -

Figure 38. A 1 ug sample of ,A.431 (vulval carcinoma) RNA divided into
2 equal aliquots, only one of which underwent DNAse treatment (D +)

These aliquots were again divided into 2 further aliquots. One aliquot from
each initial division underwent a "sham" reverse transcription reaction,
without the RT (RT -ve). All samples then underwent PCR (single round 30
cycles with cytokeratin primers). Positive 244bp bands were identified in
all samples except the DNAse +ve/RT -ve sample, demonstrating the
effectiveness of the DNAse treatment in removing contaminating gDNA
(containing the cytokeratin I pseudogene) from the RNA sample. The
positive result in the DNAse -ve/RT -ve sample confirms the necessity for
DNAse treatment of all RNA samples.
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(results not shown). It reinforced the necessþ of always including RT negative controls

with each reaction to ensure that false positive results due to contaminating DNA are

detected.

4.4.5 Optimising PCR conditions

PCR conditions were varied to determine the most suitable conditions for PCR

using the Cytokeratin 8 primers. Final magnesium concentration was varied between 0.3

mmol and 1.5 mmol. Brightest bands were seen when Mg concentration was 0.5 mmol

(see Figure 39). dNTP concentration was va¡ied between 50 umol and 400 umol.

Brightest bands were seen using 100 umol dN'lT (see Figure 40). The amount of

oligonucleotide primer added to the PCR reaction was varied between 50 pmol and 450

pmol. The best results were seen using 100 pmol of Cytokeratin 8 oligonucleotide

primers. Annealing temperature was varied between 5tc and 58oc. 58oc produced the

best results as determined by the brightness and singularity of the band (see Figure 39).

It was determined that the best conditions for the cytokeratin 8 PCR was using

100 umolconcentration of dNTP, 0.5 mmol Mg concentration, a total of 100 pmol

C¡okeratin 8 olþnucleotide primer, and an annealing temperature of 58c.

4.4.6 Sensitivity testing with serial RNA dilutions

To test the sensitivity of the technique, serial dilutions of A43l RNA were

dissolved in tRNA to make a tot¿l amount of I ug RNA. Amounts of A43l RNA in ug

examined were 0, 106, 1o5, 104, l0-3, l0-2, 1ol, and 1. For each there was both RT

positive and RT negative pain. The sensitivity achieved was between 105 and lO6 ug
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2.8 2.t 2.0 1.6 t.Z 0,8 t),4 0

244 -

Figure 39. 30 cycles of PCR (using cytokeratin primers) on the same

lng dilution of ,A'431 (vulval carcinoma) RNA with variable final magnesium
concentrations in the PCR buffer (0 - 2 I mM) The brightest244 bp band was

observed in the 0.4 mM Mg sample, suggesting that this PCR with cytokeratin
primers worked optrmally with lower magnesium concentrations in the PCR
buffer.
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\ry w 4431 4431 4431 4431 4431 A43t
5Bo sgo s8o sso s2o s8o sso szo

200rûVf 100ttM 200tt]\{ 200uM 200uM 100uM 100uM 100uM

244 -

Figure 40. Optimisation of dNTP conentration and ânnealing

temperature simultaneously using 30 cycles of PCR (with cytokeratin
primers) on identical I ng dilutions of A431 (vulval carcinoma) RNA. dNTP
concentration was varied between 100 uM and 200 uM. The annealing
temperatures tested were 52o, 55o and 58o. Water (W) was substituted for
A43l RNA as the negative controls. The 58o annealing temperaturs samples

gave a marginally qualitatively stronger 244bp band signal. There appeared

to be no difference between The 244 bp band signals for either the 100 uM
and the 200 uM dNTP concentrations.
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-À431 A43l À431 -4.431 Á.431

1.9 l00ng 10ng lng lpg

244 -

Figure 4la. RT/PCR (30 cycles using cytokeratin primers) performed on serial

dilutions of 4431 (vulval carcinoma) RNA ranging from lug to 1 pg demonstrating
that the limit of detection of the 244 bp band is at 10 pg (equivalent to I cancer

cell).

4431 4431 .À431 Ä431 .{431 Ä431 
^431 

A43l tRN.¿\ W
Irg 100ng l0ng lrrg l00pg 10pg lpg ltlOfg

244 -

Figure 4lb, RT/PCR (30 cycles using cytokeratin primers) performed on serial
dilutions of A431 (vulval carcinoma) RNA ranging from lug to 100 fg confirming
that the limit of detection of the 244bp band is at 10 pg (equivalent to 1 cancer
cell).

A43l 4431
100 pg l0 pg

Ë ¡- -- .- +

-
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(or l0 picograms) of A43l RNA (see Figure 41). This theoretically colresponds to

single cell amounts of RNA.

4.4.7 Detection of cytokeratin 8 in normal whole blood

To determine whether cytokeratin 8 was expressed in normal peripheral blood

cells, 2 ml. samples of peripheral blood from 6 normal healthy volunteers underwent

RNA extraction followed by RT/PCRusing ttre Cytokeratin 8 oligonucleotide primers.

The RNA viablility was determined by running a 1 ul aliquot of each whole blood RNA

sample on a formaldehyde RNA gel and visualising the RNA banding pattern after

ethidium bromide staining uder UV light. Any sample that did not produce the

appropriate banding pattern was deemed unsuitable for RT/PCR (see Figure 42). RT

negative controls were included for each sample. No 244 base bands were seen for any

of the RT negative samples. All RT positive blood samples produced 244base bands.

The 4431 RNA positive control produced a244 base band. The tRNA negative controls

did not produce a band (see Figure 43). This experiment was repeated using blood

samples from 6 different volunteers (see Figure 44). A similar result was obtained. It

was concluded thatnormal perþheral blood cells express cytokeratin 8 mRNA.

An attempt was made to further s¡amine the particular cell types in perþheral

blood that express cytokeratin 8 mRNA. Ficoll blood separation into mononuclear cells

and polymorphs was performed. Using FACscan analysis, 95 o/o purlty of both

mononuclear cell and polymoqphs was achieved. In order to determine whether this

degree of purification would be able to allow identification of specific cell expression of

cytokeratin 8 mRNAb RT/PCRwas perforrred on RNA extracted from each of these
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^431 
#l #2 #3 #4 #5 water

Figure 42. Only whole blood RNA samples which remained intact

following DNAse treatment were considered for RTiPCR. In the depicted

RNA formaldehyde gels, sample #1 has been degraded and was therefore

excluded from RTÆCR analysis.
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100 l0
cl cl cl c2 c3 c4 c5 IRNA

RT -ve

RT +ve

244

Figure 43. 2 ug RNA samples extracted from whole blood from 6 normal
healthy volunteers (cl - c5) DNAse treated and analysed by RT/PCR (single round
of 30 cycles using cytokeratin primers) for evidence of cytokeratin 8 expression.

One whole blood RNA sample (c1) had 100 pg and i0 pg A431 (vulval carcinoma)

RNA added to Zttg aliquots of the sample as positive controls. tRNA was used as a

negative control. The 244 bp PCR product was identif,red in all blood samples

analysed. There was no detection in the tRNA sample and all RT negative samples.
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100 r0
ç6 c6 Ë6 E7 c8 c9 c10 tRNA

RT -ve

RT +ve

244 -

Figure 44. 2 ug RNA samples extracted from whole blood from 6
normal healtþ volunteers (c6 - c10) DNAse treated and analysed by
RT/PCR (single round of 30 cycles using cytokeratin primers) for evidence

of cytokeratin 8 expression. One whole blood RNA sample (c6) had 100 pg

and 10 pg A43l (vulval carcinoma) RNA added to 2 ug aliquots of the

sample as positive controls. tRNA was used as a negative control. The 244

bp PCR product was identified in all blood samples analysed. There was no

positive identification in the tRNA sample ant the RT negative samples.
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Figure 45. Following red cell lysis of whole blood, the
remaining white cell samples underwent Ficoll hypaque cell
separation, The cells were sepilated into polymorph and

mononuclear sub-populations of 95 o/o purity as evaluated by
FACscan analysis. RNA was then extracted from these cell
populations, The RNA subsequently underwent DNAse treatment
and RTÆCR (single round 30 cycles with cytokeratin primers), with
100 pg A43l (vulval carcinoma) RNA as a positive control and
tRNA as a negative control. The 244 bp PCR product was observed
in both leukocyte populations.
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4s).

subpopulations of cells. The 244base band was seen in all subpopulations (see Fþre

4.4.5 Detection of cytokeratin 8 in non-epithelial cell lines

RNA was extracted from the following cultured cell lines. SKNSH (human

neuroblastoma), IMR-32 (human neuroblastoma), SK19 (human melanoma), SK28

(human melanoma), TFIPI (human macrophage), Jurkat (human T-lymphocyte) and

A43l (human vulval carcinma). RT/PCR was performed on each of the samples., The

positive 244base band was seen in A431,, THPI and SKNSH cell line RNA samples

(see Figure 46).Irprevious experiments (results not shown), RNA from Jurkat cell line

and SK19 cell line produced positive results. It was concluded that cytokeratin I mRNA

is frequently expressed in a number of different non-epithelial human cell types.

4.4.9 Sequencing the cytokeratin 8 PCR product

To confirm that the 244 bp PCR product was in fact the target cytokeratin 8

mRNA sequence? RT/PCR was performed on A43l RNA using 32P labelled

oligonuceotide primers. The PCR products were run on a TAE low melting point

agarose gel and the 244 bp band was cut out. The PCR product was purified and

chemically sequenced as previously described. Two hundred consecutive bases could be

accurately read from the autoradiograph of the sequence:- GGA GAC TCT GGG CCA

GGA GAA GCT GAA C'CT GGA GGC GGA GCT TGG CAA CAT GCA GGG GCT

GGT GGA GGA CTT CAA GAA CAA GTA TGA GGA TGA GAT CA.T{ TAÁ GCG

TAC AGA GAG ATG GAG AAC GAA TTT GTC CTC ATC AAG AAG GAT GGT

GGA TGA AGC ATA CAT GAA CAA GGT AGA GCT GGA GTC TCG CCT GGC
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NSI{

RT-vc

RT +ve

244 -

Figure 46. RT/PCR (30 cycles using cytokeratin primers) performed on

10ng samples of human cell line RNA samples : SKNSHand IMR
(neuroblastoma), SK23 and SKlg (human melanoma), TI{PI (human

macrophage), Jurkat (human T-ce11), and A431 (human vulval
carcinoma)as the positive control. tRNA was the negative control. The 244

bp PCRproductwas seen in the A437, TIIP1 and SKNSH samples. there

were no positive results in the RT negative controls. In other experiments,

both Jurkat and SK19 cell line RNA intermittantly produced positive results

IMR SK SK TH Jur Â' tRNA
23 19 Pl 431
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Figare 47. Maxam-Gilbert chemical sequencing of the cytokeratin I
PCR product depicting 4l bases matching exactly part of the predicted
sequence cytokeratin 8 cDNA.
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AGG GC. This sequence corresponded exactly to 200 bases of the expected 244 bp

sequence of human cytokeratin 8 oDNA (see Figure 47).

4.5 DISCUSSION

4.5.1 Critical evaluation of the antibody immunofluorescence

technique

By ensuring that positive evaluation criteria were strictly adhered to, and by

using independent reviewers to scrutinise the results, a sensitivity level of about 5 cells

per ml. of whole blood was achieved. Based upon the degree of "cell loss" with this

method, this degree of sensitivity is comparable with the numerous cytological

techniques that were used in the 1950s and 1960s [Goldblatt and Engell 1965]. At that

timg the rate of detection varied wideþ from < 5 o/o to > 60 o/o. The positive detection

rate in this series 3 from 53 (5.7 o/o) and lack of "positive" results in normal blood is

more consistant with the more conservatively reported rates from the earlier studies. The

positive results were obsewed to be grealer than one log immunofluoresence intensþ

compared with the autofluoresence of polymorphs and were easily distinguishible from

similarly fluorescing artifact creating a relatively "user friendly" microscopic technique.

Tumour cell clumping \ilas observed in2 of the 3 positive samples, and both of these

samples had several positive slides. This technique therefore allows a degree of

quantification of cell numbers. Although itwas not atûempted in this experiment it may

be possible to use antibody sorting techniques to isolate these tumour cells (or clumps)

from whole blood and frrrther characterise them, especially in comparison with tr¡mour

cells from the primary û¡mour and cells from established secondary siæs.
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From a prognostic perspective this technique of examining I ml. of whole blood

appears very limited, with a low level of positivþ in patients with grossly advanced

disease. Also as only keratin positivity was examined, no information is gained

regarding the metastatic potential of the cells detected.

4.5.2 I)etection of cytokeratin I expression in non-epithelial tissue

by RTÆCR

4.5.2.1 Pseudogeneexpression

The detection of a cytokeratin 8 pseudogene was confirmed by the RT negative

and DNAse experiments. Processed pseudogenes are DNA segments that are believed to

have a¡isen from the integration of RNA reverse transcrþts into the genome. Those

pseudogenes that arise from mRNA tanscripts lack the intervening sequences (introns)

found in the functional genes. Hence thay cannot be differentiated from cDNA

sequences based upon size alone fWeiîer et al. 1986].It appears that only those genes

that are expressed in germ line and pre-germ line cells contain processed pseudogenes.

These are often genes for the"housekeeping" proteins such as tubulin, actin, ribosomal

proteins etc [Vanin 1985]. Detection of a processed pseudogene usually indicates that

the corresponding gene (as functional mRNA) is expressed in early embryo or germ

line tissue.

Cytokeratin 8 is expressed in the early embryo with cytokeratin 18 [Jacksonøl

al. 1980].In practical terms this means that although the cytokeratin primer sequences

may span one or more intron sequences, producing PCR product bands of different sizes

for gDNA and target oDNA thus allowing differentiation between the two, unless all

potentially contaminating gDNA is completely eliminaæd, a processed pseudogene for
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cytokeratin 8 may produce the same sized PCR product. Thus stict DNA elimination

techniques (and controls to assess DNA elimination) must be employed to avoid false

positive results due to detection of the processed pseudogene fMenonel al. l99l].

4.5.2.1 Illegitimate transcription

The detection of cytokeratin 8 mRNA expression in non-epithelial tissue (ie.

whole blood, non-epithelial tumour cell lines) was confirmed by RT/PCR detection of

cytokeratin 8 PCRproduct in such tissues with ca¡efulRT negative contols confirming

that contaminating DNA was not present. Regulation of gene expression is one of the

basic mechanisms of development in multicellular organisms. Genes may be classif,red

into 2main groups. There are tissue specific genes which are exclusively expressed at

particular developmental stages (these genes encode for proteins involved in functional

and phenotypic characteristics of specific cell types), and there are"housekeeping"

genes which are generally expressed in all cells (which encode for common structural

proteins or ubiquitous enzymes). It has been previously shown, however, that very low

levels of expression of certain RNA species may be present in cells for which the protein

encoded by the RNA is not expressed [Knapp and Franke 1989]. It seems that these

transcripts do not play any specific role in these cells, but their presence indicates a basal

level of transcription of tissue-specific genes outside of the tissue where they are

nonnally active. This phenomenon has been termed "illegitimate transcrþtion". A

possible mechanism for "illegitimate transcriptiorf' is that tissue speciflrc gene

tanscription is under the control of tissue specific promoters which a¡e in trrn, under

control of va¡ious tissue specific fianscriptional factors. However, in the absence of

these various factors, gene franscrþtion is extremely low but not totally absent [Chelly
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et al. 1939]. Using conventional techniques to detect gene product

(immunocytochemistry or protein analysis by Western blot) detection of "illegitimately

nanscribed" gene product is not usually possible. However, with the very sensitive

method of RT/PCR to detect RNAs such low level gene transcription has become

detectable.

4.5.3 Cytokeratins 19 and 20

Cytokeratins 19 and 20 have now also been examined as potential tumour

markers in blood using the same technique of RT/PCRused for cytokeratin 8 [Burchill

et al. 1995]. These analyses were run concurrently with the cytokeratin 8 study.

Cytokeratin 19 was targeted as i! like cytokeratin 8, is widely expressed by the simple

epithelia of mucosal tissue. Encouraging results using cytokeratin 19 to detect breast

cancer cells in lymph node tissue were reportedby Dattzet al. l99al. Traweeket al.

U993] were unable to detect cytokeratin 19 expression in perþheral blood. Using the

breast cancer cell line MCF7, a 2I4 bp band was identified at a sensitivity level of 100

pg total RNA. However when normal whole blood was anaþsed, using blood of 15

healthy volunteers, the2l4 bp CKlg band was detectable in 6 cases (40 %)

The presence of cytokeratin 19 pseudogenes [Bader et ol. 1986, SaWchenko el

ø1. 19881was shown by positive results in non DNAse treated, RT negative samples.

These results are at odds with the data reported by Traweek et al11993\ andDalta et al.

[1994]. The absence of RT negative controls, and RNA qualrty controls for every

sample examined in each of these studies, in conjunction with the relativeþ small

number of patient sample analysed brings into question the validity of the dat¿.. The

results form this study [Pitmanet q1.1993, Burchtllet a1.1995] are more in keeping
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with the study reported by James et al. 11993], where cytokeratin 19 expression was

inconsistantly demonsfiated in norrnal lymph node tissue and with the results achieved

by Schoenfeld et al. llgg4l who detected cytokeratin 19 expression in normal lymph

node tissue by RT/PCR (single round), although this group also found that by lowering

the sensitivity of the technique, a distinction could be made between norrral

"background" expression ofcytokeratin 19 and abnonnal expression ofcytokeratin 19.

This final study raises a very interesting prospect in that RT/PCR techniques may be

manipulated to become semi-quantitative

C¡okeratin 20, zmorerecently discovered intermediâte filament was chosen as

a more discriminatory marker which is expressed particularly in cells of gastrointestinal

derivation Moll et al. 79921. Whilst such a potential tumour marker limits the tumour

types for which it may be applicable, it's potential for colorectal cancer or gastric cancer

may be considerable. The sensitivrty of the technique as demonstrated by detecting a

3¡¡bpband in the colon cancer cell line Íïf29 was 100 pg of total RNA. Of 15 control

whole blood samples from normal healthy volunteers analysed, no positive results (no

370 bp bands) were detected by either ethidium bromide staining or by Southern blot

hybridisation. In 6 normal bone ma¡row samples analysed, again no positive results

were obtained [Burchillet al. 1995]'

In cell spiking experimentaion (when I{129 cells were micro-pipetted into

nonnal whole blood), this RT/PCR method was able to detect down to 100 FIT29 cells

in 2 ml of whole blood. The 370 bp band generated was shown by Southern blot

hybridisation and sequence analysis to be consistant with of the known cytokeratin 20

sequence. There were no positive results identified in any of the corresponding RT

negative controls [Burchill øl al. 1995].
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Using the methods discussed cytokeratin 20, not being detectable in normal

whole blood makes it the most promising of candidate keratin markers for this method

of circulating colonic carcinoma cell detection. Confirmatory studies in patients with

colorectal or gasfüc cancer are required to further evaluate the effectiveness of the

method. One potential problem with the technique as it has been presently evaluated is

the relative lack of sensitivþ. The detection level of 100 cancer cells in 2 ml of blood is

one log less than the RT/PCR method used for tyrosinase/melanoma. And the clinical

evaluation of this method was only able to detect circulation melanoma cells in 3 of 24

advanced melanoma patients evaluated (see Chapter 3). This level of detection is also

only as sensitive as the immunofluorescence cytospin method of detecting tumour cells

in peripheral blood (see 4.3) which only gave I positive result from 19 samples of whole

blood from patients with advanced colorectal cancer examined. Nevertheless, that

cytokeratin 20 does not appear to be expressed normally in whole blood or bone m¿urow

must encourage further close evaluation not only of clinical samples, but also of

methods which may improve the sensitivþ of the technique which may yield higher

levels of detection.

4.5.4 Correlation with other studies

The detection of keratin gene expression in non-epithelial tissue by RT/PCR has

now also been demonstrated by Traweek et al. U9931. In this particular study,

cytokertain 8 and 18 were detected in total RNA extracted from sarcoma cells,

lymphoma tissue, endothelial cells,leukaemia cells, fibroblasts, normal lymph node

tissue, normal bone marrow, and norrnal peripheral blood cells. It also appears that

under certain conditions, such as neoplasi4 control of gene expression becomes less
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stringent or "lealq/", which may account for the occasional finding of keratin protein

detection in lymphomas fSewell et al. 1986, Gustnarn et al.l99lf, melanomas

[Trejdosiewicz eI al 1986, Miettinen and Franssila 1988, Hendrix et al. 1992], and

saræm¿N fMeittinen and Rapola 1989]. In several of these examples, the expression of

keratin was associated with decreased differentiation and increased malignant potential.

Another study by James et al [993] confimred the intermittant expression of

cytokeratin 19 RNA in normal lymph node tissue by RTÆC\ a finding confirrred by

Schoenfeld et al. ll994l. However, a study by Datta et at. ll994l has suggested that

cytokeratin l9 was not expressed in normal lymph node tissue (by RTRÆCR) and that it

was discovered in patients with various epithelial malignancies. In this study, primer

sequences were selected to incorporate differences between cytokeratin 19 mRNA and

one processed cytokeratin 19 pseudogene at the 3' end. This however does not exclude

amplification of other cytokeratin 19 pseudogenes that do not differ at the 3' end, and as

such probably limits the value of this technique. This study may also be criticised in that

RT negative controls 4ppear not to have been performed on each sample tested.

Therefore the legitimacy of each positive result may be questioned.

4.5.5 Clinical relevance of results

These results, when taken in the context of the clinical aims of the study, suggest

that cytokeratin 8 and 19 RNA expression, as measured by RT/PCR cannot be used to

differentiate epithelial û¡mour cells from haemopoietic cells when such a sensitive

method is rigorously applied. The study began with the assumption that cytokeratin 8 or

19 would not be expressed in cells of haemopoietic origin. This study and several others

performed at approximately the same time suggest that there is, at least, intermittent
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expression of cytokeratin RNA in non-epithelial tissue. As such, the results achieved by

Datüa et al. ll994l should be viewed with caution. If cytokeratin is intermittently

expressed in non-epithelial cells, then the occasional finding of cytokeratin expression in

clinical samples becomes clinicatly meaningless. If however, manipulation of the

sensitivity of PCR results in a"windod' of abnonnal expression which reflects tumour

cell presence, then potential for clinical use still exists.

The potential for cytokeratin 20 as a marker for gastrointestinal malignancy still

holds promise. A possible RT/PCR cytokeratin 20 marker, although less generally

applicable than the more widespread cytokeratins (such as 8, 18, and 19) may be used to

further delineate colorectal cancer or gastic cancer patients at greatest risk of

developing metastatic disease who would require adjuvant therapies.

4.5.6 Search for more clinically relevant markers of metastasis in

solid tumours

Other potentially clinically useful tissue specific tumour markers which may be

considered include theexpression of the gene coding for prostate specific antigen (PSA)

in patients with prostate cancet as has been already demonstratedby Morenoet al.

ll992l in peripheral blood, and by Deguchi et al.ll993l in lymph node tissue. Such

sensitive techniques of detecting PSA are tempered by the ongoing controversy of

optimal management of early stage prostate cancer or patients with asymptomatic raised

PSA levels, diveen the long natural history of asymptoma.tic prostate cancer.

Carcinoembryonic antþen (CEA) expression as detected by RT/PCR has been

investigated by Gerhard et al. ll994l with encouraging results, showing a high level of

sensitivity with a low false positive rate.
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Two different targets for RTÆCR have been analysed in neuroblastoma. PGP-

9.5, a protein related to neurone specific enolase (Ì.{SE) has been reported as a

potentially useful marker of disease activrty fMattano et al. 1992]. However a more

recent study of the same ma¡ker by Norris et al. 11994] found levels of PGP-9.5

expression in normal haemopoietic tissue raising doubts as to its usefulness as a tumour

marker. Three separate studies have used tyrosine hydroxylase, the first enzyme in the

catecholamine synthesis pathway, to detect neuroblastoma cells fNaito et ql. 1991,

Norris et al. 1994 and Burchill et al.lg94l. The sensitivity is high at I cell in td blood

cells [Burchlllet a\.1994] and as yet, no transcription of tyrosine hydroxylase has been

demonstrated in normal haemopoietic tissue. There is also some colrelation of detection

with clinial outcome, and larger cohort studies and longitudinal studies are awaited with

interest.

Other potential candidate genes include milk fat globulin for breast cancer, or

albumin expression for hepatocellular carcinoma. The advantage of such ma¡kers is that

they are more highly specific proteins which are less likely to be expressed by other

cells, so that the problems associated with "illegitimate transcriptiorf' may be

circumvented. However, such proposals may equally be criticised in that the proteins

may be so specialised that a significant proportion of tumours may cease to express the

RNA as they become less well differentiated. For example, it may be that only very well

differentiated breast cancers may express milk fat globulin RNAs when the majority of

less well differentiaæd tumours do no express it. Thus the utilþ of the test is devalued.

Such tiszue specific gene expression such as tyrosinase, tyrosine hydroxylase,

and cytokeratin expression simply uses a non-malþant aspect of the tissue as a marker.

As has been previously documented, the detection of tumour cells in blood per se gives
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no actual information about the metastatic potential of such a.cell. There is good

evidence that the metastatic process is relatively inefficient, and as such the majorþ of

fumour cells that enter the general circulation never develop into secondary tumour

deposits. Ideally, a marker should not only reliably detect ciculating tumour cells, but

should provide information about the metastatic potential of the cell and carry

significant prognostic information. The possibilities for such a marker are discussed in

the next chapter.
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s. cD 44

5.1 CD 44 EXPRESSION AND RELATIONSHIP TO TI]MOIJR

METASTASIS

5.1.1 Introduction / Metastatic process

The clinical implications of metastasis and the casiade of events believed to

involved in the met¿static process has been previously discussed in 1.3. An important

component of successful metastasis is the cell surface antigen - stromal tissue

interaction. It appears that within a heterogenous tumour cell population, a greater

antigenic load favours survival of metastasising colonies. Part of the "survival

equipment'' thata successful metastasising tumour cell colony must carry is an abilþ to

evade the host immune defence mechanisms pidler 1990]. One theory as to how this

evasion takes place is that evolved tumour cells express certain proteins that "disguise"

the tumour cells in such a way ¿N to allow them to evade the normally efficient immune

system. Anumber of cell adhesion molecules have been proposed as possible candidates

for such a function. One of thes e is theCD 44 molecule.

5.1.2 ldentification of CD44

TheCD44 molecule originally described by Dalchau et al. (1980), *as shown to

be present on T cells, granulocytes, and cortical thymocytes. This molecule was

subsequently mapped to a gene located on the short arm of human chromosome l l

[Goodfellow er al. 1982]. Several investigators identified the same molecule

independently. The antigen was variously named PGp-I, In(Lu) related p8O,FlO44-2,

ECM-Itr, HUTCH-I, and Hennes 1-3. [Goodfellowe/ al. 1982, Leterte et al. 1985,

Jalkanen et al. 1986a, Telen et al. 1986, Carter and Wayner 1988, Holmes and Morse
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1988, Golsteinet al. 1989]. When it was confirmed that these antigens all reacted with

the same antibody, the molecule w¿N renamed CD44 [Haynes et al. 1989]. Antibody

reactivþ ta CD44 has subsequently been extensively detected not only on lymphocytes,

but also on fibroblasts and epithelial cells fBerget al. 1989]

5.1.3 CD44characterisation

The CD44 molecule is synthesised as a 37 kÐa molecule [Stamenkovicet al.

l9S9l. It is processed by glycosylation to an 80kDa form or by addition of chondroitin

sulphate to a 180-200 kDa form [Jalkanenet al. 1988]. It is found in a wide variety of

cells. The functions of CD44 are yet to be clearly defined, but it appears to be involved

in the binding to high endothelium, binding to collagen, fibronectin and hyaluronate to

confer cell-maftix contacts [Jalkanen et al. 1986b, Idzerda et al. 1989, Aruffo et al.

1990, Miyake et al. l99}l, and signal transfer in lymphocytes and macrophages [Haynes

et al.1989, Denning et al. 1990,Harnet al. 1991, Conrad et al. I992f. Thus CD44 has

earned the reputation for being involved in the process of lymphocyte "homing". This

means that the protein aids in the trafficking of lymphocytes from tissues including

blood, into lymphatic channels and into lymph node tissue.

5.1.4 I'Splice variant" CD44

Two isoforms of the CD44 molecule have been shown to correspoîd to CD44

expressed on haemopoietic cells and epithelial cells respectiveþ fBrown et ol. 1991,

St¿menkovic et al. 1991, Cooper et al. 19921. The different isoforms arise by

differential splicing of exons into the CD44molecule [Jaclcson et al. 1992]. Even larger

CD44 variants have been shown to be expressed by several metastatic tumour cell lines
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[Hofmann et al. I99l]. The presence of ceftain CD44 splice variants in certain tumour

cell lines appears to confer predisposition to metastatic behaviour. Gunthert et al.ll99ll

showed that the so-called "metastatiC' variant CD44 transfected into non-metastasising

rat carcinoma lines produced ca¡cinoma cells which 'readily metast¿sise. The

"metastatiC' variant CD44 has been found to be also fransiently expressed by B and T

lymphocytes, and macrophages after antigenic stimulation and in the post-natal period

[Arch et al. 1992). One theory as to why the"metastatiC' variant CD44 appears to have

a normal physiologic function during lymphocyte activation is that metastasising

tumour cells may be evading normal host immunological defences by mimicking

normal lymphocyte "homing" behaviour.

5.1.5 Clinicat relevance of differential CD44 expression

A report by Matsumura and Tarin ll992l suggested that the identification of

abnonnal splice variants of CD44 may heþ differentiate between malignant and non-

malþant tissue. In a small pilot clinical study, such detection permitted differentiation

between metastatic tumours and non-metastatic tumours. In this study, whereas there

were no non-neoplastic tissue samples of 15 exarnined that displayed increased spliced

variant CD44, all34 clinical examples of neoplastic tissue showed increased spliced

variant CD44. There also appeared to be a distinct pattern between neoplastic tissue

which was metastatic as opposed to non-metastatic samples. The possibilities of such a

test are enormous. Patients whose prima¡y û¡mour tissue is found to be positive for a

panicular alternative splice variant of CD44 may be at significantly greater risk of

metastatic relapse than patients with "negativd' tumours uoj -uy therefore be eligible
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for more radical adjuvant therapy. Like other te,sts of"over-expression", this test was

reliant upon observer interpretation of "over-expressiorf '.

The detection of either "epitheliaf' variant CD44 or "metastatiC' variant CD44

in peripheral blood of patients with malignancy (specifrcally epithelial malignancy) may

have major prognostic implications, and therefore therapeutic impications. \ühilst the

"epithelial" va¡iant CD44 may be simply another example of tissue specific gene

expression to screen blood for tumour cells, the detection of'metastatiC' variant CD44

may provide significantly greater information about the biology of the tumour cell

identified. The sfategy was dependant upon the premise that the "epithelial" and

"metastatiC'variant CD44 is not expressed in normal peripheral blood.

s.2 METHODS / RESIILTS : CD44 RTÆCR

In an attempt to ascertain whether such an approach may be used to detect such

va¡iant CD44 expressing tumour cells in peripheral blood, RT/PCR was performed on

RNA exfacted from normal peripheral blood using primers spanning the variable

region of the CD44 gene and compared with the RT/PCR product obtained from RNA

extracted from several t¡mour cell lines.

5.2.1 Optimising CD44RTÆCR conditions

Oligonucleotide primers were chosen to span the variable domains of the

pubüshed CD44 gene sequence fMatsumura and Tarin 1992]. The primers selected were

as follows - CD44 sense : ATCACCGACAGCACAGACAGA. CD44 antisense :

CCAAGATGATCAGCCTTTCT. A PCR product of 187 bases would be produced if

the express ed CD44 anplified contained no splice variants. With the addition of one or
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more of the variable domains, PCR products of increasing size would be obtained (see

Figure 48).

To optimise PCR conditions for the CD44 primers, variable magnesium

concentrations in the PCR reaction were tested on A,CD44 clone oDNA sequence with

an expected PCR product size of about 1220 bases. Once a threshold of maguesium

concentration of 1 mM was reached, the signal of the PCR product obtained did not

increase with increased magnesium concentration (see Figure 49). For the purposes of

the remaining CD44 experiments a magnesium concentration of 1.6 mM was used.

Optimal primer concentrations (0.25 um) and dNTP concentrations (200 um) were also

established by variation of each parameter individually. Upon completion of the

RT/PCR processes, gels containing the PCR product were visualised under UV light as

previously described.

The PCR products were transferred to nitrocellulose by the Southern Blot

technique [Southern 1975f, and the blots were then probed using digoxigenin labelled

probes corresponding to different variable domains. The method for digoxigenin

labelled probing is described in25.3.

5.2.2 CD44 expression in normal peripheral blood

On RNA extracted, using the Ulfaspe# method (see 2.2), from peripheral

blood of 6 normal healthy volunteers, following RTÆCR using theCD44 primers a

bright band was seen in all samples at the expected 187 base.level (see Figure 50). Also

seen for all samples were considerably fainter bands at the 250 (approx.) base level, the

420 (approx.) base level and the 490 (approx.) base level. The RNA was not treated with

RNAse, and in the RT negative control experiments, a considerable number of
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Figure 48. Illustration of the "standard form" CD44 mRNA transcript with
variant exon domains, depicting CD44 PCR primers (primer I and primer 2)
located outside the known variable region, and digoxigenin labelled oligonucleotide
probes within variable domains 3 and 4 (D3 and D4).
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1200 -

Figure 49. Optimal magnesium concentration for CD44 oligonucleotide
primers spanning 5 variable domains of the CD44 oDNA was first tested by
varying magnesium concentrations within the PCR buffer. lng of CD44R1
(clone) DNA was used as the target. A relatively urriformly bright band of
1200 bp PCR prduct was produced in all lanes when the magnesium
conentration was 1.0 mM or greater. It appeared that once the threshold of
1.0 mM Mg was reached, further increases in Mg concentration made no
difierence to the PCR.
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Figure 50. RNA extracted from the whole blood of 6 normal healthy

volunteers underwent RTIPCR using primers from outside the the region
containing 5 variable domains. tRNA and water were used as the negative

controls. Uniform banding patterns were seen in all blood RNA samples

with the predominant band being the expected 187 bp size. Fainter bands
'were seen at approximately 250 bp, 420 bp and 490 bp.
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consistently spaced very faint bands were seen in each sample with a more obvious band

visualised at the 1200 base (approx.) level. This would be quite consistent with expected

1200 base PCRproduct of theCD44 gDNA With the exception of the 4?Obase product

which may correspond with theCD44 cDNA with domain 2 inserted the band sizes did

not correspond with any of the 5 knownCD44 variatiorts

5.2.3 CD44 expression in epithelial tumour cell lines

The same experiment was repeated with an EJ (bladder carcinoma) cell line

RNA and Íff29 (colon carcinoma) cell line RNA to determine whether tumour line

RNAwould preferentially express alternatively spliced CD44RNA. Examination of the

ethidium bromide stained gel under UV light revealed that the EJ cell line RNA

produced faint bands corresponding to those seen with the normal peripheral blood

samples. The IIl29 cell RNA however produced an additional bright band

corresponding to approximately 590 bases (see Figure 5l). This corresponds to the

expected 586 base CD44 PCR product which include the domain 4 and domain 5

rnserts.

Both normal blood PCR product gels and tumour cell PCR product gels were

blotted and probed with digoxigenin labelled probes (see 2.5.3). When the experiment

was performed using a probe from within a non-variable region of theCD44 sequence, a

similar grouping of bands to those seen on the ethidium bromide stained gel were

observed, with the EJ cell line RNA producing a similar banding pattern to normal

peripheral blood RNA and HT29 producing a bright band corresponding to the 586 base

CD44 PCR product containing both variable domains 3 and 4 (see Figure 52). When the

same gel was probed with the domain 4 (epithelial associated) probe, a similar group of
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Figure 51, RTRÆCR (30 cycles using CD44 primers spanning the 5

variable domains) performed upon I ng samples of RNA from whole blood
of 6 healthy volunteers (#1 - #6), and RNA from the human epithelial
tumour cell lines HT29 (colon carcinoma) and EJ (bladder carcinoma). 30

cycles PCR was performed upon 1 ng of CD44 PSTÆSK plasmid DNA
digest, All 6 blood samples produced similar banding patterns with the

predominant band at 187 bp (no additional domains), A similar banding

pattern \ry¿N seen with the EJ sample. However, the HT29 sarnple did not
produce a 187 bp band, but produced a single band at approximately 590

bases, corresponding to a CD44 PCR product containing variable domains 4

and 5 (the epithelial variant CD44). The digested plasmid CD44 produced

expected bands aI43'7 bases, 785 bases and 3300 bases.
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Figure 52. The PCR gel from figure 40 blotted and then hybridised with
the digoxigenin labelled CD44 probe from the non-variable region produced

he same main banding pattern seen on the ethidium bromide gel for all
blood samples and the EJ sample. An extra band was seen in the HT29
sample at approximately 710 bases. This could colresepond with aCD44
sequence containing the variable l, 4 and 5.
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bands were visualised for both normal whole blood RNA and epithelial tumour cell line

RNA (see Figure 53). \ilhen the gel was probed with the domain 3 (metastatic variant)

probe the HT29 differentially expressed a band at about 550 bases. However the EJ cell

line RNA did not produce any apparent alæmately spiced variant bands (see Figure 54)

5.3 DISCUSSION

5.3.1 Evaluation of this technique of determining CD44 expression

in blood

The unravelling of CD44 and its relationship to metastatic disease continues at a

rapid pace. CD44 has been shown to play an important role in cell adhesion in the

normal system. Naturally occurring splice variants of the CD44 molecule appear to

render different specific adhesive properties on to individual cells. It is likely that over

expression of these naturally occuning splice variants confer onto tumour cells the

ability to metastasise, possibly by altering cell surface receptor recognition, thus

allowing cells to enter the lymphatic system without being eliminated by the normal

immunological surveillance system.

From a diagnostic viewpoin! the detection of over-expression of the variant

CD44 mRNA is a significantly different situation from the detection of tyrosinase

mRNA or tyrosine hydroxylase mRNA in peripheral blood in the settings of melanoma

and neuroblastoma respectively. In the tyrosinase model for metastatic melanom4 the

blood samples were considered to be either positive or negative, and therefore eittrer

containing melanoma cells or not. For th{D44 model, splice variant mRNA occurs

naturally given an appropriate stimulus. Hence there would be a continuum of
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Figure 53. The PCR gel from figure 40 blotted and hybridised with the
digoxigenin labelled CD44 probe from within variable domain 4, All blood
samples produced similar banding patterns, with the brightest band at
approximately 125 bases and a lesser band at about 530 bases (these bands
may correspond to the size of domain 1 alone, and CD44 containing variable
domains 1 and 4 respectively). The HT29 produced a different banding
pattern with a very prominant band at about 400 bases (corresponding to the
CD44 sequence containing the variable domain 4) and a second prominant
band at about 530 bases. The CD44 plasmid digest produced one prominant
band at about 610 bases.

=Ë
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Figure 54. The PCR gel from fÏgure 40 blotted and hybridised with the
digoxigenin labelled CD44 probe from within variable domain 3 All blood
samples and the EJ sample produced similar banding patterns. The HT29
sample produced a prominant band at about 530 bases.

*
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expression from normal unstimulated, through specifically stimulated, to abnormally

expressed as in the metastatic state. There is therefore the need for interpretation of the

degree of expression as being either indicative of metastasis or not. Thus, the results of

Matsumura and Tarin [1993] in which whole blood expression of"metastatiC' splice

variant CD44 mRNA was found in a proportion of patients with malþancy and not in

normal healthy volunteers are entirely dependant upon observer interpretation of the

degree ofexpression.

In this small study, multiple variants of theCD44 mRNA appear to be expressed

in normal whole blood. At the time this pilot study was undefiaken, 5 variant exons

were described. The number of described CD 44 variant isoforms has now increased to

at least 20 [Fox et al. 1994]. The implication of this is that the presence or absence of a

band on a PCR gel of appropriate size is not going to predict for presence or absence of

metastatic cells in peripheral blood. Quantitative estimations of intensþ of specifically

probed bands may be indicative of metastatic tumour cells, but even these results would

need to t¡ke into account certain inflammatory states which may produce similar

degrees of over-expression of"metastatiC' variant mRNA.

5.3.2 Future implications for CD44 evaluation with regard to

diagnosis, prognostication and treatment

That some primary û¡mours, including some non-Hodgkins lymphomas and

colon carcinomas expressing variant CD44 are associated with a higher rate of

metastasis and worse prognosis [Wielengaet al. 1993l,, in conjunction with observations

that metastatic deposits from the same host often express variant CD44 to an even

greater degree suggests that the acquisition of variantCD44 expression probably occurs
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early in the malignant transformation process, and greater degrees of abnormal

expression may correlate with progressive malignant phenotype .

Whilst CD44 variant expression appears to be common amongst

numerous tumour types [Birch et al.1994], it is not expressed by all malignant tumours

and may be readily expressed by tymphoid cells in response to immunogenic

stimulation [tlenlich et al. 1993, Koopman et al. 1993]. Whilst splice variant CD44

expression is expressed on metastasising tumour cells, it is also indicative of differential

stages of development of leucocytes [Dougherly et al. l99l]. It is hypothesised that

whilst lymphocytes acquire immunogenic properties to defend the host against foreign

antigen in response to that antigen, then perhaps tumour cells acquire simila¡

immunogenic properties to facilitate the metastatic process Kahn 1992]. The successful

metastasising tumour cell colony may therefore not already be imbued with the

necessary immunogenic properties, but acquire them sequentially during the metastatic

process

This relatively recent information about the metastatic process does not

necessarily stray from the Paget"seed and soili' hypothesis IS89] and may be included

as part of the cascade, ûlmour cell / matrix interaction hypothesis of Fidler and Han

[1982] where environmental influences pressure immunological changes in the tumour

cell colony which aid in the physical events of metastasis (such as lymphatic ûaflicking)

as well as the immunological events that allow evasion of the host immune system.

Despite the obvious promise of the findings of the'study by Matsumura and

Tarin [1993], presently it appears that there are distinct limitations for the use ofCD44

in the diagnosis of metastatic tumour cells in peripheral blood. This is largely because

there is such a wide va¡iation in the possible splice va¡iant combinations ofCD44 in
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normal tissue including lymphocytes related to specific antþenic states [Arch el a/.

19921. As CD44variants a.re expressed normally (at low levels) in normal haemopoietic

tissug and circulating tumour cells in peripheral blood are quite rare, it seems unlikely

that a quantitative test of varianICD44 expression could be discriminating enough for

general clinical use.

. It appears more likely that evaluation of specific variant CD44 expression in

primary tumour tissue will provide more inforrration about the likelihood of metastases

being alr"ady presen! or the likely metastatic potential of the primary tumour. Wielenga

et al ll993l and Mulder et al |9941 have demonsfrated that specific variant CD44

expression in primary colorectal cancer appears to be associated with a gteater

propensþ to metastatic spread and worse patient survival. This prognostic variable

appeared to be independent of Dukes' stage, although vu\antCD44 expression may be

associated with mutant p53 expression which also carries prognostic information

[Mulder et al 1995]. It remains to be seen whether the prognostic information observed

gained by evaluation of variant CD44 expression in primary tumours will be any more

discriminating than other molecular prognostic markers such asp53 under expression or

variant expression, or c<rbB-2 over-expression or ras over-expression. Rather than

there being one molecular single marker of tumour prognosis, a panel of markers

(including growth factor gene up-regulation), may be combined to more closely

correlate with disease progression [Tarin and Matsumura 1993].

Monoclonal antibody therapy against va¡iant CD44 is a potential therapeutic

manoeuvre as has been shown by Seiter et al. ll993l. In this study a monoclonal

antibody raised against the metastasis specific domain of variant CD44 was able to

retard growth of metastatic tumour in the animal model. Potential monoclonal antibody
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therapies or gene transfer therapies may one day utilise this interesting variation

between malignant and non-malignant tissue.
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6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

6.I CRITICAL EVALUATION OF RT/PCR TUMOTIR CELL

DETECTION TECHNIQTIES

6.1.1 Evaluating the efficacy of solid tumour markers

In this context, the term tumour marker refers to a blood test that measures

presence of a specific solid tumour and its level of activity. The relative merit of any

tumour ma¡ker is a function of : - (i) its sensitivrty, (iÐ specificþ, (iii) reproducibilþ

and ease of administration of the tes! and (iv) to what extent its result influences clinical

decisions.

6.1.2 Conventional solid tumour markers

RT/PCR tumour cell detection techniques need evaluation with respect to the

more conventionally accepted "standard" tumour markers presently used in clinical

oncological practice. These include cr-feto protein (a-FP) in the setting of non-

seminomatous germ cell testis tumours and hepatocellular carcinoma punes et al.

lg7o, Lange et al. 1976l, B-human chorionic gonadotrophin (B-HCG) in

testicular/trophoblastic tumours fBagshawe 1965], Cal25 in ovarian cancer @astet al.

1983], prostate specific antigen (PSA) in prostate cancer [Oesterling 1991], and carcino-

embryonic antigen (CEA) in colorectal, other GI cancers and breast cancer [Oh and

Mclean l977,Mayeret al. 1978]. Serum markers are also occasionally used in the

setting of pancreatic cancer, gasfüc cancer, breast cancer, brain tumours and small cell

lung cancer, although their relative lack of both sensitivþ and specificþ makes their

general utility questionable [Steinberg et al. 1986, Safiet ol. 1991, Johnson et al. 1993,

Pinhom 19931.
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Of all of the commonly used tumour markers, æFP and FHCG in the setting of

testicular tumours, have the greatest utilþ. a-FP is an oncofoetal protein produced in

foetal development by the liver, yolk sac and gastointestinal epithelium; it is

synthesised as a secretory protein by tumour cells [Gitlin 1975, Kurm anet al. lg77]. þ-

HCG is a glycoprotein hormone produced by ftophoblastic tissue fBrawsteinet al.

19731; the highest levels of secretion are seen in the setting of pregnancy, testicular

tumours and trophoblastic tumours [Braunstein et al. 1973, Braunstein et al. 1976].

Their sensitivity (either one or both being elevated) is of the order of magnitude of 90 %

of patients with active non-seminomatous testis tumour, and increasing tumour markers

in the setting of testicular tumours is almost invariably associated with disease activity,

and very high levels at the time of diagnosis has prognostic value fMooreel al. T978].

cr-FP elevations are not specific however, with elevation occasionally being related to

liver parenchymal disease [Bloomer et al. 1975f. The immunoassay for the markers are

reliable and reproducible. Norrral levels of these markers do not necessarily indicate

absence of disease activrty however, as populations of malignant cells may not secrete

either protein. The main re¿Non why these markers have such great utilþ is that

testicular germ cell h¡mours are particularly responsive to treatment. So that elevation

of the markers following primary treahent enables early potentially curative treatment

to be undertaken.

Cal25, a glycoprotein associated in the embryo with amnion and coelomic

epithelium and in the adul! with epithelium of endometrium, endocervix and fallopian

tnbes [Bast et al. 1981] is elevated in about 80% of women with ovarian epithelial

cancer. It is by no means specific however, with elevations associated with other

epithelial malignancy including pancreatic cancer, lung cancer, and gastrointestinal
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cancer lBastet al. l983l.It may also be elevated in non-malignant conditions involving

the peritoneum, such as in the immediate post-operative period or inflammatory diseases

such as pancreatitis. For the majority of ovarian cancer patients who present with

elevations of Cal25, the marker may act as a useful measure of disease status in

primarily treated, asymptomatic patients, who have no radiological evidence of disease

recunence. The assay is now welt established, and in general use. At present it may be

considered a less useful test in the setring of ovarian cancer than isc{.-FP and B-HCG in

the setting of testicular tumours, because treaûnent for relapsed ovarian cancer is

considerably less successful than treatment of relapsed testicular tumour

Prostate specific antigen (SPA) is a sensitive but non-specific test of invasive

prostate cancer. The sensitivlty and specificþ of the assay may be varied by altering the

"noflraf' cut-off level for the protein. At a sensitivþ of about 65 Yo (for all søges of

disease), the specificity of the assay is about 77 %. At a specificþ of greater than95 o/o,

the sensitivity falls to 23 Yo [Oesterling 1991]. Following primary therapy of prostate

cancer, it may be used to monitor disease activþ. The assay is widely used. However,

its usefulness is tempered by the continuing contoversy as to optimal management of

prostate cancÆr. The natural history of most prostate cancers is frequently quite indolenq

so that immediate treaûnent based upon elevation of PSA alone may not be wa¡ranted.

As a screening test PSA is again limited because of the knowledge that a significant

proportion of elderly men have asymptomatic indolent prostate cancer which may never

become a clinical problem, hence positively diagnosing prostate cancer in asymptomatic

elderþ men following PSA evaluation may not lead to immediate therapy.

Carcinoembryonic antþen (CEA) is a glycoprotein synthesised by columnar

epithelial cells [Go et ol. 1975]. It is a very commonly used tumour marker which is
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commonly used in the setting of colorectal cancer. Patients with liver metastases from

colonic cancer frequently have very high levels of CE\ whi¡h may be in part related to

the hepatic clearance of the protein þurieet al. l975f.It is also elevated in pancreatic

cancer, gastic cancet lung cancer, and brea.st cancer. Moderate elevations may be seen

in a variety of non-malignant conditions including hepatitis/cirrhosis, colitis, pancreatitis

and gasfütisþeptic ulceration fHansen et al. 1974]. By the criteria used to evaluate

tumour markers already discussed, the low specificþ (limiting its use as a screening

test) and the lack of useful treatment available in the setting of relapsed disease

markedly limits the clinical utilþ of this marker, except for prognostication, especially

in the peri-operative period lffionet al. 19931.

6.1.3 RT/PCR"marker" tests

Approximately 8 hours or one full working day is required for RT/PCR analysis

of a blood samplq from the time of the blood sample being extracted to the time in

which the gel is analysed under UV light. This is calculated as: RNA extraction from

whole blood, - I hour; DNAse/RT set up and reaction, -1.5 hours; PCR set up and

reaction, - 3 hours; gel electropheresis/ethidium bromide staining, - 2.5 hours. A tum-

around time of approximately one working day compares favourably with simila¡ turn-

around times for many "standard" fumour ma¡ker tests which are often immuno-assay

based, many of which are already semi-automated. If Southern blouing and radioactive

probing with autoradiography is added, the total time is inc.reased by 36 - 48 hours.

From a clinical perspectivg these are rapid trnr-around times for tests of prognostic

significance. Perhaps the more imporlant issue is whether or not the RTIPCR'tests"

provide worthwhile information.
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Using the same evaluation criteria discussed in 6.1.1, RT/PCR sdid tumour

markers published at this date are definiæly in their infancy. The numbers of samples

examined, both pre-clinical and clinical, provide no indication of sensitivþ in the

clinical setting. Although the in-vitro sensitivþ of the tests (variably quoted as between

2 - 7OO cells per mt of blood) lsmithet aL.1991, Matsumura and Tarin l992,DaIta et al

1994, Burchlll. et al. 19951 are encouraging, it is not yet known what proportion of

patients with malignancy will produce positive results. It is also not yet known what

proportion of patients with asymptomatic/micrometastatic disease will produce positive

results, and what the clinical implications of such a positive result will be in this setting.

All reports up to now studies from single centres, with very small numbers

evaluated, so the reproducibility is certainly not yet known. An example of the

difficulties with reproducibility is the conflicting results and conclusions reached by

various authors regarding the frequency and clinical value of detecting circulating

malignant melanoma cells in blood by RT/PCR using tyrosinase as the mRNA target

fProssart et al.1993, Vormwald-Dogan et al. 1994, Foss el al. 1995 andPitnnanet aL

submi6ed] These conflicting results demonstrate that the present'methods are not yet

sufficiently robust for meaningful results to be obtained and hence the methods are

certainly not yet ready for routine use. Rather like the circulating c¿tncer cell cytological

studies of the 1950s and 1960s [Goldblatt and Nadel 1965], the initial high rates of

detection have been more recently tempered by subsequent inability to reliably

reproduce results at the single centes that reported the initial findings [Fossel al. 1994,

James et al. 1993, Pitünan et al. subriltßd]. None of these have been syskmatically

investigated for reproducibilþ in multi-centre study. This has led to protocols being
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frequently changed and updated in an effort to improve reliabilþ and reproducibility of

each method.

IJltimately if such "tests" are to become routinely used, then the results of

these tests must eventually have a bearing on clinical management rather than simply

being of academic interest. This aspect of evaluation is probably more related to

adequacy of present fieatments of solid tumours rather than the prognostic value of the

test. Hence, at present the detection of circulating melanoma cells in peripheral blood

will not result in alæration in management. But if useful treafrnents are developed for

recurrent melanom4 or even effective adjuvant feaftnents are developed, then such a

test may become extremely useful in clinical management. Certainly in the paediatric

setting of neuroblastom4 while gross metastatic disease is usually associated with a poor

prognosis, micro-metastatic disease may be amenable to chemotherapy, so that there

appears to be significant clinical potential for tyrosine hydroxylase as a marker of

micrometastatic disease fNaito et al.l99l, Burchill et al. 1994). As adjuvant treatments

have already proven to be effective for early stage breast cancer and locally advanced

colorectal cancer IEBCTSG 1992, Moertel et al. 1993f, the detection of circulating

micrometastatic breast cancer or colorectal cancer cells may allow more expeditious use

of adjuvant therapies in these settings.

Molecular biological oncological evaluation is becoming more specific,

allowing greater molecular classification, as is seen in the increasingly complex

classification of non-Hodgkin's lymphoma ftlarise/ al. 1994]. There is speculation that

molecular classification of lymphomas may eventually lead to each individual

lymphoma patient having a unique classification so that individual markers of

micrometastatic disease may eventually be used for each individual lymphoma patient.
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Advances in molecular biological techniques are providing increasing sensitivþ and

specificþ of such tests [Chou et al. L992]. Certainly, direct amplification of common

genetic alterations in both blood and bone m¿urow samples is becoming increasingly

frequent in the diagnosis and management of lymphomas and leukaemias lChanget al.

19931. The cautionary side to this is that in many instances,.previously generally

accepted notions of genetic confiol are brought into question. In essence, this means that

if one looks hard enough for a genetic characteristic, it is likely to tum up in unexpected

places because of extraordinary genetic capacþ of each cell.

RT/PCR techniques may be considered only one step "deeper" than

immunohistochemical techniques in that they are identifying the message that controls

protein production. The cascade of events that lead to a particular protein being

produced means that each step back to identifying genetic controlling mechanisms

requires molecular techniques of greater sensitivity. Such exquisitely sensitive

techniques run a greater risk of detecting "background' effects, and as such results need

to be viewed with considerable caution.

6.2 PRESENT AND FUTTJRE EVALUATION OF TT]MOT]R CELLS

IN PERIPHT'IU{L BLOOD

6.2.1 Cytological method

The freld of evaluating circulating solid tumour cells in blood has been revisited

after a sþificant break in time. The re-emerging interest is not associated with a greater

interest in the significance of the circulating tumour cell so much as the improvement in

technology thatmay enable such evaluation.
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In the cytospiMmmunofluorescence method of blood analysis (see 4.3), more

traditional cytological techniques were used, but with an updated adaptation of the

immunofluorescence techniques originally described by Herbeuvalet al. U965], which

allows grcatef differentiation between fluorescing and non-fluorescing cells. With the

development of flow cytometric technology, larger volumes of blood may be able to be

analysed more quickly, and possibly with greater sensitivþ [Beck and Raamaekers

1990]. One problem with this concept is that the qualitative component of direct

visualisation (to discriminate between definite tumour cells and artefacÐ may be lost.

A combination of both æchniques may bepossible with initial flow cytometric

analysis allowing great sensitivity in the detection of a particular labelled antibody and

only those samples positively identified would be subject to discriminating "qualitativé'

fluorescent microscopy. In this forma! such a method appears time consuming and

clumsy. But even with present technology, the initial screening process of flow

cytomeûry would add relativety little time to the process, and would be likely to reduce

overall time by screening out those samples which do not require cytospin microscopy

analysis. Although the phenotypic differences between malignant solid tumour cells and

normal blood cells are reasonably discernible, such methods relying upon final

differences in protein production are inherently qualitative. However at present they

probably provide the greatest degree of discrimination.

6.2.2 RTÆCR methods

There are inherent problems with the use of molecular genetic techniques that

atûemptto identify small numbers of tumour cells in peripheral blood. These relate to the

great heterogeneþ of solid tumour biology fDear and Kefford 1990, Bishop 1991], so
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that relatively few unique and consistent tumour biological cha¡acteristics exist

compared with the biological similarities that exist between normal cells and malignant

cells. Even using stict contols, false positive results due to external contamination is a

genuine problem and requires consideration in any study using PCR techniques

fKarovsþ I 990, Shuldiner et al. I99ll

Each cha¡acteristic which is found to be a feature of tumour cells may be found

to be a nomral characteristic of some non-malignant cells if given appropriate stimulus

(eg: proliferation, migration). The difference being that in the non-malignant setting, the

process is under fine homeostatic genetic control, so that when the stimulus ceases, the

cascade of events that produce the final effect ceases and the stimulated behaviour

ce¿Nes. In the malþant setting, proper control of these processes is lost so that gene

product is continuorrsly up-regulated and over-amplified and the abnormal aøivity of

the cell continues.

This means that whilst phenotypic differences between cells are relatively easy

to distinguish, the genetic alterations that produce phenotypic changes a¡e less definitely

distingUishable, and are more relaæd to differences in order of magnitude.

Presently, RT/PCRtechnology means that detection of target RNA (oDNA) is a

qualitative "all or nothingf' measurement rather than being a quantitative meæurement.

This poses sþificant problems. RNA expression is not definitely switched on and off,

but is quanútativeþ regulated; hence it is likely that if the sensitivþ of the test is grea!

then there is increased likelihood that RNA transcripts will be detected, even though the

protein product of that transcript is not expressed by the celVtissue examined. This may

be overcome if quantitative RT/PCR techniques become betûer developed. Competitive

RT/PCRt€chnþes have been developed which may provide some level of quantitation
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[Dallman and Porter 1991, Siebert and Larrick 1992]. Such techniques rely upon

c.omparison of target PCR product formation with control PCR product formation.

However, the robustness and reliabilþ of such techniques yet to be proven.

6.3 TIMRAPEUTTC IMPLICATIONS OF CIRCTJI,ATING SOLil)

TT]MOTJR CELLS

At the height of the interest in cytological examination of blood to detect

circulating tumour cells in the early 1960s, although there were mrmerous reports

relating to the frequency of detection of tumour cells and methods to improve detection

rates, relatively few reports discussed the long term prognosis ofpatients discovered to

have circulating tumour cells at the time of primary treatrnent of cancer. Of those that

did follow-up positively identified patients, relatively little prognostic information was

discovered Bngell 1959, Griffithset al.l973l.In Engell's study [1959], over half of the

patients found to have circulating tumour cells at the time of surgery for colorectal

cancer were alive and apparently disease free 5 - 9 years later. [n the Griffrths study

fl973l, patients who had circulating tumour cells found at operation had a non-

sþificant trend towards a better 5 years survival compare with patients in whom no

circulating hrmour cells were found.

Even taking into account the positive identification problems present at the time,

it is clear that the presence of tumour cells in blood per se does not always equate with

poor prognosis and short survival. This is in stark contra.st to the follow-up studies of

patients in whom tumour cells have been identified in bone marrow [Schlimokel a/.

1990, Deameley et al. 1991, Mansi et al. 1991]. The sfraight forward interpretation of

this clinical data is that the cells discovered in blood at the time of treatuent of the
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primary tumour are essentially in transit and may or may not have the capacity to form

secondary colonies, whereas the cells discovered in bone mÍurow at that time are likely

to have already begun to form secondary colonies. Alternatively, interactions between

endothelial surface antigens of larger blood vessels and those of tumour cells may be

qualitatively less important in the metast¿tic process than the interactions between the

surface anúgens of bone marrow stroma and those of tumour cells.

It is known from animal experiments that the rate of successful metastasis from

intravenously or subcutaneously implanted tumour cells is very low fFidler I97Ù,Liotta

et at. 1974, Weiss 19861. Using radiolabelled B16 melanoma cells, Fidler [1970]

calculated that by 24 hours following entry into the circulatioo, ( I Yo of cells were

viable. Further analysis demonstrated that < 0.L o/o of intravenously implanted cells

survived to produce metastases. Rather than successful secondary colony producing

tumour cells acquiring the genetic changes enabling them to successfully colonise, many

commentators now believe that primary tumours contain a heterogeneous population of

tumour cells with regard to metastasising abilþ, and that only the very small proportion

of metastasis capable cells eventr¡ally form secondary colonies fPoste and Fidler 1979,

Nicolson 1988, Fidler and Hart 19821. Once secondary colonies have established,

characteristics that enable the primary tumour to metastasise may eventually be lost by

some "stabld' metastatic colonies. Hence there may be great heterogeneþ of metastasis

capability of tumour cells isolated from a secondary site. Other biological factors a¡e

also likely to be variable in metastatic colonies explaining thc variable growth rates of

different metastatic colonies in the clinical setting as well as the va¡iable response of

various metastatic colonies to systemic therapy.
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What can be inferred by these data with reference to treatment implications is

that significant therapeutic gains may be made if treatment is targeted at that particular

population of cells which has the greatest metastatic potential. Present cytotoxic

treatrnent strategies for malignancy utilise the differences in growth rate to achieve

responses [De Vita 1993]. The majority of adult solid tumour cells are not in cell cyclg

so that this strategy may only affect a small proportion of the tumour cells. One of the

main effects of presently commonly used biological cancer treatments is to attempt to

enhance host immunþ mainly through up-regulation of cytokines to stimulate

cytotoxic T-cell activity. This process is likely to be dependent upon tumour cells

bearing MHC class I antþens being presented to cytotoxic T-cells. As most tumour cells

lack MHC class I antigens fEisenbach et al. 19861, again only a small proportion of

tumour cells are likely to be affected.

By targeting only that proportion of the tumour cells that produces most of the

deleterious effects of malignancy greater gains may be achieved. Target phenotypes for

solid tumours may include aberrant CD44 expression, down regulation of nm23, and

down regulation or abnonnal expression of p53. Potential mechanisms of therapy

include monoclonal antibody therapy directed against target protein, "gene therapy''

whereby a specific DNA sequence is transfected into target tumour cells, or with the use

of drugs that mimic the effect of the normal cellular controlling mechanisms.

With regard to tumour surveillancg an alternative strategy may be based upon

the individual patient's tumour biology. As tumours are phenotypically heterogenous,

analysis of each tumour may enable the individual genetic differences between the

tumour and host to be identified, and these differences more accurately exploited using

RTiPCRæchnology
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6.4 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTT]RE PERSPECTIVES

The techniques developed in this study apply a combination of known molecular

technologies to the diagnostic problem of detection of micrometastatic disease. The

notion of detection of tumour cells in blood is not a new concept. The ability to

accurately deliver on the promise, like previous studies is not yet known. Whilst exciting

progress is made in molecular biological techniques such as the development of PCR

technology, new problems arisg which are mainly related to the exquisite sensitivþ of

the techniques.

The techniques applied in this study show that it is possible to accurately

discriminate very small numbers of tyrosinase expressing melanoma cells from normal

blood cells using RT/PCR technology. The finding that cytokeratins 8 and 19 are

normally expressed in blood cells prevent their use as markers, and call into question

recent papers describing their use in this setting. The non-detection of cytokeratin 20 in

blood holds considerable promise with regard to monitoring patients with colorectal

cancer. The detection of tyrosine hydroxylase expressing neuroblastoma cells in

peripheral blood by RT/PCR may yet prove to be a useful diagnostic and prognostic tool

in paediafric oncology.

The methodology followed in this study provides a method for subsequent

RTiPCR diagnostic techniques. Critical analysis of subsequent publications in which

RTiPCR techniques may be based upon the principles followed in this study. For

RT/PCR "assays" to be tnrly valid, certain criteria must be met with regard to

methodology. These criteria include the inclusion of adequate concurrent RNA viability

controls, concurrent positive sensitivity contolq DNAse positive and negative contols,
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and concurrent RT negative controls to ensure that positive results are truly positive and

negative results are tnrly negative.

Positive identification of tumour cells in peripheral blood per se may not

provide any prognostic information when used in the setting of known primary disease,

or soon after it's primary treatrnent (rather like the lack of useful information gained by

checking serum tumour markers in the immediate post-operative period) The detection

of circulating tumour cells during follow up however, may be of great clinical

importance. The application of RT/PCR technology to this problem may significantly

advance diagnostic capacity. Before these questions can be asked in the form of large

well controlled prospective clinical trials, the techniques of RT/PCR (when applied to

tests for malignant contamination of tissues such as blood, bone marrow and lymph

node tissue) need to be carefully refined to ensure that they stand up to rigorous critical

analysis.

Presently, the ability to detect smaller and smaller numbers of malignant cells

may not necessarily translate into improved outcome for those patients in whom positive

identification of micrometastatic disease is made. For example, whilst the detection of

micrometastatic disease in germ cell tumours as demonsfrated by positive tumour

markers has resulted in more successful treaûnent with chemotherapy and radiotherapy,

the same cannot be said for lung cancer despite the availability and use of tumour

markers in this setting. Unfortunately the majority of solid tumours fall into the second

category, in which chemotherapy treafrnents have little impact on survival. However, as

new therapies develop, such molecular information may become more useful.

Such identification of micrometastatic disease may allow more accurate

identification of patients at risk of relapse in the setting of those tumours for which
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adjuvant chemotherapies have already shown survival benefiq so that those patients at

lowest risk of recurrence may be spared the potential toxicities of adjuvant treatments,

whilst those patients at especially high risk may be offered more intensive therapy or

novel therapies thereby allowing a more rational and cost effective allocation of

resources.

The molecular identification of micrometastatic disease may also prove useful

as a suïogate endpoint in data collection about response to treatment and relapse risk.

Many tumours have a long natural history, meaning that the determination of the impact

of new therapies on both disease free survival and overall survival is considerably

delayed while awaiting maturation of survival data. A molecular marker that can

reliably predict relapse could significantly hasten the evaluation of new therapies. This

may be especially applicable to the rapidly evolving field of high dose chemotherapy

(with bone marïow support). Whilst clinical complete responses have readily identified

in this setting, the clinical value in terms of improving survival and possibly increasing

cure rates is certainly not yet proven. The use of exquisitely sensitive methods to detect

viable disease after high dose chemotherapy, and also to detect viable tumour cells in

haematopoietic progenitor cells used for bone marrow rescue may allow more rapid

evaluation of high dose chemotherapy approaches so that inappropriate applications of

this technique are quickly halted.

In conclusion, techniques of molecular identification of very small numbers of

tumour cells are evolving at a rapid rate, possibly redefining what constitutes a complete

remission. The techniques of detecting small numbers of tumour cells are evolving at a

faster rate than the evolution of more effective treatnents for the majonty of cancers.

The next steps required in the field of molecular detection of tumour cells in peripheral
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blood, is a criúcal evaluation of the robusûress of each new technique developed, as

well as an in depth appraisal of the predictive power of the techniques to allow them to

be applied to the emergent therapies.
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APPENDIX A.

COMMONLY USED ABBREVIATIONS IN THE TEXT

AMPPD 3 -(2' -spiroadam antane)-4-methoxy-4-(3' phosphoryl)-
phenyl-1,2-dioxetane
Deoxy-adenine triphosphate
Deoxy-cytosine triphosphate
Diethylpyrocarbonate
D eoxy-guanine triphosphate
Dulbecco's Modified Eagle's Medium
Dimetþt sulphoxide
Deoxyribonucleic acid
Deoxyribonuclease
Deoxynucleotide triphosphate
D eoxy-thymidine tripho sphate

Ethyl ene- di am ine-tetr a- acetaie

Fetal calf serum
Fluorescein isothiocyanate
High performance liquid chromatography
Potassium chloride
Milligram
Magnesium chloride
Millilitre
3 -(N-morpholino)-propanesulphonic acid
Sodium acetate

Sodium chloride
Radioactive phosphorous
Phosphate buffered saline
Polymerase chain reaction
Ribonucleic acid
Ribonuclease
Ribonuclease inhib itor
Roswell Park Memorial Institute
Reverse transcription / reverse transcriptase
Sodium dodecyl sulphate

Saline sodium citrate buffer
Salmon sperm deoxyribonucleic acid
Tris. acetate EDTA buffe
Tris. borate EDTA buffer
Tris. EDTA buffer
N,N,N',N-tetramethylethylenediamine
Tris (hydroxymethyl) aminomethane

Polyoxyethylene sorbitan monolaurate
Microgra:n
Microlitre
Ultraviolet

dATP
dCTP
DEPC
dGTP
DMEM
DMSO
DNA
DNAse
dNTP
dTTP
EDTA
FCS
FITC
HPLC
KCl
mg.
MgCl,
ml.
MOPS
NaAc
NaCl
"P
PBS
PCR
RNA
RNAse
RNAsin
RPMI
RT
SDS
SSC
ssDNA
TAE
TBE
TE
Temed
Tris.
Tween 20
ug.
ul.
IrV
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APPENDIX B.

Papers arising from this thesis, that have already been published or
presented at national meetings or that have been prepared or
submitted for publication.

Burchill, S.4., Bradbury, M.F., Pittman, K, Southgate, 1., Smitb B. and Selby, P.

1995. Detection of epithelial canc,er cells in penpheral blood by reverse-transcriptase-

polymerase chain reactio¡.&r. J. CøncerTl:z97 -291.

Pittman, K, Southgate, J., Plumb, M., Trejdosiewicz, L. and Selby, P. 1993. Reverse

fanscriptase and polymerase chain reaction utilising cytokeratin I to detect metastatic

carcinoma cells in peripheral blood.,Br. J. CanceríT (suppl.): 18 (abstr.).

Pittman, I(, Burchill, S., Smith, B., Southgate, J., Joffe, J., Gore, M. and Selby, P.

Reverse transcrþtase-polymerase chain reaction for expression of tyrosinase to identify

malignant melanoma cells in peripheral blood. (submitted).

Smith, B,., Selby, P., Southgate, J.,Pittman, I(, Bradley, C. and Blair, G.E. 1991.

Detection of melanoma cells in perþheral blood by means of reverse transcriptase and

polymerase chain reaction.Inncet33S. 1227 - 1229.
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